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SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND MODELING
Branch and Bound Method for Solving of Linear Stochastic Combinatorial Optimization Problem on Arrangements

Oleg Iemets¹, Tetiana Barbolina²
¹Poltava University of Economics and Trade, Ukraine, ²V.G. Korolenko National Pedagogical University, Ukraine, tm-b@ukr.net

Abstract – The article deals with the solving of linear combinatorial optimization problems on a set of arrangements under probabilistic uncertainty.

We propose to branch the common set of arrangements assigning certain possible values for some of the variables. The way of bound computing is proposed and substantiate. The algorithm of branch and bound method is formulated.

Keywords – Euclidean combinatorial optimization problem; optimization problem on arrangements; stochastic combinatorial optimization; branch and bound method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Actual trend of the modern theory of optimization is to study the problems of combinatorial nature under different types of uncertainty ([1–7] and others). In particular stochastic optimization problems attract the attention of researchers recently (for example [8–16]).

One approach for formalization of optimization problems under uncertainty is based on the introduction of the order relation on the set of corresponding variables. Previously, the authors [11, 12] proposed two ways of ordering of random variables. The first one is based on comparison of mathematical expectation, dispersion, values and probabilities of discrete random variables. According to the second way a given set of independent random variables is partitioned by equivalence, which based on the comparison of their numerical characteristics; the linear order is defined on the quotient set. Some properties of this linear orders and corresponding optimization problems were discussed in [11–16]. In this article we propose branch and bound method for solving of stochastic combinatorial optimization problems on arrangements.

II. STATEMENT OF H-PROBLEM

Let some of the initial data in the optimization problem be discrete random variables. The last will be denoted by Latin capital letters (A, B, ...). Let \( \Omega \) be a set of independent discrete random variables, \( J_n = \{1, 2, ..., n\} \). We say that

\[
H(A) = (h_1(A), h_2(A), ..., h_l(A))
\]

(where \( h_i(A), i \in J, \) is numeric characteristic of random variable \( A \)). Suppose that eigenvector satisfies

\[
h_i(\alpha A + \beta B) = \alpha^{h_i(A)} + \beta^{h_i(B)}
\]

\( \forall i \in J \) (1)

where \( A, B \) are independent random variables, \( \alpha, \beta \in R^1, \lambda_1, \lambda_2 > 0 \).

We say that random variables \( X, Y \in \Omega \) are \( H \)-equivalent if and only if \( H(X) = H(Y) \) [12]. The equivalence class of an element \( X \) is called the \( H \)-class and is denoted by \( [X]_H \).

If \( H(X) \leq_i H(Y) \) ( \( \leq_i \) is a symbol of lexicographical order) for any \( X \in [X]_H, Y \in [Y]_H \), then we say that classes \( [X]_H, [Y]_H \) are in order of non-decreasing and write \( [X]_k \preceq [Y]_k \).

Using introduced linear order, let us order the elements of quotient set \( \omega = \Omega / H : [X_1]_H \preceq [X_2]_H \preceq ... \preceq [X_m]_H \) where \( [X_i]_H \) is the \( i \)th element and \( [X_1]_H \) is the minimum one. The definition of the minimum and maximum allows setting the optimization problem for finding the extreme elements in the given conditions. Such problems are called \( H \)-problems of stochastic combinatorial optimization problems.

Let \( \Phi([X]_H) = \sum_{j=1}^{k} c_j [X_j]_H \) where \( c_j \in R^1, X_j \in \Omega \)

\( \forall j \in J_k \). Linear \( H \)-problem of stochastic combinatorial
optimization on a sphere $\Xi \subset \omega^k$ can be formulated as follow: find extremum and extremal of $\Phi([X]_H)$ subject to $[X]_H \in \Xi$.

Further we discuss linear $H$-problem of stochastic combinatorial optimization where feasible set is a subset of common set of arrangements $E^k_n(\Gamma)$ from elements of multiset $\Gamma = \{[G_1]_H, [G_2]_H, ..., [G_n]_H\}$ (main concepts of Euclidean combinatorial optimization are used from [17]). Suppose $G_1, ..., G_n$ are independent random variables, $h_i(G_i) \geq 0 \ \forall i \in J_n$; coefficients of linear function $\Phi([X]_H)$ are positive real numbers.

Thus linear $H$-problem of stochastic combinatorial optimization on arrangements can be expressed as follow: find a pair $\langle \Phi([X^*]_H), [X^*]_H \rangle$ such that
\[
\Phi([X^*]_H) = \min_{[X]_H \in E^k_n(\Gamma)} \sum_{j \in J_n} C_j [X^*]_H, \\
[X^*]_H = \arg \min_{[X]_H \in E^k_n(\Gamma)} \sum_{j \in J_n} C_j [X]_H,
\]
such that $[X]_H = ([X_1]_H, [X_2]_H, ..., [X_n]_H) \in \Xi$ (1), where $\Xi \subset \omega^k$.

Further we will consider only $H$-classes. Therefore instead $[X]_H$ we will write $X$.

I. PROPERTIES OF $H_\nu$-PROBLEM

Consider function $\Phi_1(x) = \sum_{j \in J_1} C_j x_j$ where coefficients $C_j \ \forall j \in J_1$ are $H$-classes ($C_j \in \omega$ $\forall j \in J_1$), $x = (x_1, ..., x_k) \in R^k$. Linear $H_d$-problem of stochastic combinatorial optimization is the problem that can be expressed as follow: find a pair $\langle \Phi_1 (x^*), x^* \rangle$ such that
\[
\Phi_1 (x^*) = \min_{x \in E^k_1(\Gamma)} \sum_{j \in J_1} C_j x_j, \\
x^* = \arg \min_{x \in E^k_1(\Gamma)} \sum_{j \in J_1} C_j x_j, \tag{5}
\]
where $E^k_1(\Gamma)$ is a common set of arrangements from elements of multiset $\Gamma = \{g_1, g_2, ..., g_n\}$, $g_j \in \omega^1 \ \forall j \in J_n$.

Suppose elements of multiset $G$ are in order of increasing:
\[
0 < g_1 \leq g_2 \leq ... \leq g_n. \tag{7}
\]

Consider the following deterministic problem: find a pair $\langle \Phi_1 (x^*), x^* \rangle$ such that
\[
\Phi_1 (x^*) = \min_{x \in E^k_n(\Gamma)} \sum_{j \in J_n} C_j x_j, \\
x^* = \arg \min_{x \in E^k_n(\Gamma)} \sum_{j \in J_n} C_j x_j, \tag{6}
\]
where $\Phi_1(x) = \sum_{j \in J_n} C_j x_j$, $x_j = h_j(C_j) \ \forall j \in J_n$.

As it follows from the lemma 1 [16], the minimal of function $\Phi_1(x)$ on $E^k_n(\Gamma)$ is a permutation of elements of multiset $\Gamma' = \{g_1, ..., g_k\}$. Consequently if point $x$ is not an element of a common set of permutations $E^k_n(\Gamma')$ then $\Phi_1 (x^*) < \Phi_1 (x)$. Since
\[
\Phi_1 (x) = \sum_{j \in J_n} C_j x_j = \sum_{j \in J_n} h_j(C_j) x_j = h_j \left( \sum_{j \in J_n} C_j x_j \right) = h_j \left( \Phi_1(x) \right),
\]
we have $\Phi_1 (x^*) < \Phi_1 (x) \ \forall x \notin E^k_n(\Gamma')$.

Therefore minimal in a solution of problem (5)–(6) is a permutation of elements of multiset $\Gamma'$, i.e. minimum of objective function is $L = \sum_{j \in J_n} C_j g_{i_j}$ where $g_{i_j} \in \Gamma'$.

Thus problem (5)–(6) can be expressed as follow: find a pair $\langle \Phi (x^*), x^* \rangle$ such that
\[
\Phi (x^*) = \min_{y \in F(Y)} \sum_{j \in J_n} g_j Y_j, \\
x^* = \arg \min_{y \in F(Y)} \sum_{j \in J_n} g_j Y_j, \tag{11}
\]
where $F(Y) = \sum_{j \in J_n} g_j Y_j$, multiset $\Psi = \{C_1, ..., C_k\}$.

Suppose elements of multiset $\Psi$ are indexed so that satisfy the condition
\[
H(C_1) \geq H(C_2) \geq ... \geq H(C_k). \tag{12}
\]

From theorem 4 [15] it follows that the arrangement, which satisfies the conditions $Y_j = C_j \ \forall j \in J_k$, is minimal in a solution of the problem (10)–(11). Hence $\sum_{j \in J_n} g_j Y_j \leq \sum_{j \in J_n} g_j C_j$ for any permutation of elements of
Suppose $\Phi(\bar{x}) = \sum_{j=1}^r \tilde{c}_j \bar{x}_j$. Since elements of multiset $\bar{\Gamma}$ are in order of non-decreasing we obtain

$$H(\bar{G}_1) \leq H(\bar{G}_2) \leq \ldots \leq H(\bar{G}_r).$$

At the same time coefficient of objective function is in order of non-increasing. From theorem 4 [13] it follows that the arrangement $\bar{x}^*$, which satisfies the condition $\bar{x}_i^* = \bar{G}_i \quad \forall i \in J,$ is a minimal of function $\Phi(\bar{x})$ on the set $E_p^r(\bar{\Gamma})$. Thus $\Phi(\bar{x}^*) \leq \Phi(\bar{x})$ $\forall \bar{x} \in E_p^r(\bar{\Gamma}).$

Since eigenvector satisfies the condition (1) we see that for any $\bar{x} \in \Theta'$ the correlation

$$H(\Phi(\bar{x})) = H\left(\sum_{j \in J_k} c_j x_j + H\left(\sum_{j \in J_k} \bar{c}_j \bar{x}_j\right)\right) =$$

$$= H\left(\sum_{j \in J_k} c_j G_j\right) + H\left(\Phi(\bar{x})\right) = H\left(\sum_{j \in J_k} \bar{c}_j \bar{G}_j\right) +$$

$$+ H\left(\Phi(\bar{x}^*)\right) = H\left(\sum_{j \in J_k} c_j G_j\right) + H\left(\sum_{j \in J_k} \bar{c}_j \bar{G}_j\right) =$$

$$= \tilde{\xi} \left(\tilde{\Theta}'\right)$$

is true.

Therefore $\tilde{\xi} \left(\tilde{\Theta}'\right) \leq \Phi(\bar{x})$ for all $\bar{x} \in \Theta'$.

Theorem is proved.

Consider now linear $H_{rL}$-problem: find a pair (5)–(6) subject to

$$x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k) \in \Xi \subset \mathbb{R}^k.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

As above, set $\Theta' \in E^k(\bar{\Gamma})$ is determined as follow

$$x_j = g_{r_j}, \quad j \in I.$$ \hspace{1cm} (16)

Assume that

$$\tilde{\xi}(\tilde{\Theta}') = \sum_{j=1}^r c_j g_{r_j} + \sum_{i=1}^r \tilde{c}_i \tilde{g}_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

(notation is similar given above at the solution of $H$-problem).

From theorem 1 it follows that point $\bar{x}^* = (g_1, \ldots, g_k)$ is a minimal of function $\Phi_1(x) = \tilde{\xi}(\tilde{\Theta}')$ on the set $E^r_{\bar{\Gamma}}$. Therefore $\Phi_1(\bar{x}^*) \leq \Phi_1(\bar{x}) \quad \forall \bar{x} \in E^r_{\bar{\Gamma}}$. Further, similar to proof of theorem 2 we obtain that $\tilde{\xi}(\tilde{\Theta}') \leq \Phi'(x)$. Hence we prove the follow theorem.

**Theorem 3.** Let $\Theta' \subset E^k(\bar{\Gamma})$ satisfies (16). A bound of $\Phi_1(x)$ on $\Theta'$ may be calculated according to (17).
Let us formulate a branch and bound algorithm for solving problem (2)–(4) and (5), (6), (15). By \( \Theta_{r_1, r_2, ..., r_t} \) denote a set where values of \( t \) variables \( X_1, X_2, ..., X_t \) (for \( H_p \)-problems — \( x_1, x_2, ..., x_t \)) are fixed \( (r_1, r_2, ..., r_t) \) are indexes of corresponding elements of multiset \( \Gamma \).

1. Let \( h = 0, \Phi^0 = \infty, t = 1 \).

2. Branch on \( E^k_t (\Gamma) \) to produce sets \( \Theta_{r_1} \) according to (13) or (16), where \( I = [1 \times 1] \), \( G_r \) \( (g_{r_1}, g_{r_2}) \) — different elements of multiset \( \Gamma \). For all sets \( \Theta_{r_1} \) find a bound (14) (for \( H_p \)-problems — (17)).

3. Select the set \( \Theta_{h_{1-r_1}} \) to be processed:
   \[ \xi(\Theta_{h_{1-r_1}}) \leq \xi(\Theta') \] for all unbranched sets \( \Theta' \).

4. Branch on \( \Theta_{h_{1-r_1}} \) to produce \( \Theta_{h_{1-r_1}} \), find a bound for all sets according to (14) (for \( H_p \)-problems — (17)).

5. Increase \( t \) by one. If \( t = k \) (set \( \Theta_{h_{1-r_1}} \) contain a single element) then go to step 6 else (if \( t < k \)) go to step 8.

6. For all \( r_k \) compare \( \xi(\Theta_{h_{1-r_1}}) \) and \( \Phi^b \); if
   \[ \xi(\Theta_{h_{1-r_1}}) < \Phi^b \] and \( (G_{r_1}, G_{r_2}, ..., G_{r_k}) \in \Xi \)
   \[ (g_{r_1}, ..., g_{r_k}, g_{r_k}) \in \Xi \]
   then increase \( h \) by one and denote \( X^h = (G_{r_1}, G_{r_2}, ..., G_{r_k}, G_k) \) (or \( X^h = (g_{r_1}, g_{r_2}, ..., g_{r_k}, g_{r_k}) \)). \( \Phi^h = \xi(\Theta_{h_{1-r_1}}) \).

7. Decrease \( t \) by one.

8. If there exist unbranched set \( \Theta_{h_{1-r_1}} \) such that
   \[ \xi(\Theta_{h_{1-r_1}}) < \Phi^b \]
   then return to step 3 else go to step 9.

9. If \( t > 1 \) the return to step 8 else solving of problem is finished: if \( \Phi^h = \infty \) then feasible set is empty else \( \{\Phi^b, X^h\} \) is a solution.

CONCLUSIONS

Branch and bound method for solving of linear stochastic combinatorial optimization problems is considered. Minimum in the problem refers in accordance with the linear order introduced to the quotient set, which is generated by partition a given set of independent random variables based on the comparison of their numerical characteristics. The way of bound computing is proposed, algorithm is formulated.
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Client Solvency Estimation Using Intellectual Data Analysis Approach

Petro Bidyuk, Vira Huskova, Oleksandr Terentiev
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Abstract – This article is devoted to the estimation of client's solvency and is an important problem for the banking system and other financial companies that provide loans to their clients. The questions devoted to the main methods of data mining for the collection of statistical information on clients, aimed at assessing the probability of default on loan repayment.

To solve the problem, modern estimation systems based on mathematical models have been developed that provide the possibility of analyzing and assessing the client's status regarding their solvency. Conducted assess the creditworthiness using approaches such as decision trees, cluster analysis (k-means), hierarchical clustering, nearest neighbor method, Binary choice regression models, nonlinear regression logit models, probit model, Bayesian networks.

Keywords – data mining, statistical information, mathematical models, cluster analysis, logit models, probit model, Bayesian networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimation of client’s solvency is very important problem for banking system and other financial companies that provide loans for their clients. To solve the problem it is necessary to develop modern scoring systems based on mathematical models providing a possibility for analysis and estimation of client’s state regarding their solvency. Scoring systems based on modern data analysis techniques, mathematical models and information technologies create a useful and reliable instrumentation for financial risk analysis and managerial decision making in many directions of human activities. This study is based on the application of intellectual data analysis techniques to collected clients’ statistical data aiming to estimation of default probability regarding loan return.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem is to develop scoring models for bank client’s solvency estimation using cluster analysis, decision trees, artificial neural networks (ANN), binary choice regression models and Bayesian belief networks (BN). Statistical data characterizing clients state and necessary for model building was taken from the Ukrainian banking system.

Input data description. To construct the scoring models the following dataset was hired: the training sample included 3250 items regarding clients and the test set included 100 items that had not been used for training. Each client was characterized by the following attributes: 
- $x_1$ is sex; 
- $x_2$ is age; 
- $x_3$ is family status; 
- $x_4$ is a number of children; 
- $x_5$ is working (not working); 
- $x_6$ is education; 
- $x_7$ is a type of work; 
- $x_8$ is availability of guarantying person; 
- $x_9$ is a sum of credit; 
- $y$ is a variable of result (probability of client default).

Statistical criteria characterizing quality of a scoring model:

1. Common accuracy (CA): this a relation of a number of correctly forecasted cases to the total number of cases $N$ considered in specific problem (1):

\[
CA = \frac{\text{number of correctly forecasted cases}}{N}
\]

2. First and second type errors that are explained in table I. The first type error is direct loss of a bank; and the second type error is an income that was not realized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual state of a client</th>
<th>Forecast: normal (client will return credit)</th>
<th>Forecast: default (client will not return credit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Correct classification</td>
<td>Second type error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>First type error</td>
<td>Correct classification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. DECISION TREE

In a simple problem set decision tree is an approach to representing decision rules as a hierarchical sequential structure. As a result of application of the structure to statistical data is an answer “Yes” or “No” to respective specific questions. A typical algorithm for constructing topology (structure) of a decision tree includes two basic stages: “tree building” and “tree pruning”. There exist many known techniques of constructing decision trees. The
well known and widely applicable approaches to constructing the trees are CHAID, CART and QUEST [1].

Figure 1 shows an example of the tree constructing according to the QUEST approach using SPSS 16. The purpose of the scoring model is to give an answer to the question: “Should the client be given a loan?”

![Credit scoring model in the form of decision tree QUEST](image)

**Figure 1. Credit scoring model in the form of decision tree QUEST**

**IV. CLUSTER ANALYSIS**

A distinctive feature of cluster analysis from classification is that it does not require prior postulates regarding data. The clustering problem can be considered as a process of substantial order identifying in multidimensional data matrix what allows for clusters selecting, i.e. “condensed” groups of objects under study. The cluster analysis techniques today include about 100 various algorithms [2, 3] based on different principles. To solve the problem of constructing scoring models the following methods were used:

1) hierarchical: 1 – links between groups; 2 – links inside of groups; 3 – nearest neighbor; 4 – distant neighbors; 5 – weighted centroid; 6 – median algorithm; 7 – Vard algorithm;

2) iteration: 1 – k-means; 2 – k-median; 3 – two-step BIRCH algorithm.

The following criteria measuring the distance between clusters were used: – quadratic Euclid measure; – Pearson correlation coefficient; – Chebyshev measure, and Minkovich measure. To reduce the number of variables for model constructing the principal component approach was applied. The inverse factors were computed with varimax method (Table II).

**V. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS**

Another widely used intellectual data analysis method is based on ANN. In spite of the fact that there exist numerous possibilities for constructing ANN all of them have some similar features. To construct scoring models the following ANN constructing approaches were used: – back propagation [4]; – resilient propagation [5]. The best models constructed are shown in Table III. The resilient propagation network was constructed with 2000 training epochs.

**TABLE II. INVERSE FACTORS COMPUTED WITH VARIMAX METHOD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>-0.538</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>-0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>-0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family status</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td>-0.153</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband (wife) works</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-0.158</td>
<td>-0.075</td>
<td>0.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of work</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>-0.266</td>
<td>-0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarantee</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>-0.141</td>
<td>0.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of credit</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.626</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III. THE BEST ANN MODELS CONSTRUCTED WITH THE DATA AVAILABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model constructing algorithm</th>
<th>Number of neurons in a layer</th>
<th>Common accuracy</th>
<th>General classification error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Back propagation</td>
<td>9 3 1</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back propagation</td>
<td>9 5 1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilient propagation</td>
<td>9 3 1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilient propagation</td>
<td>9 5 1</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Binary choice regression models.** In this model dependent variable accepts the value “ y = 1 ” if a client’s solvency is positive with probability 0.5 or higher, or “ y = 0 ” in a case of client’s default. Results of solvency estimation are given in Table 4.

**Linear regression.** The model constructed in the form of the linear regression is given in (2):

\[ probability = 0.7545 - 0.0358 \cdot x_1 + 0.0024 \cdot x_2 + 0.01 \cdot x_3 + 0.0121 \cdot x_4 + 0.0214 \cdot x_5 + 0.0142 \cdot x_6 + 0.0037 \cdot x_7 + 0.1112 \cdot x_8 - 1.6732 \cdot x_9 \]  

**Nonlinear logit** regression model constructed is as follows:

\[ probability = \frac{\exp(z)}{1+\exp(z)} = \frac{1}{1+(\exp(z))^{-1}} = \frac{1}{1+\exp(-z)} \]  

where
\[ z = -0.9563 \cdot x_1 + 0.0695 \cdot x_2 + 0.1426 \cdot x_3 + 0.1875 \cdot x_4 + 0.2264 \cdot x_5 + 0.2727 \cdot x_6 + 0.0509 \cdot x_7 + 3.0315 \cdot x_8 - 0.0005 \cdot x_9 \]

**Probit model** has the form:

\[
\text{probability} = \int_{-\infty}^{\hat{z}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{z^2}{2}\right) \, dz,
\]

where

\[ z = -0.2677 \cdot 0.4469 \cdot x_1 + 0.035 \cdot x_2 + 0.0918 \cdot x_3 + 0.1097 \cdot x_4 + 0.1148 \cdot x_5 + 0.1436 \cdot x_6 + 0.1539 \cdot x_7 + 1.4139 \cdot x_8 - 0.0002 \cdot x_9 \]

**TABLE IV.** RESULTS OF CONSTRUCTING AND APPLICATION OF REGRESSION MODELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of regression</th>
<th>Error 1st type</th>
<th>Error 2nd type</th>
<th>Total error</th>
<th>Common accuracy</th>
<th>General classification error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear regression</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logit model</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probit model</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bayesian networks** (BN) are probabilistic and statistical model in the form of directed graph the vertices of which represent model variables and directed arcs represent existing causal relations [6]. The model vertices are accompanied with conditional probability tables showing the probabilities of accepting specific value by a variable. First they were proposed by US scientist Judea Pearl in 1985 [7]. Thanks to availability of highly developed probabilistic numerical techniques today BN create very powerful approach to constructing probabilistic and statistical models in many fields of human activity (financial and economic forecasting, classification, medical and technical diagnostics, process control, financial risk analysis etc). One of the popular applications of BN is coping with possible probabilistic and amplitude uncertainties in modeling complex systems in various application fields. They may contain in the same model structure numerical and linguistic variables, and expert estimates what is very useful in many applications including solvency (and other financial risks) risk analysis using scoring models. Figure 2 illustrates the scoring model in the form of BN constructed with heuristic algorithm proposed by the authors in [5]. It is based on estimation of mutual information between vertices and minimum description length function. To test correctness of model building procedure the same kind of model was constructed with widely known GeNie system. Both results achieved turned out to be similar.

![Figure 2. Scoring model in the form of Bayesian network](image)

The BN model constructed in our case provided the following results of clients classification: (1) first type errors are equal to 3.5% – direct loss of the bank; i.e. the model classified these clients as reliable though their solvency turned out to be negative; (2) second type errors are equal to 4.8% – non-realized income of the bank; i.e. the BN model classified these clients as unreliable but they turned out to have positive solvency; (3) common accuracy of the model constructed comprises 91.8% what is actually one of the best scoring results we got in this study.

Analysis of results of computational experiments performed. Table 5 contains basic statistical and forecasting characteristics of the scoring models constructed. When solving the classification problem the threshold was selected at 90%, i.e. if the probability of a loan return was lower than 90% then the client was classified as the one with negative solvency.

![Figure 2. Scoring model in the form of Bayesian network](image)
The best results of modeling in this case were achieved with CHAID decision tree and k-means classification method. The general classification errors for both of these methods were 10%. Practically this means that out of 100 loans 10 were classified incorrectly. Most of other scoring model resulted in 15-20% general classification errors what is also acceptable results.

The best common accuracy of about 0.949, was provided by the nonlinear logit model.

### TABLE V. THE BASIC STATISTICAL AND FORECASTING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SCORING MODELS CONSTRUCTED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of scoring model</th>
<th>Error 1st type</th>
<th>Error 2nd type</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Common accuracy</th>
<th>General classification error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>With condition of 90% probability for loan return</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAID</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CART</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUEST</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The best hierarchical clustering techniques with the use of quadratic Euclid norm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted centroid</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varda algorithm</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The best hierarchical clustering techniques based on the use of Pearson coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links between groups</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links inside of groups</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant neighbors</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nonhierarchical clustering techniques</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k means for iterations and classification</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k means only for classification</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-step algorithm</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1245</td>
<td>1323</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The best hierarchical scoring method with preliminary factorization of variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearest neighbor</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian network</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONCLUSIONS

Constructing of mathematical scoring models for estimating financial risks and results of financial activities for enterprises using intellectual data analysis techniques is one of perspective approaches to solving complex problems of managerial decision making in financial institutions. The best results of constructing scoring models and their practical application in our particular case were received with CHAID decision tree and cluster analysis technique known as k-means. The best common accuracy result was achieved with hierarchical clustering, nearest neighbor method, and nonlinear regression logit model. Also very good result (quite acceptable) was achieved with Bayesian network. This application example shows that intellectual data analysis techniques can be used successfully for solving important practical problems of financial risk analysis including client’s solvency estimation. Such techniques will help to enhance stability and security of functioning for the banking system what is especially important for weak transition economies that are very sensitive to various random internal and external disturbances.

The research will be continued in directions of improvement of scoring models characteristics and the search for new model types. A promising direction of the study is in combining classical statistical models and models based on intellectual data analysis. Development and software implementation of specialized decision support systems based on the modern system analysis principles, models and techniques mentioned above will provide a possibility for a fast knowledge and instrumentation transfer from universities to financial institutions.
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Abstract – Special functions are considered for obtaining new properties of numerical functions, that have been called the disproportionalities. There are the functions of disproportionality by n-order derivative and by n-order value one. All disproportionalities can be used as a numerical measure of the discrepancy between images. They are invariant with respect to scales. The disproportionalities can be used to solve problems of technical diagnostics and in a broader context for pattern recognition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a class of problems for which, in addition to the known, it is necessary to determine new characteristics of numerical functions. As an example, let us consider the problem of technical diagnostics of a large class of quasistationary objects whose static characteristics taken for a fixed time have the form

\[ y = k(t)x \]  (1)

Here:
- x, y are the input and output parameters, respectively;
- t is a time;
- k(t) in (1) changes slowly in comparison with the input process x(t).

These objects include amplifiers, converters, telemetry channels, tracking systems, many sensors. For a fixed value of k(t) at time t, expression (1), as is known, reflects the proportional relationship between x and y. This proportionality is the main sign for assessing the technical state of the objects of the class indicated. So long as the static characteristic obtained at a fixed time t has the form (1), the object is considered to be in good order. Deterioration of the technical state of the object leads to the fact that the proportionality between x and y is violated at least for some values of x.

The static characteristic in the general case becomes

\[ y = k(x,t)x + b(t) \]  (2)

where \( b(t) \neq 0 \).

The system of technical diagnostic should detect this deterioration and evaluate it quantitatively. For this, it would be easiest to compare the values of the functions (1) and (2) for the one and the same x. However, for quasistationary objects, k(t) in (1) changes in time, as a rule, randomly. So it’s difficult to determine its real value for the current mode of operation.

Thus, to assess the technical state of an object of the class under consideration, it is necessary to determine for each value of x from the domain of existence of the function (2) whether its proportional connection with y remains. If the proportionality does not exist, it is needed to estimate how much the connection differs from the proportional one. In this case, the comparison of the values of the functions (1) and (2) is excluded because of the unknown value of k(t) in (1).

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A set \( X \) of real numbers and a set \( T \) of real ordered numbers are given. The set \( Y \) of real numerical functions is defined

\[ y = f(x,t) \]  (3)

where \( x \in X, t \in T \).

It is necessary to define a functional on the set \( Y \). It must be zero if the connection between x and \( y = f(x,t) \) is proportional for given values \( x \in X \) and \( t \in T \).

III. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

To solve this problem, the special functions have been developed in [1]. They allow one to obtain a quantitative estimate of the deviation of the relationship between two numerical functions from the proportional one.

From the outset we solve the problem for function of one variable \( y = f(x), x \in X \).

In mathematics, the proportion is the equality of two relations. It is known that for \( y = f(x) \) a derivative

\[ \frac{dy}{dx} \]

is the limit of the ratio \( \frac{\Delta y}{\Delta x} \) for \( \Delta x \rightarrow 0 \). Hence, if the condition

\[ \frac{y}{x} = \frac{dy}{dx} \]  (4)

is performed for a given \( x \in X \).
we can assume that at the point under study the relationship between $x$ and $y$ is proportional. For $y = cx$,

where $c = \text{const}$, the condition (4) is satisfied in the entire function definition area.

In general, for $y = f(x)$, it can only be performed for several values of $x$ or does not exist.

**Definition 1.** The disproportionality over the first-order derivative of a function $y = f(x)$ with respect to $x$ is the difference between $\frac{y}{x}$ and $\frac{dy}{dx}$.

We denote it as

$$\@ d^{(1)}_x y = \frac{y}{x} - \frac{dy}{dx}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The symbol $\@$ is chosen to denote the operation of determining the disproportionality, $d$- means "derivative". The left side is read as "$d$ one $y$ with respect to $x$".

**Lemma 1.** The function $y = cx$, where $c = \text{const}$, is the only one for which the condition (4) is performed in whole its domain.

The proof reduces to obtaining a general solution of the differential equation (4) with separating variables. It is easy to see that the only general solution is $y = cx$ where $c = \text{const}$, which is what we had to prove.

The transition to a function of two variables $y = f(x,t)$, where $x \in X, t \in T$, assumes setting the value of $t$ when studying the proportionality between $x$ and $y$. Hence the disproportionality with respect to the first-order derivative of the function with respect to $x$ for a given value of $t$ has the form

$$\@ d^{(1)}_x y = \frac{f(x,t)}{x} - f_x'(x,t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The expression (6) meets the requirements set forth in the statement of the problem, and can be taken as the desired functional.

**Example 1.** Let $y = k(t)x + b$. For a fixed time $t$ $k(t) = c$. Here $b, c$ are constants. Then $\@ d^{(1)}_x y = \frac{b}{x}$.

For $b=0$ $\@ d^{(1)}_x y = 0$, which should be in the presence of a proportional relationship between $x$ and $y$.

**Example 2.** $y = -k x \ln[cx]$, where $k, c$ are constants.

$$\@ d^{(1)}_x y = k$$

**Example 3.** $y = k x^2 + cx$, where $k, c$ are constants.

$$\@ d^{(1)}_x y = kx.$$  

For a multidimensional function $y = f(x_1,x_2,x_3,\ldots,x_p,t)$, we define a particular disproportionality with respect to the first-order derivative with respect to $x_i$,

$$\@ d^{(1)}_{x_i} y = \frac{f(x_1,x_2,x_3,\ldots,x_p,t)}{x_i} - f_{x_i}'(x_1,x_2,x_3,\ldots,x_p,t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

**Example.** Let $y = k_1(t)x_1 + k_2(t)x_2$. For fixed $t$ $k_1(t) = c_1, k_2(t) = c_2$, where $c_1$ and $c_2$ are constants. Then

$$\@ d^{(1)}_{x_1} y = \frac{y}{x_1} - \frac{\partial y}{\partial x_1} = \frac{c_2 x_2}{x_1}. $$

**IV. N-ORDER DERIVATIVE DISPROPORTIONALITY**

We define the concept of disproportionality with respect to the $n$-order derivative, which must be equal to zero for

$$y = cx^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

the whole range of its definition. For (8) we have the equality

$$\frac{y}{x^n} = \frac{1}{n!} \frac{d^n y}{dx^n}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

**Definition 2.** The disproportionality with respect to the derivative of the $n$-order of a function $y = f(x)$ with respect to $x$ is

$$\@ d^{(n)}_x y = \frac{y}{x^n} - \frac{1}{n!} \frac{d^n y}{dx^n}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The $n$-order derivative disproportionality of the function $y = f(x,t)$ with respect to $x$ for a fixed $t$ has the form

$$\@ d^{(n)}_x y = \frac{f(x,t)}{x^n} - \frac{1}{n!} \frac{\partial^n x}{\partial x^n},$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

In (10) and in (11) $n$ is an integer greater than zero.

**Example.** Let $y = k(t)x^3$. For a fixed $t, k(t) = c = \text{const}$. Then, in accordance with (11), for

$$n=1 \quad \@ d^{(1)}_x y = -2cx^2,$$

$$n=2 \quad \@ d^{(2)}_x y = -2cx,$$

$$n=3 \quad \@ d^{(3)}_x y = 0.$$  

In the general case, for calculating the disproportionality with respect to the derivative, the origin can be transferred to an arbitrary point in accordance with the rules for parallel transfer of the coordinate axes. For fixed $t$, when the origin is transferred to the point $M(x_0, y_0, t)$, (11) is transformed to the form

$$\@ d^{(n)}_{x-x_0} (y - y_0) = \frac{f(x,t) - y_0}{(x-x_0)^n} - \frac{1}{n!} \frac{\partial^n f(x,t)}{\partial x^n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)
It's determine the particular \( n \)-order derivative disproportionality \( y = f(x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_p, t) \) with respect to \( x_i \) for a given \( t \)
\[
@ \frac{\partial (n)}{x_i} y_i = \frac{y}{x_i} - \frac{1}{n!} \frac{\partial^n y}{\partial x^n_i} \tag{13}
\]

V. DERIVATIVE DISPROPORTIONALITY IF A FUNCTION IS SPECIFIED IN A PARAMETRIC FORM

Let \( x = \phi(t), \ y = \psi(t), \) \( t \in [T_1, T_2] \) and the inverse function \( t = \Phi(x) \) exists.

In this case the \( n \)-order derivative disproportionality (10) for \( y = \Psi[\Phi(x)] \) with respect to \( x \) is determined by applying the rules of calculation of \( \frac{d^n y}{dx^n} \) under parametric dependence of \( y \) on \( x \).

In particular, for \( n=1 \)
\[
@ d_x^{(1)} y = @ (\phi(t)) \psi'(t) = \frac{y}{x} - \frac{\psi(t)}{\phi(t)} \frac{\phi'(t)}{\phi'(t)} \tag{15}
\]

The disproportionality (15) is a function of the parameter \( t \). For \( \psi'(t) = c \phi'(t) \), where \( c = \text{const} \), it equals zero throughout the entire range of variation of \( t \).

It’s possible to calculate the derivative disproportionality with respect to \( x \) successively. It means the calculation of disproportionality some function with respect to \( x \). Then the disproportionality of previous disproportionality is calculated with respect to \( x \). It’s repeated \( m \) times. Let’s define it for \( y = f(x, t) \) as
\[
@ (m) @ d_x^{(m)} y_j \tag{16}
\]

VI. VALUE DISPROPORTIONALITY FUNCTIONS

Sometimes it’s more convenient to compare the deviations of the dependence of \( y \) on \( x \) on the proportional at some points in the domain of the function assignment, using the corresponding estimate with respect to the value \( x \) instead of estimating the disproportionality with respect to the derivative.

Definition 3. The \( n \)-order value disproportionality with respect to \( x^n \) is equal \( n \)-order derivative disproportionality (10) multiplied by \( x^n \). Denote it as \( @ v_x^{(n)} y \).

\[
@ v_x^{(n)} y = y - \frac{x^n}{n!} \frac{d^n y}{dx^n} \tag{17}
\]

In particular, for \( n=1 \)
\[
@ v_x^{(1)} y = y - x \frac{dy}{dx} \tag{18}
\]

The left-hand side of (17) is read as this:

“at value one \( y \) with respect to \( x \)”.

The disproportionality (17) is equal to the difference between \( y \) and its possible value in the case of a proportional relationship between \( y \) and \( x \) with a proportionality coefficient equal to the derivative at the point under study.

For \( y = f(x, t) \) \( x \in X, t \in T \) the value disproportionality of \( x^i \), where \( n \) is an integer greater than zero, is determined for a fixed \( t \).

\[
@ v_x^{(n)} y = y - \frac{x^n}{n!} \frac{d^n y}{dx^n} \tag{19}
\]

VII. PROPERTIES OF DISPROPORTIONALITIES

Below are several properties \( n \)-order disproportionalities (10), (18).

1. Multiplying of the function by a constant factor \( C \) leads to multiplying of its \( n \)-order disproportionalities with respect to \( x^i \).

2. The disproportionalities (10), (18) of the sum (difference) of functions is equal to the sum (difference) of their disproportionalities (10), (18) correspondingly.

3. For \( y = k(t) x^n \), where \( n \) is an integer greater than zero, for a fixed value of \( t \) \( @ d_x^{(n)} y_i = 0 \) in the entire function definition area.

4. Another property follows from the proof of the next lemma.

Lemma 2. Given a function \( y = f(x, t) \), \( x \in X, t \in T \). Let \( @ d_x^{(n)} y_i \neq 0 \), but \( @ (n) @ d_x^{(1)} y_i = 0 \). Let us prove that in this case \( y = f(x, t) \) has the form

\[
y = k_n(t) x^n + k_{n-1}(t) x^{n-1} + \ldots + k_1(t) x, \tag{20}
\]
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Proof. Let us verify that the disproportionality with respect to the $n$-order derivative is not zero. In accordance with (11)
\[
@ d_x^{(n)} y_t = \frac{1}{x^n} [k_{n-1}(t)x^{n-1} + k_{n-2}(t)x^{n-2} + \ldots + k_1(t)x].
\] (21)

By hypothesis, at least one of $k_{n-1}(t), k_{n-2}, \ldots, k_1(t)$ is not equal to zero. Consequently, the disproportionality (21) is also not equal to zero.

Now we find a sequence $@ (n) @ d_x^{(1)} y_t$ of $n$ first-order disproportionalities (6) for (20).

For convenience, each disproportionality in this sequence will be denoted by $Z$ with the corresponding index
\[
Z_1 = @ d_x^{(1)} y_t = -[(n-1)k_n(t)x^{n-1} +
(n-2)k_{n-1}(t)x^{n-2} + \ldots + 2k_2(t)x^2 + k_1(t)x]
\]
\[
Z_2 = @ d_x^{(1)} Z_1 = [(n-1)(n-2)k_n(t)x^{n-2} +
+(n-2)(n-3)k_{n-1}(t)x^{n-3} + \ldots + 6k_4(t)x^2 + 2k_2(t)x]
\]
\[\vdots\]
\[
Z_i = @ d_x^{(1)} Z_{i-1} = (-1)^i \sum_{j=i}^n k_j(t)x^{j-i} \prod_{m=1}^i (j-m)
\]
\[
Z_n = @ d_x^{(1)} Z_{n-1} = 0
\]
This result was required to be obtained.

VIII. APPLICATION OF DISPROPORTIONALITY FUNCTIONS

These functions of disproportionate are a measure of the discrepancy between two numerical functions. They allow at a single point to quantify how much one function is unlike the other and this estimate does not depend on the scale of their representation. Below are some examples of their application.

1. A class of objects that, in the corrected state, have static characteristics of the form (1) is shown in introduction. Uncontrolled effects on the parameters of such an object can lead to a deterioration of its technical state and, as a consequence, to the deviation of the expression for a static characteristic from the form (1).

Calculation of the first-order value disproportionality of the static characteristic for fixed parameter (time) $t$ for one or several values of $x$ allows obtaining information necessary for assessing the technical state of the object and finding the reasons for its deterioration. So, for example, if for given $x$ and $t @ v_i^{(1)} y_t \neq 0$, this may indicate either that for $t=const$ the static characteristic does not pass through the origin of coordinates, or about a nonlinearity of $y = f(x, t)$. So nonlinearity can be the result of the appearance of uncontrolled feedbacks. Comparing values $@ v_i^{(1)} y_t$ for several values of $x$ can allow you to find the reason for these changes.

The disproportionality (18), computed for an integer $n \geq 1$, can be used to diagnose devices whose static characteristics are described by an expression $y = k(t)x^n$. One of them is a device raising a voltage to a power two.

2. Uncontrolled effects on the parameters of an object can be random processes.

Accordingly, the disproportionality (18) $@ v_i^{(1)} y_t$ for the static characteristic $y = f(x, t)$ will be random for a given $x$ and $n = 1$. By monitoring the characteristic and examining its statistical relationships with other processes, it is possible to obtain the information necessary to establish the causes of deterioration of the technical condition of the object.

3. There is a class of production process plants for which the required relationship between the consumption $x$ of the resource and the quantity $y$ of products released from it on the segment $[x_0, x_k]$ is described by the expression
\[
y = k(t)(x - x_0) + b_0,
\]
where $b_0 \leq 0$ is the permissible value of product losses in the production process;
$t$ is the time;
$k(t)$ - depends of randomly changing of the characteristics of the resource such as the percentage of the useful product in the processed raw materials, caloric content, ash content, humidity of the fuel being burned, etc. Usually determining the current values of these characteristics is a difficult task and is not realized. Therefore, the value of $k(t)$ will be assumed to be unknown.

If the quality of the technological process is estimated only by the value of the product losses, then the best way to control it is the measurement of proportionality between $(y - b_0)$ and $(x - x_0)$ regardless of the value of $k(t)$.
\[ y - b_0 = k(t)(x - x_0) \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)

Usually, \( x \) and \( y \) are random functions of time. For many technological installations, \( x(t) \), \( y(t) \) and \( k(t) \) are quasi-stationary random processes, which allows us to determine the current regression equation for \( x \) and \( y \) at time \( t \). It is required that it has the form (21).

Suppose that for \( x \in [x_0, x_k] \) \( k(t) \) and the magnitude of the losses do not depend on \( x \). Then the current regression equation looks like

\[ y = k(t)(x - x_0) + b(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where \( b(t) \in [b_0 + \Delta b(t)] \leq 0 \) is the current value of product losses.

There are many technological processes for which direct determination of the current loss values \( b(t) \) is very complicated and therefore is not carried out. Thus, to test the quality of the process by the magnitude of product losses, it is required for the value \( x \in [x_0, x_k] \) to determine whether the relationship between \( y - b_0 \) and \( x - x_0 \) is proportional for the current regression equation (22) and if it is not, how much it differs from the proportional equation. In this case, the disproportionality of the values of the functions (21) and (22) is not possible because the value of \( k(t) \) is unknown. This problem is solved by means calculation of the disproportionality (18) of the current regression equation (22) for fixed \( t \) at \( n=1 \) and the transfer of the origin of the coordinates to the point

\[ M(x_0, b_0, t) \text{.} \]

In this case the disproportionality (18) for (22) has a form

\[ \Delta b(t) \]

The increment of losses is got.

4. The disproportionality (19) with the parametric specification of the function \( y(x) \) is recommended to be used to monitor the signal distortion at the output of the device being diagnosed in comparison with the input signal. The causes of distortions can be the influence of the dynamics of the object, the nonlinearity of its static characteristic, the delay of the output signal with respect to the input signal.

One of the distortions is an appearance of a constant component in the output signal. For example, it’s can be happened for DC amplifiers when due to so-called “zero drift” its static characteristic does not pass through the origin of coordinates.

Obviously, distortion is absent only if the connection between the input \( \varphi(t) \) and output \( \psi(t) \) signals is proportional to the whole area of its investigation, i.e. when, \( \psi(t) = c\varphi(t) \) where \( c = \text{const} \). In this case, as can be seen from (15), \( \Delta a^{(1)}_{\varphi(t)} \psi(t) = 0 \).

The fact that the disproportionality is different from zero indicates that there is a signal distortion \( \psi(t) \) in comparison with \( \varphi(t) \). The magnitude of this distortion is determined by (19).

There are the apparatus and methods for measuring [2] the so-called nonlinear distortions. In this case, the input signal must be harmonic. All these methods are reduced to measuring the parameters of the higher harmonics of the output signal and, as a rule, spectral analyzers are used. This complicates the equipment used in the analysis. The use of the proposed characteristics (15), (19) makes it possible to dispense with spectral analyzers.

In addition, the restriction is removed, in which the input signal must be harmonic. As a result, the measurement of signal distortion can be performed directly in the normal operation mode of the device. It is characteristic that the magnitude of the distortion, as seen from (19), is measured in the same physical units as the output signal.

The quantitative estimation of signal distortion at the output of the device can represent not only an independent interest, but also serve as an information sign in the technical diagnostics of this device.

**CONCLUSIONS**

New properties of numerical functions are introduced - a disproportionality with respect to derivatives and a disproportionality with respect to the values and also the corresponding functions for their measurement are suggested. They can be used as a measure of the discrepancy between numerical functions at individual points. Their application can be used for the recognition of images, as well as for solving problems of technical diagnostics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Half of all retail outlets in Ukraine are concentrated in the hands of small pharmacy companies with up to 10 outlets. The number of players in the pharmacy market is quite large, which makes it highly competitive. At the same time, the process of choosing a particular pharmacy by the customer is poorly formalized. Therefore, in order to investigate this issue, we need an approach that focuses on the qualitative analysis of complex situations interpreted as weakly structured systems. The purpose of this article is to build a decision support system for managing the potential demand of a pharmacy on the basis of building a cognitive model. Using the construction and analysis of cognitive maps, an assessment of the attractiveness of the location for the location and functioning of the pharmacy is determined.

II. MAIN TEXT

A qualitative analysis of a complex situation involves the identification of trends in ongoing processes, a qualitative assessment of these trends and the choice of measures that promote their development in the right direction [3].

For the first time, the methodology of cognitive modeling was introduced by R. Axelrod. (Axelrod, 1976). He developed this methodology, based on the theory of graphs, the theory of decision-making, as well as on the ideas of psychology; formulated the basis of the cognitive approach to decision-making and the mathematical apparatus for the analysis of cognitive maps [6].

The cognitive model is based on the formalization of cause-effect relationships that take place between the factors characterizing the system under study. The result of formalization is the presentation of the system in the form of a cause-effect network, called a cognitive map:

\[ G = \langle E, W \rangle \]

where \( E = \{ e_1, e_2, ..., e_n \} \) is a set of factors (also called concepts), \( W \) is a binary relation on the set \( E \) that defines a set of connections between its elements.

Elements \( e_i \) and \( e_j \) are considered to be related by the ratio \( W \) (denoted by \( (e_i, e_j) \in W \) or \( e_i W e_j \)) if changing the value of the concept \( e_i \) (cause) leads to a change in the value of the concept \( e_j \) (result). In accordance with the terminology of cognitive modeling, in this case it is said that the concept \( e_i \) influences the concept \( e_j \).

Moreover, if the increase in the value of the concept-cause leads to an increase in the value of the concept-effect, then the influence is considered positive, if the value decreases - negative. The methodology for constructing and analyzing cognitive maps is described in more detail in [1-6]. In the process of applying this technique, the experts identified causal relationships. On their basis, a cognitive map was built.

Factors affecting the choice of location for the pharmacy:

1. The level of potential demand. The main factor that reflects the potential profit of the pharmacy.
2. The quality of the pedestrian flow. The factor that shows the percentage of buyers who are in the pharmacy from the general flow of passers-by.
3. Purchasing power. Reflects the real possibility for people passing by the pharmacy to make a purchase. The purchasing power affects the size of the average check.
4. Type of district. This factor reflects the motivation of buyers who pass by the pharmacy (business part of the city) or purposefully go to this pharmacy (sleeping area).
5. Competitive environment. Absence or a small number of competitors will avoid price wars and other methods of luring customers.
6. Distance to medical institutions. The presence of a medical institution near the pharmacy will provide its customers with the needs for pharmaceutical services.
7. Advertising companies. They are a method of stimulating interest among clients to a pharmacy.
8. Traffic. The higher the percentage of people passing by the pharmacy, the greater the demand for the services it provides.

9. Qualification of staff. Dislike of the pharmacist will lead to reluctance to visit the pharmacy where he works.

10. Marketing strategy. It is an instrument of struggle of the pharmacy, which turned out to be in unfavorable competitive conditions.

11. Number of storeys. The factor reflects the potential number of future customers.

12. Availability of public transport stops. The best place for a pharmacy is near transport interchanges. It can be a stop for several kinds of transport, a metro station, a busy intersection.

13. Lifetime. Affects the need to purchase drugs

14. Population density. The factor shows what level of income the pharmacy will have under favorable conditions.

15. The average salary for the region. The well-being of residents directly affects the ability to make purchases in the pharmacy.

16. Ecological situation. The factor that affects people's health

17. Unemployment rate. Factor showing the financial well-being of customers.

18. The availability of an online pharmacy. Factor that simplifies the process of buying drugs. Forms a positive opinion of the client about the network.

19. Health problems. The factor that encourages people to be pharmacy clients.

20. Assortment. The factor that influences the client's satisfaction with the work of the pharmacy.

21. The presence of shopping centers, shops. Provides the pharmacy with a large number of people passing by, and, accordingly, will increase the potential demand.

It is advisable to formalize the structure of these connections using the cognitive model in the form of a signed digraph, which is shown in Fig. 1.

In the sign digraph all relations are associated with a signed weight function:

\[
w(i, j) = \text{sign}(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
-1, & \text{if } i \text{ influences } j \\
0, & \text{if } i \text{ does not influence } j \\
1, & \text{if } i \text{ is influenced by } j 
\end{cases}
\]  \quad (1)

where
23

-1 denotes the connection between such vertices, to which correspond the variables with opposite dynamics;

0 means no connection between vertices;

1 denotes the relationship between variables with the same direction of dynamics. The weights of the negative bonds in Fig. 1 are indicated by a dotted line, and positive - by a continuous line.

### TABLE I: WEIGHT OF CONNECTION OF THE COGNITIVE MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To obtain a forecast of the situation on the basis of the constructed cognitive map, we use the impulse processes method was used [2, 4].

The impulse process allows to determine the state of concepts at discrete instants of time, analyzing which the expert receives a forecast of changes in the state of the system when implementing various control strategies and actions from the external environment.

The vertices are represented by the set $u_1, u_2, ..., u_n$.

It is assumed that each vertex $u_i$ takes the value $v_i(t)$ at discrete instants of time $t = 0, 1, 2, ...$

The change $p_j(t)$, called the momentum, is given by the difference $v_j(t) - v_j(t-1)$, for $t > 0$. For $t > 0$, we define the impulse process:

$$v_j(t + 1) = v_j(t) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} s(u_j, u_i) \cdot p_j(t)$$

(2)

Let's consider two situations.

The first is when the pharmacy is just planned. Here the factors that can be controlled when choosing a location for a pharmacy are:

1. The quality of the pedestrian flow.
2. The presence of shopping centers, shops.
3. Purchasing power.
4. Type of district.
5. Competitive environment.
6. Distance to medical institutions.
8. Traffic.
11. Number of storeys.
13. Lifetime.
15. The average salary for the region.
16. Ecological situation.
17. Unemployment rate.

The remaining factors are manageable, but at the opening stage they are the basic rules and only in the case when the scenario of the pharmacy operation is violated there is a need to influence them.
The second situation is when the pharmacy is already open and there is a need to influence the amount of its profit. In this case, the controlling factors are:

7. Advertising companies.
9. Qualification of staff.
10. Marketing strategy.
18. The availability of an online pharmacy.
20. Assortment.

By influencing them, you can change the values of other factors and, as a result, the level of potential demand. When studying the simulation of the vertex parameter dynamics in the case of interaction of the system without external pulses for \( t = 7 \), where \( t \) is the study period, the initial values of the vertex parameters \( v_i = 0 \), obtained the following dynamics.

Vectors of initial impulses for the first situation (the pharmacy is planned to open):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{p}_2 &= (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) \\
\mathbf{p}_3 &= (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) \\
\mathbf{p}_4 &= (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) \\
\mathbf{p}_5 &= (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) \\
\mathbf{p}_6 &= (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) \\
\mathbf{p}_8 &= (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) \\
\mathbf{p}_{11} &= (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) \\
\mathbf{p}_{12} &= (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) \\
\mathbf{p}_{21} &= (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)
\end{align*}
\]

The factors (7), (9), (10), (18), (20) have a positive effect on the target vertex (1) - during the period under study. The stabilization of the target indicator comes from the first period when it affects the vertices (9), (10), (18), (20). When influencing the top (7) from the first period, there is a negative trend, but already from the second period - positive, and stabilized in the third period.

On the basis of the results of two cases, we can say that the impulse processes in the weighted digraphs are stable and the model is suitable for analyzing the processes and predicting the results of these processes.

Based on the results of the simulation experiment based on the cognitive model, it is possible to develop control strategies for the relevant factors to achieve a positive result.

CONCLUSIONS

Studying the behavior of the model by means of impulse processes, the expert receives a forecast of the development of the situation under the conditions of his chosen strategy, which allows to evaluate the consequences of the decisions made and to choose the most optimal strategy.

In the future, the model can be represented as a fuzzy map. And a decision support system based on fuzzy logic is built.
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Abstract – Development of tools for improvement the functioning of the overall production process and the technical control department, which consists of building a model of the production process, calculation the necessary performance and reliability of its operation, developing software for automation of statistical quality control and stability of the production process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the subsystems of the automated control system of machine building enterprise is the subsystem of quality management. As a rule, in most factories the quality problem is particularly acute in connection with the occurrence of significant percentage of defective products, as well as the complexity of the choice of economically justified measures aimed at improving quality. In most enterprises there is a Department of technical control, but the efficient organization of its activities requires precise planning with the use of qualimetry methods, mathematical analysis and statistics [1,2,3].

II. PROGRAM COMPLEX FOR TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT OF QUALITY CONTROL

By the order of Lebedinsky plant of piston rings (Sumy region, Ukraine) it was started the work for creating informational technology for support of decision-making in quality management. Some aspects of the work described in [4, 5, 6]. The aim of this work is to complement [6] using the recent developments of the system and analyze the effectiveness of development.

A. General characteristics

It was developed the software system for the Department of technical quality control, which is based on an existing mathematical tools of statistical analysis of the production process, for example [6,7], which allows calculations needed to support decision making on quality.

General characteristics of the software system and their basic functions (figure 1):

- determining the likelihood of defective products;
- construction of number allocation likelihood of defective products based on the average number per unit time of marriage;
- calculation of probabilities yield products for a given statistical parameters;
- calculation of statistical unknown parameters of the known data;
- implementation of statistical analysis of a sample of product parameters, calculate the mean and variance limits of access and control, histogram graphs superimposed with probability distribution function of the density of the normal law;
- construction of control charts (X-card and S-Cards);
- calculation of risk-producer and the customer at the receiving party quality control of finished products using various combinations of the control samples and risk graph depending on percentage of defective products.

Figure 1. The main window
B. Subsystem «Acceptance quality control»

Purpose: used to calculate the risk of the manufacturer and the customer during the final control, depending on the different parameters of the sample particles and permissible percentage of defective products.

Risk is a manufacturer in the sense of failure probabilities of receiving party products lack percentage of which is permissible. The risk of the customer is the meaning of the likelihood of unwanted party take percentage of marriage.

Figure 2 shows the main window of the subsystem.

C. Subsystem «Control for qualitative indicators».

Purpose: construction of a number of the distribution of defective products for a certain period. We use statistics: the average number of defective products per unit of time and the maximum number of defective products for a certain period, calculated the probability that the number of defective products does not exceed a given. The main window of subsystem presented in fig.3.

D. Subsystem «Control for quantitative indicators».

Purpose: construction schedule probability of being the value set in parameter within a given standard deviation.

The main window of subsystem presented in figure 4.

E. Subsystem «Statistical analysis of sample».

Purpose: statistical analysis of sample parameters, histogram superimposed on the graph of the probability
distribution density of the normal law. The main window of subsystem presented in figure 5.

Figure 5. Main window of subsystem «Statistical analysis of the sample»

F. Subsystem “Control cards”

Purpose: building control arithmetic cards (X-Card), which is applied selectively arithmetic mean of the controlled parameter, building S-Card, that contains the value of sample standard deviation.

The purpose of control charts - find abnormal changes in the data for processes that are repeated and give criteria to identify lack of statistical control. The process is statistically controlled state, if only due to random variability causes. After determining that the received variability of any deviation from it considered the result of special reasons, which should identify, eliminate or reduce their impact.

The using of the control cards and careful analysis will lead to better understanding and improvement process, minimizing losses marriage.

The problem of statistical process control - maintenance and support processes at a reasonable and stable level that guarantees the products and services specified requirements.

The main window subsystem presented in fig. 6.

G. The simulation subsystem of production processes

For building of functional models was used the software package «Computer simulation technology of discrete human-machine interaction» [7,8], which is included as a subsystem in the software package.

Figure 6. Main window of subsystem «Control cards»

The main functions are automated implementation of complex tasks of assessment, calculation of the probability of timely and error-free performance algorithms describing the production process.

The input data of the subsystem may be the results produced by the other subsystems (see 1.2.-1.6.).

Thus it is possible to compare the probability of faults for possible production technologies.

Figure 7 presents diagrams of alternative processes of production (existing and modified).

Figures 8-9 present indicators of the quality of work execution and inspection operations (for the modified process).
After a complete description of the functional model network, it is necessary to perform the reduction (convolution) for identifying typical structures in the general algorithm and for calculating of reliability parameters of algorithm functioning.

Figure 10 shows the results of the upgraded reduction algorithm.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY

Figure 11 shows the result of one of numerical experiments, characterizing the influence of the structure of the production process in production losses.
CONCLUSION

The system passes test operation at Lebedinsky plant of piston rings.

Full-scale implementation of the system will solve the problem of assessment of the likelihood of violations of the process, optimize production processes, choice points, methods and techniques of control measures to ensure high quality products.

The results may be useful for engineering enterprises with discrete production.

The use of the developed information technology of quality management contributes to sound decision-making in quality management systems based on objective quantitative and qualitative indicators.
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Abstract – The paper deals with the problem of reducing evolutionary partial differential equations to systems of ordinary differential equations with discretization over space. It is assumed that the obtained systems will be implemented in parallel using the method of lines. The questions devoted to the parallel control of the step of time integration on the basis of collocation block methods are considered. For the spatial coordinate, an irregular grid with a Chebyshev arrangement of nodes is introduced, which makes it possible to improve the accuracy of the results without significantly increasing the computational complexity. The obtained results are confirmed by computer experiments for partial parabolic partial differential equations with different types of boundary conditions and stiffness parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main questions of developing numerical methods for modeling dynamic objects is the possibility of the implementation in parallel computing systems. The widespread use of parallel computers has created an urgent need for effective methods aimed at solving problems with special properties: rigid, ill-conditioned, rapidly oscillating. If earlier mathematical models describing the dynamics of such systems took into account only the most significant factors, displaying individual aspects of the system, then with the development of information technology, the emergence and distribution of parallel computer systems, it was possible to significantly accelerate the process of obtaining results, and therefore, to create more complex models that allow increase the accuracy of the solution by taking into account additional factors. At the same time, any dynamical system that is modeled by systems of ordinary differential equations (SODEs) or partial differential equations and has physical components with strongly different time constants leads to a rigid problem, it becomes necessary to provide control of the integration step.

In this paper we consider issues of increasing the efficiency of parallel computing by developing new and restructuring well-known methods of parallelizing the computational processes of modeling complex dynamic systems. The proposed methods can be used for parallel modeling of dynamic objects with lumped parameters whose behavior is described by the Cauchy problem for SODEs, as well as objects with distributed parameters for which descriptive partial differential equations can be discretized and reduced to SODEs using the method of lines.

This paper is a continuation of the research [1-2], connected with the numerical solution of evolutionary partial differential equations by the method of lines, which is a semi-discrete method of discretization with respect to spatial variables. After reducing the original partial differential equation to the Cauchy problem described by a system of ordinary differential equations, the solution of the latter can be obtained in parallel using collocation block methods that support the parallel control of the step of integration (\tau-refinement).

It is known [3] that the formation of a system of grid nodes has a significant effect on the quality of the solution of a partial differential equation by difference methods. A high density of grid points is desirable in areas with complex geometry or with a high gradient. The distribution of grid nodes in physical space is established initially and usually does not change in the course of calculations [4]. However, sometimes it makes sense to restructure the grid after performing a certain number of steps [5]. In particular, it is initially difficult to establish a suitable grid in a situation where the location of particular sites is not known in advance. In this case, the best results are obtained by using adaptive grids, which can be transformed as the solution changes.

II. SELECTION OF THE NODES FOR AN IRREGULAR GRID

The need for adaptive grids also arises when using the semi-discrete method of straight lines with discretization over spatial variables. As the initial evolution equation, we consider a one-dimensional parabolic partial differential equation
\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} = a^2 \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} + f(x,t), x \in [x_0, L], t \in [0,T].
\] (1)

with the initial and the boundary conditions. When reducing partial differential equations to the method of lines, as a rule, a step in space is chosen to be regular. In the case of boundary conditions of the first kind, such a choice is justified. However, if we observe the behavior of the error in solving equation (1) for the case of boundary conditions of the second or third kind, we can see that the maximum error value is observed when the boundary conditions are approximated. This fact can be explained by objective reasons connected with different order of approximation with respect to the spatial variable, \(O(h^2)\) by the basic scheme and \(O(h)\) by boundary conditions. In this case, a simple step-by-step reduction in space leads to a significant increase in the nodes of the computational grid and, as a consequence, to a significant increase in the dimension of the SODEs when the partial differential equation is reduced for solving by the method of lines.

In this paper, it is suggested that when constructing an ODE system instead of a grid with a constant step in space

\[ x_i = x_0 + ih, i = 0,1,2,...,n, h = \frac{L}{n-1}, \] (2)

use an irregular grid (3) whose interior nodes are introduced as the roots of the Chebyshev polynomial, the so-called Chebyshev interpolation nodes [6]. For simplicity of exposition, the computational domain is chosen to be rectangular, although the considered region in physical space can have an arbitrary shape. An auxiliary variable \(\xi \in [-1,1]\) is introduced and a one-to-one correspondence is established between the newly entered variable and \(x \in [x_0,L]\) by correlating

\[ x = \left(\frac{x_i - x_0}{2}\right) + \frac{(L-x_0)}{2} \xi, \] (3)

Then the original uniform arrangement of nodes \(x_i \in [x_0,L]\) can be associated with points

\[ x_i = \left(\frac{x_0 + L}{2}\right) + \frac{(L-x_0)}{2} \xi, \]

where

\[ \xi_i = -\cos\left(\frac{2i+1}{2n+2} \pi\right), i = 1,2,...,n-1. \]

Those for the case under consideration on the solution interval with respect to the spatial variable \(x \in [x_0, L]\), internal nodes can be introduced by (3).

III. FORMATION OF A SYSTEM OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH NON-EQUIDISTANT NODES

It was shown in [6] that the choice of such nodes minimizes the maximum error in solving the interpolation problem and proves the best possible error. If we use this idea to solve evolutionary partial differential equations using the method of lines, we can try to reduce the approximation error in the spatial variable without increasing the dimension of SODEs. The main issue here will be the formation of a system of ordinary differential equations with non-equally spaced nodes (fig. 1) over a spatial variable.

Figure 1. Scheme for introducing nonuniform knots with respect to a spatial variable.

For this purpose, one can use the approach proposed in [7] and is used in the case of the curvilinear boundary of the solution search area. The proposed interpolation options can be used not only on the boundaries, but also on the entire uneven grid. If we are guided by the arrangement of nodes (fig. 1), then the difference representation of the second-order derivative takes the form

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} \approx \frac{1}{\tilde{h}_i} \left( \frac{u_{ii+1} - u_{ii}}{h_i} - \frac{u_{ii} - u_{ii-1}}{h_i} \right), i = 1,2,...,n-1
\]

where

\[
\tilde{h}_i = \frac{h_{i+1} + h_i}{2}.
\]

Then the original matrix of the right-hand sides of the system with a regular step (2)

\[
\frac{a^2}{h^2} = \begin{pmatrix}
-2u_1 & u_2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -2u_2 & u_3 & 0 & 0 \\
& ... & ... & ... & ... \\
0 & 0 & -2u_{n-2} & u_{n-1} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & ... & u_{n-1} & -2u_n
\end{pmatrix}
\]

with an irregular arrangement (3) of nodes must be transformed. In this case, the total number of nodes, and, consequently, the dimension of the system of differential equations remains unchanged.

Figure 2. Formation of a system of nodes for the method of lines with respect to the spatial coordinate, a) a regular grid, b) Chebyshev location.

In fig. 2, a) the variants of the uniform arrangement of nodes are given for the choice of a constant step in space based on (2), in fig. 2 b) an irregular mesh with Chebyshev arrangement of nodes (3) is given.

IV. TEST IMPLEMENTATION ON AN IRREGULAR GRID
Test problem 1. The choice of the Chebyshev arrangement of nodes can be demonstrated by the example of the following homogeneous problem [8]

$$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} = a^2 \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2}, \quad x \in [x_0, L], t \in [t_0, T]$$

(4)

with the values of the parameters $L = 1$, $T = 1$, $a = 1$ with the initial condition

$$u(x, 0) = \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{L} \right),$$

(5)

and the boundary conditions of the second kind

$$\frac{\partial u(0, t)}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial u(L, t)}{\partial x} = 0,$$

(6)

the exact solution of which is known

$$u(x, t) = e^{-\alpha^2 / 4x^2} \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{L} \right),$$

and will be for determine the global error.

Let's introduce a discretization with respect to a spatial variable and fix the dimension of SODEs ($n = 21$). Since the boundary conditions in the original problem (4) are given in the form of the first derivatives with respect to the space (6). The order of approximation of which is $O(h)$, and for internal nodes this order is $O(h^2)$, it makes sense to proceed to the uneven distribution of nodes i.e. Reduce the step along the spatial variable as you approach the boundaries of the region and increase to the center (fig. 2, b). A numerical solution of problem (4) with the initial and boundary conditions (5) - (6) is shown in fig. 3.

![Numerical solution of the test problem (4) with conditions (5) - (6) by the method of lines on an irregular grid](image)

Figure 3.

![Graphs of the global error in the numerical solution of the problem (4-6) by the method of lines on a regular grid](image)

Figure 5.

It should be noted that in this experiment the time control procedure for the variable was not used, since the questions of correlating errors on uniform grids and meshes with Chebyshev arrangement of nodes were of practical interest. The resulting global error in the numerical solution on the irregular grid of problem (4) with the conditions (5-6) is shown in fig. 4, the global error obtained on a regular grid is shown in fig. 5.

When examining the error graphs in detail, it can be seen that the largest values of the distance of the numerical solutions obtained by the direct method from the exact ones are observed just at those grid points that correspond to the boundary ones and close to them. As far as distance from the boundary nodes, the errors in the numerical solution become damped. The introduction of an irregular Chebyshev grid made it possible to reduce errors precisely at nodes close to the boundaries.

Test problem 2. The use of an irregular grid with respect to a spatial coordinate can significantly improve the solution also in the case of using the time control procedure for the variable time. Moreover, such improvements are also observed in the case of boundary conditions of the first kind. Consider the problem (4) with the initial condition

$$u(x, 0) = \sin \left( \frac{\pi x}{L} \right)$$

(7)

boundary conditions of the first kind

$$u(0, t) = u(L, t) = 0$$

(8)

An exact solution of this problem is known [8]

$$u(x, t) = e^{-\alpha^2 / 4x^2} \sin \left( \frac{\pi x}{L} \right).$$

A numerical solution of problem (4) with the initial and boundary conditions (7) - (8) is shown in fig. 6. We leave the same dimensionality of the problem with the location of the nodes along the spatial coordinate shown in fig. 2, b. We form a system of ordinary differential equations and solve it with the help of the method of lines. The obtained graphs of the global error in the numerical solution of the problem (4) with the initial and boundary conditions (7) – (8) with an irregular arrangement of nodes are shown in fig. 7. The global error graphs obtained on a grid with a uniform step over the spatial variable are shown in fig. 8.Here, unlike the
previous problem with boundary conditions of the second kind, the discrepancy between the values of the global error is not so significant, but nevertheless, it is present. Thus, when conducting a comparative analysis, one can speak of the advantages of the approach that forms the solution on irregular grids.

Figure 6. Numerical solution of the test problem (4) with conditions (7) - (8) by the method of lines on an irregular grid

![Graph of the test problem solution](image1)

Figure 7. Graphs of the global error in the numerical solution of the problem (4), (7) - (8) by the method of lines on an irregular grid

![Graphs of global error](image2)

Figure 8. Graphs of the global error in the numerical solution of the problem (4), (7) - (8) by the method of lines on a regular grid

![Graphs of global error on regular grid](image3)

CONCLUSIONS

The paper is devoted to the study of the problem of reduction of evolutionary partial differential equations to systems of ordinary differential equations with discretization in terms of a spatial variable. In contrast to the classical information schemes with a uniform step in operation, an irregular grid with Chebyshev arrangement of nodes is introduced for the spatial coordinate, which makes it possible to improve the accuracy of the results without significantly increasing the computational complexity. In this paper, we consider the choice of nodes for an irregular grid, the formation of a system of ordinary differential equations with non-equally spaced nodes, the test implementation of SODEs on the introduced system of nodes for the spatial coordinate.

As the basic numerical method for solving the resulting system of equations, we propose the use of collocated block multistep methods. The main feature of these methods is the possibility of effective parallel implementation due to the block layout of the calculated and reference points, as well as the automatic adjustment of the integration step. Carried out computer experiments for known test equations have shown a significant advantage of the proposed approach for equations with boundary conditions containing derivatives and a slight improvement in the solution for boundary conditions of the first kind.

The theoretical assumptions given in the paper are supported by experimental studies that were carried out on partial parabolic test equations with different types of boundary conditions and stiffness parameters. The presence of exact solutions of the test equations allowed us to estimate the real values of global errors.
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Abstract – The computational technology of metamodels construction is developed, using modern achievements in the experimental planning theory, intellectual data analysis and artificial intelligence, and are determined experimentally by regularities that allow to effectively carry out the metamodels construction. The metamodels construction is performed on numerical examples with a goal function, which depends on two variables. As an experiment plan, a point generator is used which fills the search space and in the process of implementation of which the Sobol LP-sequence is used. The numerical experiments results indicate the possibility of using the computational technology proposed for constructing RBF-metamodels for approximation, multidimensional objective functions with a rather complicated response surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optimum synthesis refers to progressive ways of solving the problems of new technical devices efficient designing. When using it, the source data for designing are the necessary design object characteristics, and the result is a variant of the design, which ideally has the optimal structure and technical parameters. Implementation of design such approach in most cases is not trivial. At the same time, special attention should be paid to cases that are characterized by the solution increased complexity. In such tasks a priori given technical devices initial characteristics are not individual indicators, but their totality. Examples of such characteristics can be pre-determined temperature distributions, electric, magnetic fields, mechanical deformations and voltages, which are specified in a set of control points located in the device working volume. The definition of such characteristics is most often the result of solving the boundary field problems in a differential or integral formulation. Numerical such problems solving by known methods is rather costly in terms of computing and time resources. With their multiple solution in the optimal synthesis problems framework, resource requirements increase in catastrophic proportions, which leads to the practical implementation impossibility of the acceptable result search.

One of the solving this tasks class ways is surrogate optimization, which involves replacing the resource-intensive, complex for the computational process implementation, the objective function, formulated on the physical laws basis, into a less costly, so-called metamodel. Moreover, the metamodel is no longer obtained from physical considerations, but as a result of the data approximation that is the result of resource-intensive model calculations and performs the function of the reference constructing points an approximation model on the physical model. Thus, we solve the problem of unlimited computational resources increase in optimal synthesis problems solving.

The purpose of these studies is to effective computing technology create based on current advances in information technology, artificial intelligence, experiment planning theory, which allows metamodels constructing for surrogate optimization tasks in a multidimensional search space.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The metamodel construction solving three interrelated tasks involves: the computational experiment plan definition, the approximation model construction and the adequacy and informative verification of the metamodel resulting.

Consistently, accompanied by numerical examples, consider the each of these separate tasks solution. Because of the possible complexity of the hypersurface response topology in this study, it is expedient to use experiment planning non-classical methods, and computer methods to fill the multidimensional search space, which provide with a high probability homogeneous filling it with reference points, in which the resource-intensive target function values are then calculated.

III. SELECTION OF COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

When experiment plan choosing among the possible options variety, the point generators that search space fill
and in the implementation process of which the Sobol LPt-sequences are used should prevail. The following sequences properties, noted in [1-3]: the high falling probability into the search probes in the search area in the extremes points vicinity and overlaps of the target function response surface; weakly correlated main effects and effects of the factors interaction. In addition, the researchers found that the best number of uniform filling points of the multidimensional search space can be determined from the expression $N = 2^z - 1$, for which $z = 2, 3, 4, \ldots$, for example $N = 1, 31, 63, 127, 255, \ldots$. There is also a weak correlation between the main effects and the factors interaction effects [2, 3].

That is, the Sobol LPt-sequences have the best of uniform point's distribution present properties in a unit hypercube than any other sequences science known. Therefore, the use of LPt-sequences in planning a multivariate experiment to obtain regression models is also promising for solving problems surrogate optimization.

Figure 1. Generation of LPt-sequences for search area filling with sensing points: a-d) sequence $(\xi_1, \xi_2)$ with different point's number; e) sequence $(\xi_1, \xi_5)$; f) sequence $(\xi_1, \xi_7)$. “Fig. 1 a-d” shows the results of the Sobol LPt-sequences use for different points number plans. With the Sobol LPt-sequences help, we can get a variety of plans by combining variants sequence, for example, $(\xi_1, \xi_5)$, $(\xi_1, \xi_7)$ and td “Fig. 1d,e”. It is desirable to check the generated sequences correlation, but this procedure is not obligatory, since the weak generated LPt-sequences correlation fact [1-3] is proved and sequences with avoided correlations moderate are revealed.

According to the authors, for approximation model constructing, the mathematical artificial neural networks device based on nuclear functions, namely radial-basic [4], is the most promising. This choice is due to the RBF-network fact has only one hidden neurons layer, which greatly simplifies the problem of the hidden layers characteristic number selecting of neural networks and makes this choice a definite and fast learning due to the using well-studied methods linear optimization possibility.

For further research, test goal functions were used:

$$f_1(x, y) = x^2 + y^2$$
$$f_2(x, y) = (0.5 + 0.5 \cdot x)^4 \cdot y^4 \cdot e^{-[x^2 + (0.5 + 0.5 \cdot x)^2 - y^2]}$$
$$f_3(x, y) = \left[ y - \left( \frac{5.1}{4 \cdot \pi^2} \right) \cdot x^2 + \left( \frac{5}{\pi} \right) \cdot x - 6 \right]^2 + 10 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{8 \cdot \pi} \right) \cdot \cos(x) + 10$$

for which the function value was calculated at the experiment plan points.
The obtained probing points coordinates and the calculated target function at these points values "Fig. 2b" constitute an output data table for the second stage implementation - the metamodel construction. For construction of RBF-metamodels, an automatic and user-defined construction strategy with random sampling is used in the following ratio: 70% - educational, 15% - control, 15% - test. If necessary to improve the received metamodels parameters, these ratios were changed by 80%, 10%, 10%, respectively.

At the stage of neural networks training, best selection was carried out according to the indicators: coefficient determination R2, the standard forecast error deviations ratio and training data S.D.ratio, average relative model error magnitude MAPE%, residual average error square MSR, histogram residual, diagram scattering. Neural networks are created for the plan N = 255 with the hidden neurons number from 110 to 185. The following results are summarized in Table 1. The metamodel RBF-2-185-1 best under the number 6 of Table 1, for which the developed computing technology effectiveness on the residues histogram and the diagram scatter in Fig. 3 a, were evaluated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Metamodel</th>
<th>$R^2$ for educational, control, test sample</th>
<th>S.D. ratio</th>
<th>MAPE, %</th>
<th>MSR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RBF-2-110-1</td>
<td>0.996; 0.993; 0.994</td>
<td>0.0975</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.00041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RBF-2-185-1</td>
<td>0.992; 0.989; 0.991</td>
<td>0.0405</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.000103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RBF-2-185-1</td>
<td>0.995; 0.993; 0.995</td>
<td>0.0411</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.000105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RBF-2-185-1</td>
<td>0.991; 0.99; 0.993</td>
<td>0.0413</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>0.000107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RBF-2-185-1</td>
<td>0.996; 0.989; 0.992</td>
<td>0.0441</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.000103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>RBF-2-185-1</td>
<td>0.996; 0.992; 0.991</td>
<td>0.0401</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.000102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An important constructing a meta-model stage is to its adequacy check. In the process of its multi-step validation creation is carried out, the purpose of which is to many numerical indicators control obtained during the metamodel construction, including the neural network quality and evaluation of recovery with its response surface use. Adequacy is usually established by checking F-criterion of the hypothesis about the statistical insignificance of the adequacy dispersion $\sigma^2_R$ and the experiments reproducibility results dispersion $\sigma^2_D$, according to which the mathematical model coefficients were obtained [3].

The informatively model verification is performed by correlation coefficient R multiplicity calculating and checking its significance statistical. The model is considered to be informative and meaningful in the level of significance for F-criterion $p \leq 0.05$ (reliability $\geq 0.95$).
The response surface recovery evaluation is made using the formula that describes the neural network output and is formed as a linear outputs combination of the hidden layer neurons with the received source neuron coefficients with the k-th neuron of the layer hidden wk, the center k-th neuron coordinates \( c_{x_k} \), width k-th neuron \( a_k \) [4]. Some weight coefficients values are shown in "Fig. 3d". "Fig. 4a" shows the result of the response obtained surface restoration using the RBF-2-185-1 metamodel, executed throughout the range \( x \in [-4;10], y \in [0;15] \) with a step of 0,033, that is, at 961 points.

At the response surface reproduction stage, the received metamodel adequacy was evaluated according to the indicators: the average regression square MSD, the residual average error square MSR; reproducibility variability \( \sigma_D^2 \), adequacy variance \( \sigma_R^2 \); reproducibility evaluation standard error \( S_D \), adequacy estimation standard error \( S_R \).

The reconstructed RBF-2-185-1 based on the metamodel has the following parameters: \( R^2=0.977, \ MAPE=12.6\%, \ MSR=0.00095, \ S.D.ratio=0.131 \).
Figure 4. Response surface reproduction: a) level line and restored response surface 3D-graph; b) the diagram target and restored function values dispersion; c) residues histogram

CONCLUSIONS

The numerical experiments results indicate the possibility of proposed computing technology using for RBF-metamodels constructing for the multidimensional target functions approximation with a rather response surface complicated.
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Abstract – In recent years, the risk of using a banking institution to legalize (launder) illegally-obtained income, terrorism financing or financing the spread of weapons of mass destruction has significantly increased in its volume. According to the State Financial Monitoring Service of Ukraine, only in the first quarter of 2018, 2,120,689 transactions were accounted for, which should be directed to the legitimization of income. Among them, 96.36% of transactions were presented on the grounds of obligatory financial monitoring, 3.05% on the grounds of internal financial monitoring and 0.59% of transactions combined the signs of mandatory and internal financial monitoring. These figures indicate the scale of use of banks for legalization of illegally-obtained income and insufficient attention to internal financial monitoring. Hence the problem of imperfection of methodological and software of internal financial monitoring occurs. Therefore, there is a significant number of risky transactions that remain beyond the attention of the banking systems of financial monitoring and, as a consequence, outside the attention of the state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The negative effect of the legitimization of illegally-obtained income directly or indirectly is experienced by all subjects of economic activity [1]. The negative effect for the state first of all comes in the form of destabilization of the banking system and the national economy, for business this is reflected in the the complication of the conditions of functioning in an unfair competitive environment, for the population it is the reduction of social standards and the quality of life [2].

Since banks due to the specificity of their activities are at the very center of the process of the legitimization of illegally-obtained income, it is they who are responsible for identifying financial transactions that have signs of risk of legitimization of illegally-obtained income [3]. Therefore, banks need to have an effective system of financial monitoring [4]. Due to the low level of detection of financial transactions that come under the signs of internal financial monitoring, special attention should be paid to the development of methodology, algorithms and software to implement a rapid and qualitative process for identifying financial transactions that come under the signs of internal financial monitoring [5].

To ensure the effective functioning of the system for identifying financial transactions subject to the signs of internal financial monitoring that would meet the requirements and challenges of the present, it is necessary to develop a reliable, efficient, easy-to-use automated information system.

II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The systems should:
- consider the criteria for the riskiness of operations in accordance with the risk-oriented approach and separately store them, indicating the reason for attributing such an operation to a risky one;
- take into account the risk criteria of clients on the risk-oriented approach and separately store them, indicating the reason for classifying a client as risky;
- display financial transactions assigned to risky for further analysis by the person responsible for financial monitoring by the bank’s employee;
- provide an opportunity to exclude from the list of financial transactions classified as risky after the establishment of their non-transparency by the responsible employee of the bank [6].

III. DECISION

Such a system should assess on a real-time basis the probability of belonging to a banking transaction as a subject to the risk of legitimization (laundering) of illegally-obtained income, terrorism financing or financing the spread of weapons of mass destruction [8].

Figure 1 shows the model of the process of identifying risk transactions that fall under the signs of internal financial monitoring.
Table 1 summarizes the work performed by each functional block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function Block</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Checking the criticality of the client’s riskiness</td>
<td>There is a check, the level of risk of the client is critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying the type of client</td>
<td>There is a definition of the type of client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal operation</td>
<td>There is a blocking of the operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking the amount of transfer to the financial account</td>
<td>There is a check, the amount of the operation corresponds to the financial condition of the client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking the regularity of receipt and further cash withdrawal</td>
<td>After checking the regularity of the client’s transactions receipt and further cash withdrawals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking the transfer of cash on this or the previous business day in the event of cash withdrawal</td>
<td>If the cash withdrawal operation, then there is a check, this or the previous operational day there was a transfer of cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking for signs of evasion from mandatory financial monitoring</td>
<td>After checking for signs of evasion from mandatory financial monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification if the client is registered in an offshore country</td>
<td>After checking the client’s status in an offshore country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification of the status of the recipient in case of enrollment from many persons</td>
<td>After checking the status of the client-recipient in the case of transfer from many individuals or legal entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check for payment for remote services</td>
<td>After checking the appointment of an operation for the payment of remote services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check for royalty calculation</td>
<td>After checking the appointment of an operation for royalty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check for currency crediting to the card account</td>
<td>After checking the currency crediting to the card account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check for repayment of a loan for luxury goods or real estate</td>
<td>After checking the appointment of an operation to repay a loan for luxury goods or real estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking for a joint ip-addresses with other operations</td>
<td>After checking the use of joint ip-addresses by various legal entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check for similar transactions amounting to more than 150,000</td>
<td>After checking for similar operations, the total amount of more than 150,000 UAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record the risk of the operation in the database</td>
<td>Entering data on the riskiness of an operation in a database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion of work</td>
<td>Completion of work proceeding to the next step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of risky operations</td>
<td>Database with a list of risky operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of clients with established risk level</td>
<td>Client database describing the degree of riskiness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This model allows you to assess the riskiness of operations considering the characteristics of economic activities of various types of customers in accordance with the classification of economic entities (individuals, individual entrepreneurs, legal entities) [7]. This system has the ability to:

- comparison of the amount of the transaction by volume or financial condition of the client;
- checking the regularity of receipt and further cash withdrawals;
- identification of cash withdrawal in the event of the transfer of an equivalent amount on this or the previous business day [8];
- checking for signs of evasion from mandatory financial monitoring;
- verification of the existence of a special status of the recipient in case of receipt of funds from many persons;
- checking the availability of payment for remote services and author fees;
- check for crediting of currency to a card account, especially from abroad;
- checking the direction of the operation to repayment of credit for luxury goods or real estate;
- check for the use of the same ip-addresses by different clients [9].

The proposed algorithm will work with the following information. For individuals, this information is about sources of funds and their amount: whether the scholarship, the amount of the aggregate average monthly income, the amount of financial assistance, the amount of income from securities, the amount of income from the sale of claim rights, the amount of loans or loans received, the amount of proceeds from the conclusion of term contracts or the use of other derivative financial instruments and derivatives, the amount of cash receipts and the amount of funds from other sources of income.

For clients of individual entrepreneurs it is information about the code assigned from the Unified State Register of Enterprises and Organizations of Ukraine (EDRPOU) at the time of registration, on the number of employees employed by the entrepreneur, the date of state registration of entrepreneurial activity, location of business activity, e-mail address, telephone number, website, type of economic activity for the Classifier of economic activities, information on the availability of accounts in other banks, the amount of profit for the year, the amount of loss for the year, the size of long-term and short-term payables, information on loans received and placed deposits, on balances in accounts.

Information about clients of legal entities having information about the head of the organization, representative, co-owner, account manager, the amount of authorized capital, the amount of net income, and the proper name and form of ownership of the enterprise.

A more detailed process of the program is more appropriate to consider on the example of the algorithm. At first, there is a check of the critical level of risk of the client (in case of obvious fictitious activity of the enterprise). Then branching into cash and cashless transactions. In the next step, there is a check: if the transaction amount is more than 50,000 UAH then the algorithm continues to run, if not the completion of the algorithm. In the case of continuation of the algorithm, an analysis of the regularity of receipt and subsequent withdrawal of cash. If there is regularity - then the corresponding entry in the database is entered, and if not the next check of the size of the transaction amount. According to this check, if the transaction amount is more than 150,000 UAH - the direction of the transaction is checked; otherwise, the output from the algorithm. If in the direction of the operation of withdrawal of funds from an account - it is necessary to analyze whether this or the previous operating day there was a cash deposit for a significant amount. After that, the decision is made or the information in the database (in the case of positive analysis) is written down or to the end of the algorithm. In the case of crediting the same cash on the account is checking the financial condition of the client [10]. If the calculated financial condition of the client exceeds the amount of the transaction - then the algorithm needs to go to the end, and if not - to make a corresponding entry in the database.

Next, the algorithm's work is divided into two directions according to the amount of transaction. If the transaction amount is less than 150,000 UAH but more than 140000, then it is necessary to enter information into the database and mark this transaction as intended to evade obligatory financial monitoring. After that, there is a search for transactions for this operational day that have similarities: counterparty coincidence, direct, type of account and currency. When all similar operations are found - their amount is calculated and compared in the next branching decision with the sum of 150000. If the transaction amount is more than 150000 then the corresponding entry is entered into the database [11].

In the case where the transaction amount is more than 150,000, there is a check on entering the foreign currency into the card account, as a result of which it is necessary to make the corresponding entry in the database. If the account is not a card, the algorithm ends. If the currency of the operation is UAH, then the postal code checks the area of the counterparty and analyzes the purpose of payment for the presence of signs of payment for distance services. If the client and counterparty have different areas and on the basis of the appointment there are sufficient conditions to consider the transaction as
payment of distance services, then the corresponding entry is entered in the database.

The next step is to check the assignment of an operation in the event of payment of royalties. If there are sufficient reasons to consider an operation as such, it should be marked in the database. The calculation of the financial condition of the client is then carried out. If the financial position is less than the amount of the transaction, the transaction is recognized as risky [12].

The direction of operation is then determined. If the direction of the transaction is enrollment, then the type of online education is considered a student and he is assigned a complex riskiness assessment of the client. In further research it is necessary to pay attention to the financial position is less than the amount of the transaction subject to internal financial monitoring.

After conducting all of these checks, checking the matching of the ip-address of this transaction with the ip-addresses of other operations is performed. If there is such a coincidence - it is recorded in the database.

At the output of the algorithm we get a list of financial transactions that are subject to the features of internal financial monitoring.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed system for identifying financial transactions subject to the signs of internal financial monitoring solves the problem presented only in terms of identifying the risk of operations. The proposed approaches to identification of risk operations are effective when there is complete information about the bank’s clients and about the operation being performed. In further research it is necessary to pay attention to the riskiness assessment of the client.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, one of the global problems of humanity is the constant increasing in the cost of electricity and the limitation of fossil fuels. Power stations are located at long distances from the end user. As a result, significant losses of useful energy are obtained. The problem can be solved by using renewable energy sources (RES) for electricity generation. RES can be implemented in already existing energy systems (ES). New ES may be created by combining different types of RES. For example, the ES can consist of solar panels (SP), wind power units and storage batteries (B). Such systems are called hybrid renewable energy systems (HRES).

Despite the significant benefits of using such systems, it is very difficult to assess which HRES structure is suitable for the certain household. When making decisions at the planning and design stages of a hybrid energy system, there is a need to take into account all the peculiarities of the operation of HRES before the construction of the power grid. It is also necessary to consider the location of the household and the amount of energy consumed by it.

Today, information technologies are widely used in various fields of human activity. Planning the structure of HRES is no exception. It is convenient to use a specialized decision support system in planning a HRES structure which helps to solve the tasks of HRES components selection.

II. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

The use of information systems when choosing the HRES components allows to achieve the required level of interactivity, get consolidated analytical information on the energy and economic indicators of the power system. An information system is a tool that allows the user to consider possible variants of combinations of elements of a hybrid power system when planning the structure of HRES.

To date, there are several commercial software products on the market that can be used in planning the structure of the energy system. Their short description and comparison are given below.

2. RET-Screen [2] – software that allows to comprehensively identify, assess and optimize the technical and financial viability of potential renewable energy and energy efficiency projects.
3. PVSyst [3] is a tool that allows the user to accurately analyze various configurations from solar panels, diesel generators and storage batteries, evaluate the results and determine the best possible solution.

In [6,7] the information technology and specialized software for solving the problem of HRES components selecting is proposed. However, this software needs to be improved. In particular, it requires the development of a convenient and understandable user interface of the system. Also, in this information system planning is based on expert estimations, but there is no an expert panel where it could carry out estimations according to defined criteria.

Comparative characteristic of described above software, is presented in table 1.

According to the analysis of systems [1-7] functions, it can be concluded that these software can not be used as the sole tool for supporting decision-making when planning the HRES structure, as they do not cover the whole complex of tasks that arise in the decision-making process.
### Table 1 - Comparative Characteristics of Software for Planning the Hybrid Energy System Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Solarius PV</th>
<th>RET-Screen</th>
<th>PVSyst</th>
<th>Hybrid2</th>
<th>HOMER</th>
<th>Decision support system, presented in the works [6,7]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong></td>
<td>99 USD</td>
<td>free</td>
<td>400 Euro</td>
<td>free</td>
<td>free</td>
<td>free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User-friendly interface</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Required level of decision maker knowledge</strong></td>
<td>not high</td>
<td>not high</td>
<td>not high</td>
<td>very high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>not high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Selection of the generating capacity type</strong></td>
<td>SP + diesel generator + B</td>
<td>SP + diesel generator + B</td>
<td>SP + diesel generator + B</td>
<td>SP + diesel generator + wind power installation + B</td>
<td>SP + wind power installation + B</td>
<td>SP + wind power installation + B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access to the database with weather data</strong></td>
<td>To values of solar radiation</td>
<td>To values of solar radiation</td>
<td>To values of solar radiation</td>
<td>To values of solar radiation</td>
<td>To values of solar radiation</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ability to enter data of consumption user</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ability to enter data on specific RES characteristics</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reporting</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability of expert cabinet</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 1 the following abbreviations are used: SP – solar panel; B-storage battery.

On the analysis of the HRES characteristics presented in Table 1, the software HOMER satisfies most of the criteria, that the system for ES planning should correspond, but it still cannot perform all the required tasks. After all, this software does not have the ability to enter data on the specific characteristics of RES and the experts panel, which is necessary for the expert evaluation of the power system installations, according to certain criteria. This is its significant disadvantage. The information system presented in works [6,7] is free, allows to plan energy systems with different types of components, and its shortcomings can be eliminated when upgrading the system. Therefore, there is a necessity to develop the web-application which will be the improved version of the software [6, 7].
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The purpose of the work is to develop a web-based application supporting the selection of HRES components when HRES structure planning.

The developed application will help the user to determine the optimal HRES configuration, consisting of solar batteries, storage batteries and wind power installations.

IV. RESULTS

The HRES components selection support information system is developed as web-based application with client-server architecture.

The web application consists of three modules:
1. The module of experts;
2. The module of the decision maker;
3. The Operator module.

Its functions are listed as the follows:
1. Provide the interface for several types of users: experts, operator, administrator, decision maker (DM);
2. Input information about energy consumption in the economy (DM);
3. Possibility of weighting the criteria and assessing the range of changes in linguistic variables according to scenarios (Experts);
4. Input information about the installation of RES (Operator).

The main types of users and the functions they perform are presented in the form of a use case diagram in Fig.1.

Let's consider more detail each of the modules of the proposed web-based application.

The module of the decision maker. In the role of the person making the decision, as a rule, is the user who plans the energy system at the pre-project stage. After authorization, the decision maker fills in the data on electricity consumption in the household. On the next stage, DM inputs information about the geographic location of the power system. Then it selects a point on the map, indicating the location of the future power system. According to this information, the weather conditions are determined.

After the input of all information, the optimal configuration of the power system is determined.

After clicking on the corresponding button, the information about the selected possible configurations is given to DM.

All actions of the decision maker are presented in the form of a sequence diagram in Fig.2.
The module of experts. This module is presented in the form of a separate web-page – an expert panel. After authorization, the expert carries out the weighting of the criteria and assesses the range of changes in linguistic variables in accordance with the scenarios.

An expert assessment is divided into three steps. Step 1 – Weighing the criteria for wind turbine installations. Step 2 – for solar panels. Step 3 – for storage batteries. The interface of this part of the web-application is presented in Fig.3.

CONCLUSIONS

The developed information system is a web-based application for decision support when planning the structure of the energy system with the use of renewable energy sources. It allows decision maker to choose the optimal HRES configuration. The direction of future research is the development of a module for assessing the expert’s reliability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The great deal of attention has been devoted to the agile methodologies since the creation of Agile Manifesto in 2001. According to it the interaction, working product, collaboration with customers, flexibility are the essential values of the successful development of software projects. It was stated that agile thinking is crucial for success in the 21st century. According to Van Bennekom, agile is holistic and applicable everywhere in business and life – he uses it as a concept wherever he is and whatever he does. Additionally, Highsmith believes that it is necessary to use agile principles in every project that faces uncertainty.

Agile methodologies are widely used especially in IT projects. The modern IT projects are characterized by the high rate of uncertainty and require the high rate of flexibility. However, it is needed to highlight, that strict deadlines and customer expectations have a high influence on the project development process and might lead to the use of mixed approach in order to ensure the project execution within the project constraints such as time, budget and quality.

Along with the benefits and support of the agile methodologies by authors, traditional approaches are the subject of criticism. Taking into consideration the high cost of late changes in IT projects performed in multicultural teams and multi-projects environment, from our point of view, there is the need to consider the convergence of the methodologies that supports and protects both customer and company interests as well as bring more flexibility and determination of the project results.

II. IT PROJECTS PECULIARITIES

The following trends in information technologies can be outlined as the following: development of software products, introduction of information systems, development and modernization of computing capacities and data transmission infrastructure. The main difference between IT projects and projects implemented in other field, for example, construction or production is that the project management in IT deals with intangible results within the information field. In addition, IT projects have a number of factors that affect the success of the project.

In the process of IT project management, the project management, faces the need to address unique technological issues related to hardware, operating system software, problems with databases, etc.

Due to the fact that the result of the IT project is intangible - it can not be measured in conventional units of measurement, project requirements and scope of project should be as detailed as possible. Unlike construction and production projects, IT projects do not have standard costs for typical operations, and the typical operations are different within the framework of similar projects.

Given that information technology is an element of gaining a competitive advantage, many organizations are trying to implement information systems as quick as possible, without conducting detailed planning and setting the task of informatization, that has a very negative impact on the project results.

The features of IT projects in comparison to the projects implemented in other fields, are characterized by the increased complexity and a higher degree of risk. The complexity of the IT project depends on the number of factors.

The organizational scope for projects of information systems implementation determines the number of separate organizational units in which the information system will be implemented. The indicator almost linearly affects the cost of work. The size and structure of the organizational volume affects both the choice of methods for managing the organizational volume, ways of coordinating work, and other aspects of the project.
Functional scope of the project characterizes the set of functionalities of the information system that are part of the implemented solution. The functional scope for projects of information systems implementation is the most important indicator for assessing the complexity of the project, it is the main part of the content of the project, describes the object of automation - the business processes of the organization. Its change entails a proportional change in other project indicators, such as methodological volume, integration volume, project cost, etc.

Another feature of the IT projects is the need to transfer data from inherited systems (in case this is not primary automated) and to define rules for working with data in the implemented system. Since the purpose of the information system is to work with data, the quality of the system as a whole depends on the quality and completeness of data transfer. For projects implementing information systems, cleaning, standardization and data transfer is a key stage of the work, which largely determines the success of the project.

The implemented information system may contain data that represent the trade secret of the organization, or data that, according to the law, must be protected, for example, financial data or personal data. Work to ensure information security, if included, will increase the cost and complexity of the project. Such works are in themselves quite complex and must take into account the provision of information security at the level of workplaces of users, servers and storage sites, at the level of the information and computer network. These main factors affect the complexity of IT projects for the information systems implementation are present in all projects of this type, but the final set of factors, their weight and criticality depend on the specifics of each particular project. The management of the IT project must take into account factors that determine the complexity of the project, exert control over them, using management tools specific for this type of project.

III. AGILITY AND THE USE OF AGILE METHODOLOGIES

The advent of Agile project management approach is characterized by the tight connection with software development and software engineering fields. It is needed to highlight, that the bunch of agile approaches include lean approach, extreme approach, adaptive approach. The common characteristic is the adaptability to changes during the project lifecycle. According to DeCarlo, adaptability is the key characteristic even more important than predictability of traditional approach. Highsmith states that agility is based on some business principles such as continuous innovation, product adaptation, shortening delivery times, adjustment of people and process and reliable results.

The process of project management can be assessed by considering requirements and specification, project scheduling, team work and the client collaboration. On top of that we have to keep in mind that agile is more than just following the pure process, it is about communication and collaboration inside the team. Communication is definitely one of the project success factors. The most common complaint within the organizations is the lack of communications. Moreover, one out of five projects fail due to unsuccessful communication strategy. Thus, decision making process during the whole project management process is followed by formal as well as informal communication between team and customers. Considering the range of communication methods such as electronic, written, oral, visual, non-verbal and its importance it is definitely the significant factor in project success. Particularly in the agile approaches the team members are much more involved in decision making process which is followed by communication as well.

Agile approaches contain a particular amount of uncertainty and risks, so the specific knowledge are required to complete the project within the constraints taking into account the changes appeared during project implementation. Comparing the reasons for adopting agile in 2016 and 2017 the biggest change were observed especially in accelerate software delivery (75% compared to 69% in 2016), enhancing delivery predictability (46% compared to 30% in 2016), improving IT/Business alignment (49% compared to 42% in 2016), and reducing project cost (24% compared to 18% in 2016). [5] The full list of reasons for adopting agile approach is given below:

- accelerate software delivery 75%;
- enhance ability to manage changing priorities 64%;
- increase productivity 55%;
- improve business/IT alignment 49%;
- enhance software quality 46%;
- enhance delivery predictability 46%;
- improve project visibility 42%;
- reduce project risk 37%;
- improve team morale 28%;
- improve engineering discipline 25%;
- reduce project cost 24%;
- increase software maintainability 18%;
- better manage distributed teams 17%.

The number of different applications of agile project management methodologies have been developed. The 12 State of Agile report gives the following range of mainly used Agile methodologies:

- SCRUM 56%,
- Hybrid (mixed methodologies) 14%,
- ScrumBan 8%,
- ScrumXP Hybrid 6%,
- Kanban 5%.
Thus, SCRUM, ScrumBan and Scrum/XP Hybrid are the most common methodologies. As for the Agile techniques, the companies use the following:

- daily standup 90%,
- sprint planning 88%,
- retrospectives 85%,
- sprint/iteration review 80%,
- short iterations 69%,
- release planning 67%,
- planning poker/team estimation 65%.

It is essential to remember that agile without structure can cause chaos, particularly in large complex distributed projects where planning control and coordination are critical factors on the way of developing successful project. However, structure without agility can lead to rigidity, particularly when a big amount of discovery, learning and changes are involved in the project.

IV. TRADITIONAL APPROACHES

The variety of different projects from the various fields and different sizes apply project management approaches. The goal of the traditional project management approach is considered to be optimization and efficiency through following the detailed project plan and as a result complete the project within the planned time budget and scope.

Modern projects became more and more complicated, the number of interrelations and tasks increases as well as the number of changes, particularly in the IT projects. In the traditional approaches, the tasks relations are linear and cannot reflect the dynamic of modern business environment. Nevertheless, traditional approach is still considered to be the foundation of all modern approaches and it is the methodology which is used in big projects.

The traditional project management methods are widely applied in the following industries: R&D, governmental, transportation, construction, higher education or power. Although, the application of traditional approaches in the IT sphere is very low, the percentage of using both Agile and Traditional approaches is slightly higher.

In order to make the project successful, there are a number of phases that need to be followed, these include:

- initiation,
- planning,
- monitoring and controlling,
- execution.

These steps are referred to as a project life cycle. The traditional project management methods are focused on WBS, Gantt Charts, detailed budgeting, including the earned value technique EVT. Furthermore, according to PMI the project managers have to control the following areas:

- Project Integration Management,
- Project Scope Management,
- Project Time Management,
- Project Cost Management,
- Project Quality Management,
- Project Human Resource Management,
- Project Communications Management,
- Project Risk Management,
- Project Procurement Management,
- Project Stakeholder Management.

Following the traditional approach, the product can be completely described at the planning phase, so the requirements are clear and the change rate is low in comparison to the agile approaches where the requirements might be collected during the whole process of project development as well as the number of improvements might appear on continuous basis. Moreover, documentation is required unlike in the agile approaches. Sufficient documentation preparation surely have a positive influence on the project management process and helps to avoid miscommunication and chaos in the project scope. The project quality is planned in time in details in the traditional approach. However, in agile approach ongoing control is performed along with the achieving of sub-results with respect to the clients expectations. On top of that, communication between team and clients is limited in the traditional approaches what can impact on revealing the clients’ needs at the initiation and planning phases and decrease the number of changes, but this also impose a risk on the results verification and tailoring the deliverables according to the clients’ requirements.

The Waterfall approach to systems analysis and design was the first established modern approach to building a system. This method was originally defined by Winston W. Royce in 1970. It quickly gained support from managers because everything flows logically from the beginning of a project through the end, (Jonasson, 2008). Sources differ when it comes to the specific steps in the Waterfall process (Jonasson, 2008). However, the basic underlying logic and steps present themselves in each interpretation. The Waterfall method is illustrated on the Figure 1.

Figure 1 – The Waterfall Development Methodology

There are the number of advantages of waterfall model, such as:
• the model is simple, easy to understand and use;
• the model is easy to manage – each phase has specific deliverables and a review process;
• all software deliverables are completely clear;
• phases do not overlap and are processed and completed at a time;
• the model works well for smaller projects where requirements are absolutely clear;
• meticulous record keeping;
• a customer presence is not strictly required after collection the requirements except for reviews approval etc.;
• the client knows what to expect as the scope, cost and timeline for the project is strictly planned;
• The client have a definite idea of what to expect in the end;
• regardless of turnover, well-prepared documentation decrease the impact on the project;
• the software can be designed completely and carefully.

This provides a better software design with less likelihood of the “piecemeal effect,” a development phenomenon that can occur as pieces of code are defined and subsequently added to an application where they may or may not fit well. However, there are still some disadvantages of the described model:
• no working software is produced until the final stage;
• high risk and uncertainty;
• not suitable model for ongoing projects;
• not suitable for the projects with continuously changing requirements;
• relies heavily on initial requirements;
• in case of requirement error appearing or any change required, the project has to start from the beginning with all new code;
• testing is performed at the end, thus the probability of delay is often very high;
• the client’s evolving needs are not taken into account, in case of any changes needs, the project will be completed late with the higher budget;
• the high risk of customer dissatisfaction with the delivered software product as all deliverables are based on previously documented requirements so the customer may not see what will be delivered until it is almost finished. By that time, changes can be expensive to implement.

Thus, traditional project management emphasis on linear processes, comprehensive documentation, spends high time on upfront planning; all requirements prioritization is fixed for the lifetime of the project, and works in managed organization. Traditional project management is adverse to changes and follows a formal change management system. The Return on Investment is after the project is closed and the customer inputs or the involvement in the project may vary depending on the project lifecycle.

Although the limitations of each methodology exist, the organization and project team have to fully understand the project scope and context, tools and techniques and phases and manuses of each approach to apply the perfect combination of the known methodologies.

CONCLUSIONS

Both approaches have their benefits and drawbacks, thus the assessment regarding the unified and better approach is not sufficient. Mostly it is necessary to use both approaches and mix the tools generally used in one or the other cases in terms of project category and project characteristics.

Even though IT projects are complex with great amount of uncertainty and with the great number of changes during execution process they are forced to be developed qualitatively and in very fast pace, thus there is a need to combine the agility with clearly defined traditional approach. Depending on the project phase initiation, planning, execution, control and completion the appropriate tools from traditional of agile approach can be used. As the result, through defining the essential features of the IT projects and considering its success factors on the every stage of the project development there is a challenge to develop customized methodology. This is a basis for the further research within the project management context.
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“Tell me and I will forget, show me and I may remember; involve me and I will understand.”

Confucius

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the problems higher education institutions are facing today is searching for new forms of learning [1]. Rethinking of teaching methods as to assigning more time to students for independent work, is in the air. At the same time, students have to retain their skills and lore while teachers have to check knowledge and feedback.

Addressing this problem suggests application of a variety of teaching methods [2].

Along with that, there is another problem to be addressed, which is providing a range of tools to include development of information and communication technologies, mostly internet-based. Such tools would provide appropriate learning environment or a training platform, knowledge management tools and methodologies for individual research.

Therefore, it is important to address this problem in its entirety in the context of ensuring both technological and methodological solution capabilities.

Here we are going to look into application a blended learning game model used in the studying process of Mathematical Logic and Theory of Algorithms course as an example. The course is implemented on a single PC-based platform by the Sumy State University.

II. TECHNOLOGY AND MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

Sumy State University has created its own information and communication platform (ICP), which integrated all the teaching resources of the university [3]. It provides virtual communication tools for creating virtual classes, managing educational and training projects.

The teacher manages the creation of educational content at his own discretion.

The presented example is the main content page for the course “Mathematical logic and theory of algorithms” displayed in ICP (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Course Mathematical logic and theory of algorithms in ICP. Home page

The core information and computer environment for content development is called MIX and has home page shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. MIX platform for blended learning. Landing page

The designer starts to create and manage the training material for the selected training courses at the page shown in Figure 3.
The Sumy State University has developed a complex of integrated learning platforms of proprietary design. All platforms are interconnected.

Figure 3. Open educational resources page of the Sumy State University

This complex includes:
• Distance Learning Platform (DL), (Figure 4) – dl.sumdu.edu.ua;
• Open Educational Resources Platform (Open CourseWare, OCW) – structured collections of organizational, learning and educational documents on different disciplines – ocw.sumdu.edu.ua;
• Open editor for teachers – elearning.sumdu.edu.ua;
• Blended learning platform (MIX), consisting of a subsystem for creating and managing educational materials (Figure 6), a virtual learning environment and a learning management subsystem – mix.sumdu.edu.ua and others.

Following are the options available for a teacher to download his teaching materials and to use them in the educational process:
• certification of a distance-learning course using the DL platform;
• import of the course from DL to the editor, where one can supplement and change the materials;
• publication of materials on the open OCW platform of the Sumy State University;
• publication of teaching materials on the MIX platform.

Figure 4. Distance learning platform

The Sumy State University started a project to develop a model of mixed education. The aim of the project is to transform the traditional ways and approaches of teachers to the learning process in general, and to the classroom activities in particular.

Teachers became able to model their learning systems using a variety of learning technologies. Any educational process assumes the analysis of educational and methodological activities, which is necessary to ensure positive dynamics of learning (Figure 7). Carrying out such type of analysis will improve the educational process as a whole.

Any educational process involves an analysis of teaching and learning activities that is necessary to ensure a positive learning dynamics. Only after conducting such type of analysis, the technical means should be considered in terms of the benefits that they can give (or not give) to the learning process. Almost in any case a combination of means is needed.

Using the packages of independent multimedia programs alone will be insufficient, because none of them can properly support language activities, which are an integral part of the university training. However, comparing of different learning tools shows how to integrate a range of tools for the most effective use of the benefits from each one.

Figures 8, 9 show the information about the trainees and the progress of each student being trained.

Figure 5. Platform for open courses

The Sumy State University started a project to develop a model of mixed education. The aim of the project is to transform the traditional ways and approaches of teachers to the learning process in general, and to the classroom activities in particular.
III. GAME MODEL OF BLENDED LEARNING AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION

The game model of blended learning provides an environment for activating student learning and provides an opportunity to meet their different needs and learning styles. It motivates students by offering them an interactive competitive environment.

Application of the game models in the educational process is the subject of many studies, for example, [4-6]. "Regardless of age or economic, ethnic, or social background, people understand the language of play" (Azriel, [4]). Games offer a medium for students to explore and interrogate information in a fun and interactive way.

The development of the concept of games as a teaching methodology for the first time began, as stated...
in [5], in the mid-1940s. Since then there has been many experiments and researches done concerning game models in learning.

The type of game discussed in this article refers to competitive games. The general scheme of this game is shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Distribution of roles and actions](image)

The general conceptual scheme of the game model of blended learning is shown in Figure 11. Studying through this model, students go through two phases.

![Figure 11. Game model of blended learning](image)

The first stage is distance learning (outside the classroom) in which students independently study the course materials. The teacher obtains some administrative rights and directs the mastery of knowledge. He opens and closes tests and simulators, sets and checks open tasks, answers students' questions on the bulletin board and makes his announcements. In the second stage, learning (in the classroom) is a very action - a game. A group of students is divided into two teams, one of which acts as an orator and the second as an enemy. The teacher in the game plays the role of expert reviewer. The most important role in this technology belongs to the final discussion, in which the students together analyze the course and results of the game, the course of educational and gaming interaction. All actions of students on the development of knowledge are assessed in points and are highlighted on the site.

The results of the game appear in a double plan - in quality both as a game and as educational-cognitive result.

CONCLUSIONS

The second-year students of special computer science of Sumy State University conducted the tests for the game model of blended learning. Students perceived the game as an attractive learning technology.

The conducted analysis of student achievements and the qualitative feedback show the positive impact of the game model on students. Students are more involved into the learning process and improve their results.

An anonymous student survey showed that 67% of respondents would have chosen a game model of blended learning compared to the traditional form of learning.

There were no negative comments in the questionnaire, although individual recommendations were given to improve the model.

It is important to recognize that although the game model of blended learning has some success in comparison with the traditional form of learning, it requires more labor both from the students and from the teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Military training is an integral part of the formation of a holistic and economically stable state. But due to the reduction of personnel and military educational institutions in 2006 - 2011 some worsening occurred, namely, the material component of institutions was destroyed. Therefore, the question arose about modernizing the military education of the country by changing the material and technical base and introducing the necessary number of simulators, virtual simulators, information systems in the course of studying. This is the basis for the relevance of this research work "Development of a technique for the creation of virtual simulators of artillery weapons". The purpose of the work is to improve the quality of training of military specialists, based on the use of computer information systems. To achieve the goal, the following tasks were considered: the proposed information technology for the organization of the educational process for the training of military specialists, the architecture of the multimedia training complex (MTC) was developed, the methodology for designing the visual models of the subject area of the simulator was developed. The object of the study in this paper is the computerized training of military specialists on the example of cadets and students of the Department of Military Training of the SSU. The scientific novelty of this research work consists in the proposed information technology for the modernization of the training process at the military department of the SSU.

II. ANALYSIS OF TEACHING METHODS

At the moment, there are two modes of training in military training: passive and active. Passive is the mastering of lectures on the exploitation of a particular weapon. But there are a number of reasons why this regime is not effective, for example, in some military schools it is not possible to provide the students with the necessary training tools, with the help of which a future military specialist would acquire practical skills, while learning the previously acquired theoretical knowledge. Also, the technology considered in the curriculum is expensive, most often it is absent, which impedes its effective use, cadets of the military department have an opportunity to get acquainted with the model of the weapon only using graphic images. Therefore, the question arises about the use of an active mode of training, which is a full-fledged work with the model of a real object, using a virtual simulator. The cadet performs a certain set of actions: acquainted with the structure of the weapon, passes tests for checking knowledge and performs practical tasks. Students of the Department of Military Training of our university together with the teachers of the section of the ITP have created a number of simulators, which gives them the opportunity to reveal their professional potential [1][2]

III. CLASSIFICATION OF VIRTUAL SIMULATORS

To create our simulator, we conducted a study of existing virtual simulators, which resulted in this classification, which is presented on Fig. 1. Conditional classification can be divided into two groups: the first group is classified by purpose, by the internal structure and by the type of the implemented study scenario, the second by the functions and type executed [3].

In order to meet the educational process needs of military educational institutions, it is proposed to create simulators that contain the following elements: questioning systems, game scripts, simulation complexes.

IV. TECHNIQUE FOR DEVELOPING MTC

MTC (Multimedia Simulator Complex) is a system for learning using the means of input and output information, which includes a theoretical material, a block of testing and a block of practical tasks in which the transfer and exchange of information take place in a dialogue mode. The scheme of organization of the educational process using this complex is presented on Fig. 2. This simulator provides for the use of both passive and active mode of training [4].
To develop the MTC, a technique for developing computerized 3D models was developed, consisting of the following steps:

1. defining goals and objectives
2. software choices
3. defining methods for creating a 3D model
4. designing
   4.1 determining the level of detail of the 3D model
   4.2 decomposition
5. visualization
6. ready software product

V. CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE SHUTTER 122MM HOWITZERS D-30

When creating a virtual simulator for the study of the structure and operation of the gate 122 mm howitzers D-30, the methods of simulation-numerical simulation were used and a series of work stages was performed: the study of the main elements for the construction of the simulation shutter mechanism; execution of a virtual model graphic solution using special software that provides the opportunity to simulate materials and lighting as much as possible; writing a software code for a virtual model that describes the physics of the interaction of gate mechanisms. Given that the object of simulation consists of a large number of structural elements, the process of constructing its model is based on the system approach. The shutter itself is considered as a metasystem consisting of subsystems of elements and connections between them. As a result of the analysis in the form of a node tree, a model is constructed which maximally
reflects the model structure of the shutter. The conceptual model of the research object is presented on Fig. 3 [5].

The created complex has a common software shell, which includes separate structural parts, of which the first three have the form of animated videos and a block of test tasks. Structural parts of the MTC are shown on Fig. 4.

VI. EXAMPLE OF MTC

To develop this multimedia complex, software products such as Autodesk Inventor were used to create 3d models of all components of the shutter and Adobe Flash to create a shell for testing and adding an interactive part. The main window of the program is shown on Fig.5.

At the initial stage of work with this simulator, the cadet / student should review all the videos that are theoretical material to the tests. If he did not view all the videos or viewed, but using the rewind mode, the button to open the test portion is not active. To begin testing, the user must enter his data. Then the student is tested using the interactive elements contained in the MTC. After completing the test, the user is given the opportunity to view their answers and find mistakes. The teacher receives the result as a non-editable file. Examples of steps for entering the input data and displaying the correct answer are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7.

VII. PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The practical significance of this research work is that a new approach was proposed to the organization of the educational process at the military departments with the use of modern information technologies and a number of training complexes were created, according to the proposed methodology, to ensure the improvement of the quality of military education.

Figure 3. Conceptual model of the shutter 122mm howitzers D-30

Figure 4. Structural parts of the MTC
CONCLUSIONS

Upon completion of the research work, the following results were obtained: namely, an approach to modernizing the training process at the military department of the university was proposed, a list of stages for the creation of computer simulators of military use was determined, video materials were developed that demonstrate the operation of the shutter 122 mm of howitzers D-30, compiled a list of test tasks for assessing the level of mastering the training material, in accordance with the proposed methodology, MTC has been created to study the shutter operation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Earlier, large-scale field training exercises were needed to train personnel to engage in joint military operations, in which participated in units from the battalion level and above all NATO member states military units and the Warsaw Pact, as was the case with the Cold War era. To conduct such maneuvers spent huge funds, and their preparation and organization took a lot of time. With the advent of modern training systems and means of simulation of the situations of combat situation, the situation in the field of organization and training personnel has dramatically changed. The anti-aircraft missile systems are stationary mechanical simulators that imitate not only the results of these weapons but also the sound and visual effects that arise during their time use.

In the structure of the PTRK, as a rule, includes a launching unit with the aiming and launching equipment and an antitank guided missile. Depending on the type of control system that is used. There are types of PTRK of the first, second and third generation. In the structure of the PTRK, as a rule, includes a launching unit with the aiming and launching equipment and an antitank guided missile. Depending on the type of control system that is used. There are types of PTRK of the first, second and third generation. The first generation PTRK was developed in the 50s, is presented on a target using the “three-point” method: the first point is the eye of the gunner (crossing the visor), the second point is the rocket on the trajectory, and the third is the target.

The second generation PTRK, which appeared in the 1960s, differed, first of all, by a semi-automatic guidance. The operator combines and holds the target mark for the purpose of the entire flight time of the rocket, and the observation of the missile and the development of corrective commands is carried out by the automatic equipment.

The third generation of PTRK realized the principle of “shot and forget”. The operator must only bring the launcher to the target and carry out the shot, and the head of self-direction PTCR in the flight itself carries out the support of the target and gives it a rocket.

II. MAIN RESEARCH

The anti-tank missile system 9P149 "STURM-S" refers to the complexes of the second generation. Figure 1 shows the appearance of the machine.

The 9P149 product is designed to combat moving and stationary armored and small-scale terrestrial targets (DFT, DZVT), as well as low-speed airborne low-flying targets.

The 9P149 product allows shooting from the place, from short stops and afloat, in conditions of direct optical visibility at any time of day and year. The product is able to overcome water obstacles.

The product 9P149 is a self-propelled start-up unit with automatic charging from the PU.

As a basic machine, a lightweight, multipurpose traction unit (MT-LB) was used, modified to accommodate the equipment and equipment of the product 9P149 and has an index-product 49.

The location of the power transmission units in the front of the body of the base machine, the control and engine compartment is saved as on the base tractor. On-site cargo platform formed a combat division. Passage along the combat vehicle on the right side between the control division and the combat unit is blocked by a partition with a hatch and assigned to the control division. Thus, all compartments are separated by partitions.

The anti-tank guided missile 9M114 is designed to destroy modern tanks and other armored targets, as well as small-scale terrestrial (TDT, DZVT, etc.) and low-flying airplanes (helicopters, low-speed aircraft) for enemy targets. The 9M114 is used for firing from the combat vehicle 9P149, as well as from the 9K113 complex, which is located on the Mi-24 helicopter [1].

Anti-tank guided missiles must always be operational and ready for immediate use, which is ensured by strict compliance with the operating rules.

The storage and preservation of anti-tank guided missiles in troops is organized in accordance with the requirements of the current governing documents.
Personnel who are well-known in the structure, the principle of operation of an antitank guided missile, as well as a technical description and instruction manual on the operation of this type of antitank guided missile are allowed to operate the shells.

Disassembly of the PLD in the troops is prohibited.

The location of the power transmission units in the front of the body of the base machine, the control and engine compartment is saved as on the base tractor. On-site cargo platform formed a combat division. Passage along the combat vehicle on the right side between the control division and the combat unit is blocked by a partition with a hatch and assigned to the control division. Thus, all compartments are separated by partitions.

The anti-tank guided missile 9M114 is designed to destroy modern tanks and other armored targets, as well as small-scale terrestrial (TDT, DZVT, etc.) and low-flying airplanes (helicopters, low-speed aircraft) for enemy targets. The 9M114 is used for firing from the combat vehicle 9P149, as well as from the 9K113 complex, which is located on the Mi-24 helicopter.

Anti-tank guided missiles must always be operational and ready for immediate use, which is ensured by strict compliance with the operating rules.

The storage and preservation of anti-tank guided missiles in troops is organized in accordance with the requirements of the current governing documents.

Personnel who are well-known in the structure, the principle of operation of an antitank guided missile, as well as a technical description and instruction manual on the operation of this type of antitank guided missile are allowed to operate the shells.

Disassembly of the PLD in the troops is prohibited.

In case of detection of malfunctions in the course of conducting routine work, the PTCR seem to be established in the order of storage bases (arsenals).

When entering the warehouses of military units from storage bases (arsenals), with the help of KPM 9B94, entrance checks are made of 3% of the OPCP (but not less than 6 units) from each batch. In case of defects detection, the entire batch is checked.

When sending the PPTC from the warehouse to the unit, it is necessary to conduct regular work in full, if since the last inspection passed more than three months.

During the receipt of the PTP from the units into the warehouse, each projectile is inspected in the full scope of the scheduled work.

The transfer and loading of the 9Я687 encapsulation with the projectile should be carried out by two persons.

It is forbidden to transfer the closure with a projectile lid down, bend, throw and drag it when loading and unloading.

In case of accidental falling of a projectile in the enclosure 9Я687 from height to 0,5 m the projectile is allowed for further exploitation.

In the event of accidental falling of a projectile in an enclosure with a height of more than 0,5 m and without closure from any height the projectile to be stored and used in troops is forbidden, it is subject to destruction in the established order.

Persons who have been trained in safety engineering are allowed to work with the PTKR. When using the PTCR, you must comply with all the safety rules that are installed for the operation of ammunition.

It is forbidden to use the PTCR:

- carry out routine inspections directly in storage facilities and at launch units;
- carry out work related to routine inspections, faulty tool;
• use a military projectile for educational purposes;

Attending third parties during inspections and routine inspections.

Regular work when storing a projectile in warehouses and under a canopy should be carried out only in a specially equipped place and at a distance of at least 50 meters from the storage facilities and residential buildings, with the military part of the projectile being directed in a safe direction.

It is forbidden to find people from the front and rear end of the projectile when checking it.

Do not touch the electric contacts of the projectile.

In the event of a drop in a projectile in a purchase from a height of more than 0.5 meters, the following procedure for handling it shall be established:

Carefully, without punches and canting, to load a shell in the enclosure into a car body on a special foam rubber stomach with a thickness of 50 millimeters or sand, sawdust or other bulk material with a thickness of not less than 200 millimeters, a battle piece towards the side board; transport the projectile to a disposal site at a speed not exceeding 15 km/h at the nearest safe distance along the highway or on a level road.

On a place destined for destruction of a projectile, the closure with a projectile shall be transferred from the body of the vehicle, with all safety precautions, and destroy the projectile without removing it from the enclosure, by undermining it.

Storage of the product should include all types of work necessary to keep it in constant alert. Short-term storage of the product is allowed both in indoor unheated premises, and in field conditions (under a canopy or open areas). Regardless of the type of storage and type of storage, the product is stored in the cover, all hatches must be tightly closed [2].

III. ADOBE FLASH PLAYER

The development of an elearning tool is done with the Adobe Flash software. The purpose of the work is to develop an electronic educational tool, which will display the theoretical material and practical tasks implemented on it, on the basis of which knowledge testing will take place. Adobe Flash Professional (AFP) is a multimedia platform used for authoring vector graphics, animations, games and rich Internet applications that can be viewed, played, or run in Adobe Flash Player.

The scope of Flash is different, it can be games, websites, presentations, banners and just cartoons. When you create a product, you can use media, sound and image files, you can create interactive interfaces and complete web applications.

Adobe Flash is an environment for creating Flash Platform applications.

The scope of Flash is different, it can be games, websites, presentations, banners and just cartoons. When you create a product, you can use media, sound and image files, you can create interactive interfaces and complete web applications using PHP and XML.

Adobe Flash is an environment for creating Flash Platform applications, along with other tools (environments): Adobe Flash Builder, Flash Development Tool (FDT), and others.

Flash files have .swf extensions and require Adobe Flash Player to be viewed, which can be installed as a browser plug-in. Flash Player is distributed free of charge through the Adobe website. Output files with the .fla extension are created in the Macromedia Flash development environment, and then compiled into an understandable Flash Player format - .swf.

At the heart of Flash lies the vector morphing, that is, the smooth "flow" of one keyframe into another. This allows you to make rather complex cartoon scenes by asking only a few key frames for each character.

The second "whale" Flash is complete programming. Flash uses the ActionScript programming language, which is syntactically similar to JavaScript. The latest version of the language (ActionScript 3.0) is a fully featured, object-oriented language.

Using vector graphics, along with software code, provides small file sizes for Flash, enabling you to save traffic and reduce page load times. But to display text, video alternatives can provide better performance and consume less CPU resources than Flash objects, for example, using transparency or display of images [3].

The main drawback of Flash-applications is the excessive demand for processor resources. Lack of power on the computer can affect the performance of the operating system as a whole, or lead to distortion of the results of the Flash application associated with the display of animation or time calculation. Sometimes this is due to the disadvantages of software responsible for processing Flash components, or the low quality of the Flash application itself.

Another important drawback is that it is not always possible to launch the Flash application, or it is associated with some difficulties (for example, you need to install a plugin or upgrade it to the latest version). Some users (or system administrators across the entire network) disable the browser's ability to download content that is processed by plug-ins or downloaded in frames for the purpose of information security (due to possible content threat, such as interception of the clipboard), saving system resources, or for salvation from annoying ads.

On the Internet, you can find sites that are completely designed as a Flash application (all content, as well as navigation elements). Usually these sites are dedicated to games, design studios, personal pages and other sites that aim to impress the visitor with the beauty and unusual nature of the implementation. Large portals and information resources are trying to avoid the use of Flash (with the exception of the insertion of advertising banners, the impossibility of which does not cause inconvenience to users).
Using Flash to accommodate textual information prevents its indexing by search engines. However, there are many ways to solve this problem. One way to solve this problem is to use text in HTML format, in the footer of the page[4].

ActionScript is a scripting programming language that allows you to program Adobe Flash-based clips and applications. ActionScript, like JavaScript, is based on ECMA Script, a script language standard, so syntax is very similar in both languages. While DOM JavaScript interacts with the browser window, HTML documents, and forms, ActionScript DOM works with flash clips that can include animation, audio, video, text, and event handling. ActionScript is a scripting programming language, which allows you to program Adobe Flash-clips and applications. ActionScript, like JavaScript, is based on ECMA Script, a script language standard, so syntax is very similar in both languages. But while DOM JavaScript interacts with the browser window, HTML documents, and forms, ActionScript DOM works with flash clips that can include animation, audio, video, text, and event handling[5].

SWFs can contain animations or applets with varying levels of interactivity and functionality. The picture stored in this format is scaled without visible distortion, the video is small, it is faster loading and playing the video file.

With ActionScript, you can create interactive multimedia applications, games, websites.

IV. Autodesk 3ds Max

The machine, which shown in Figure 1 was created using Autodesk 3ds max.

Autodesk 3ds max is a professional 3D computer graphics program for making 3D animations, models, games and images. It is frequently used by video game developers, many TV commercial studios, and architectural visualization studios. It is also used for movie effects and movie pre-visualization. 3ds Max supports both import and linking of DWG files. Improved memory management in 3ds Max 2008 enables larger scenes to be imported with multiple objects [6].

Modeling 3ds Max has extensive tools for creating various in form and complexity of three-dimensional computer models of real or fantastic objects of the surrounding world using a variety of techniques and mechanisms, including the following:

• polygonal modeling;
• modeling based on inhomogeneous rational B-splines (NURBS);
• modeling based on portions of Bézier surfaces;
• modeling using built-in libraries of standard parametric objects and modifiers.

Autodesk 3ds Max is primarily based on polygon modeling. Polygon modeling is used extensive in game design because it offers a highly specific control over individual polygons that make up the model. This feature of polygon modeling also allow for greater optimization of the model [7].

After the 3D model is created, it can be exported to Adobe Flash Player. The 3ds Max editor allows you to import and export files and objects. This makes it possible to get geometric forms with other programs, such as Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, AutoCAD, etc.

When exporting files, the program converts scenes with the extension .max to universal formats .3ds or .dwf. Since these formats are less susceptible to the transformation, some of the information about the scene in the transformation may change or disappear. The editor of 3ds Max 2013 warns about this when converting.

CONCLUSIONS

In the process of studying the issue of military training, we can say with confidence that this is a very important for Ukraine and other countries. This is due to the need for a high level of preparedness of personnel with simultaneous reduction of material and financial costs. Military simulator allows in electronic form to study the nuances of work with military equipment and shooting.

The development of an elearning tool is done with the Autodesk 3ds max and the Adobe Flash software. The purpose of the work is to develop an electronic educational tool, which will display the theoretical material and practical tasks implemented on it, on the basis of which knowledge testing will take place.

3ds Max is a full-featured professional software system for working with three-dimensional graphics. With it, we can create an object for a military simulator, for example a tank. Adobe Flash Player creates an application for simulate the operation of military equipment. Thanks to the 3ds Max and Adobe Flash Player collaboration, you can get a quality Training Device.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant changes in the information sphere of human activity lead to a significant reduction in the effectiveness of outdated approaches to controlling the student's educational process. That is why today it is expedient to develop a special system that will allow to automate the process of accounting of students' work and make it faster, more convenient and reliable.

For this purpose, the task was to develop an information system for student records. It is decided to develop this system as a mobile application with the ability to integrate with a web-based analogue. This is due to the fact that the number of smartphone users grows year by year and the proportion of users among young people aged 18 to 29 years is about 70%. Such popularity can be explained by the need for modern people to always be in touch and have access to the right information.

II. STUDENT WORK INFORMATION SYSTEM

A. Application requirements

A functional requirement, in software and systems engineering, is a declaration of the intended function of a system and its components. Based on functional requirements, a programmer determines the behavior (output) that a device or software is expected to exhibit in the case of a certain input.

The application must ensure that below functions:
1. Support for several types of users: students and teachers.
2. The presence of a personal user profile and the ability to edit personal data.
3. Ability to review the list of disciplines and their regulations (students).
4. Ability to view group list (students).
5. The ability to view current progress and attending classes (students).
6. Ability to create discipline and its regulations (teachers).
7. Ability to create a lesson (teachers).
8. Ability to register current student attendance and student visits in real time (teachers).
9. The possibility for teachers to perform active operations of the system (editing, adding and deleting records in the database).

B. Choice of mobile operating system

According to 2018 market share of mobile operating systems in Ukraine as illustrated in figure 1 [1]. The most popular OS among the major OS is Android which holds 76%, next popular is iOS with 13% share and then comes the Windows.

Implement a mobile application was decided on the basis of the Android platform because this platform will provide access to the largest number of users.

C. Choice of programming language

The languages you might consider learning for Android development include [2]:
- Java. Java is the official language of Android development and is supported by Android Studio;
- Kotlin. Kotlin was recently introduced as a secondary “official” Java language. Kotlin is free and open source. But Kotlin is very young. It was officially released in 2016.
- C/C++. C++ is also an another programming language used to develop Android Apps. But
sometimes the Native Development Kit is not as efficient as SDK since it doesn’t support all API frameworks. Thus targeting the native layer is not completely possible using NDK. Therefore preferring Java over C++ will be a better option.

- C#: C# is alternative to C or C++. It’s supported by some very handy tools like Unity and Xamarin which are great for game development and for cross-platform development.
- Lua: Lua is an old scripting language that was originally designed to supplement programs written in more robust languages like C, VB.NET, etc. That being said, Lua can be used as a main programming language in certain cases, and Corona SDK is one great example. With Corona, you can create rich apps using Lua that can be deployed on Windows, Mac, Android, iOS, and even Apple TV and Android TV.
- HTML + CSS + JavaScript: For development on HTML, CSS and JavaScript use the PhoneGap Build environment or, in a more specialized case, Adobe Cordova.

Of the programming languages presented, Java was chosen. Advantages of using Java are it gives high performance, complete security of your program because it uses its own runtime environment without any interaction with the system OS, official documentation is presented for this language and a huge amount of different teaching materials.

D. IDE

Let’s consider two main programming environments for writing Java applications: Eclipse and Android Studio.

Android Studio provides the fastest tools for building apps on every type of Android device. Android Studio is the official integrated development environment (IDE) for Google’s Android operating system. Android Studio supports a number of programming languages, e.g. Kotlin, Java, C++ etc.

Eclipse is a powerful, open source, integrated development environment (IDE) that facilitates the creation of desktop, mobile, and web applications. Eclipse is a highly versatile and adaptable tool. As such, you can use many types programming languages and plugins like Ruby, C++, Java, PHP, COBOL etc.

It was chosen the software environment of Android Studio because it is now the main development environment for developing applications for Android.

The Android Studio main window is identified in figure 2.

E. Three-level client-server architecture

Three-level client-server architecture was chosen to implement the application, which will allow simultaneous access to the system of many users.

Client-server architecture is architecture of a computer network in which many clients (remote processors) request and receive service from a centralized server (host computer) [3].

Three-level client-server architecture is special type of client-server architecture consisting of three well-defined and separate processes, each running on a different platform:

1. The user interface, which runs on the user’s mobile (the client).
2. The functional modules that actually process data. This middle tier runs on a server and is often called the application server.
3. A database management system (DBMS) that stores the data required by the middle tier. This tier runs on a second server called the database server.

Three-level client-server architecture as illustrated in figure 3.

F. Design

For the Android application design, the Material Design principles were used.

Material Design principles [4]:
1. Material is the metaphor
A material metaphor is the unifying theory of a rationalized space and a system of motion. Our material is grounded in tactile reality, inspired by our study of paper and ink, yet open to imagination and magic.
2. Surfaces are intuitive and natural
Surfaces and edges provide visual cues that are grounded in our experience of reality. The use of familiar tactile attributes speaks to primal parts of our brains and helps us quickly understand affordances.
3. Dimensionality affords interaction
The fundamentals of light, surface, and movement are key to conveying how objects interact. Realistic lighting shows seams, divides space, and indicates moving parts.

Figure 2. The Android Studio main window.

Figure 3. Three-level client-server architecture
4. One adaptive design
A single underlying design system organizes interactions and space. Each device reflects a different view of the same underlying system. Each view is tailored to the size and interaction appropriate for that device. Colors, iconography, hierarchy, and spatial relationships remain constant.

5. Content is bold, graphic, and intentional
Bold design creates hierarchy, meaning, and focus. Deliberate color choices, edge-to-edge imagery, large-scale typography, and intentional white space create immersion and clarity.

6. Color, surface, and iconography emphasize actions
User action is the essence of experience design. The primary actions are inflection points that transform the whole design. Their emphasis makes core functionality immediately apparent and provides waypoints for the user.

7. Users initiate change
Changes in the interface derive their energy from user actions. Motion that cascades from touch respects and reinforces the user as the prime mover.

8. Animation is choreographed on a shared stage
All action takes place in a single environment. Objects are presented to the user without breaking the continuity of experience even as they transform and reorganize.

9. Motion provides meaning
Motion is meaningful and appropriate, serving to focus attention and maintain continuity. Feedback is subtle yet clear. Transitions are efficient yet coherent.

User experience (UX) design [5] is the process of creating products that provide meaningful and relevant experiences to users. This involves the design of the entire process of acquiring and integrating the product, including aspects of branding, design, usability, and function.

Prototypes for application screens as illustrated in figures 4-6.

G. Mobile application development
The client is a mobile application. The application server is web server. As a database, MySQL is used.
To administer the MySQL database, phpMyAdmin is used. phpMyAdmin is a free and open source administration tool for MySQL.
To interact with the server in Android was using the library Volley.
Volley [6] is an HTTP library that makes networking for Android apps easier and most importantly, faster.
Volley offers the following benefits:

- Automatic scheduling of network requests.
- Multiple concurrent network connections.
- Transparent disk and memory response caching with standard HTTP cache coherence.
- Support for request prioritization.
- Cancellation request API. You can cancel a single request, or you can set blocks or scopes of requests to cancel.
- Ease of customization, for example, for retry and backoff.
- Strong ordering that makes it easy to correctly populate your UI with data fetched asynchronously from the network.
- Debugging and tracing tools.

Basic diagram of Volley as illustrated in figure 7.

![Image: Basic diagram of Volley](image)

The default request classes already included in Volley library are String request, JSON request, and image request [7].

String Request is type of request is used to retrieve data from a server as a String.

Volley provides the following classes for JSON requests:

- JsonArrayRequest – a request for retrieving a JSONArray response body at a given URL.
- JsonObjectRequest – a request for retrieving a JSONObject response body at a given URL, allowing for an optional JSONObject to be passed in as part of the request body.

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight data-interchange format [8].

Format JSON as illustrated in figure 8.

Image Request is type of request is used to load images in Android.

```
{ "users": [
    {
        "firstName": "Ray",
        "lastName": "Villalobos",
        "joined": {
            "month": "January",
            "day": "32",
            "year": "2012"
        }
    },
    {
        "firstName": "John",
        "lastName": "Jones",
        "joined": {
            "month": "April",
            "day": "28",
            "year": "2010"
        }
    }
]}
```

Figure 8. Format JSON

CONCLUSIONS

The information system for the account of students' work in the form of a mobile application for OS Android is developed.

The developed mobile application has the following functions: the use of a database to store information system, support for several types of users, the ability to register the current progress and student visits to students in real time, the ability to review the rules, the ability of one of the types of users to use the active system options (editing, adding and deleting entries in the database).
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Abstract – Questions of ergonomic support in automated systems are considered. The problem of reducing human operator errors is considered. Human-machine interaction is described using functional networks. The method of Professor A. Gubinsky is used. Information technology for assessing the reliability of human-machine interaction was developed. Possible application of the results is described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From 50 to 80% of the accidents in production systems of different types, more than 64% of accidents in the sea fleet and 80% in aviation caused by errors of the human operator [1,2].

In many cases, operators work under stress [3-5].

The aim of Research in the field of designing human-machine systems (HMS) is to reduce erroneous reaction of the human operator, to ensure acceptable conditions of work and to adapt the machine to the man-operator [6-8].

The effectiveness of ergonomic research essentially depends on the ability to formalize the interaction between man and machine and to receive prompt assessment of options for activities to solve the optimization problem [8-10].

II. RESULTS

Statement of the problem. To develop an interactive system for simulating human-computer interaction in HMS.

As a basic methodology was selected the functional-structural theory of HMS [10].

We obtained new mathematical models to ensure rapid computer simulation [11-13]:
• system analysis for HMS (component and morphological);
• language for discrete human-computer interaction’s description;
• automatic assessment of the reliability of the functional network;
• select optimal variant of human-computer interaction in different formulations for different tasks of ergonomics:
  • to determine the degree of automation,
  • calculation of the number of operators,
  • the choice of activity structures and methods of operations,
  • the distribution of functions between operators,
  • defining activities ergonomic quality assurance systemothers.

We have implemented a computer technology, that allows to simulate interactively the HMS:
• to describe;
• to evaluate;
• to optimize,
interaction of operators with software and hardware tools in HMS.

Evaluation of the functional network is based on the technology of functional structures typing and function network folding.

The structure of the software is shown in Fig. 1. (FN-functional activity network, TFS-type functional structure of activities, TFU is a typical functional activity unit).

The software allows you to describe the activities of a human operator in a dialogue mode.

It is possible to store data on the reliability of the individual operator's actions.

The system "knows how" to perform a syntactic analysis of activities. Automatic recognition of TFS is provided.

This allows automatic reduction of the functional activity network.

Thus, the assessment of the reliability of the operator's activity is carried out automatically.

There is a bank of optimization models for human-machine interaction. Optimization can be done on the "work graph" or on the "event graph".
Figure 1. The structure of the software
It is possible to model the process of human-machine interaction with various initial data. All models can be stored in a special database. This makes it possible to use the created models to develop new systems. It is possible to assess the working conditions in the workplace of human operators.

This allows to calculate the initial data on the reliability and timing of individual actions of the human operator, taking into account the impact of working conditions and harmful factors. For this, special correction factors are calculated. The system allows to find ergonomic reserves to increase the efficiency of automated systems. This reduces the number of errors, accidents and improves the health of people.

### III. APPROBATION

The results are used in the design and operation of processes in different systems [10-13]:

- Flexible manufacturing systems;
- Safety management systems;
- Incident Management Systems;
- Telecommunication systems;
- Call-Centers and Contact-centers;
- E-learning systems.

and in the learning processes for courses:

- “Modeling of processes and systems”;
- “Ergonomics”;
- Decision theory;
- Simulation of human-machine interaction in universities:
  - Sumy National Agrarian University;
  - Sumy State University;
  - Kharkiv Engineering and Educational Academy;
  - National University of Biological Resources and Nature Management (Kiev).

### IV. DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

In the future, it is necessary to conduct new scientific research in such areas:

- Modeling of errors of different types.
- Functional networks with queues.
- Study of the operational-tempo tension of operators.
- Creation of real decision support systems that work in real time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the tasks of integer programming, one can apply an algorithm that was proposed by A. N. Land and A. G. Doig in 1960. This approach represented a scheme, which in a generalized form was later called the “method of branches and bounds”. The simulator was created by the algorithm previously developed by the authors. [1].

The simulator is created for teaching the Land-Doig method. In the development of the simulator, examples have been used for the topic “Land and Doig’s Method” from the course ”Methods of Optimization and Operations Research” [2].

In works [3-16] the simulators for the distance course ”Methods of optimization and research of operations” and others are considered. As in the distance course on ”Methods of optimization and operations research” of PUET and on the Internet (in the Ukrainian segment), there is no simulator on the subject ”Land and Doig method”, therefore the creation of such a simulator is relevant.

The practical value of the work is that this simulator will teach the student the method of Land and Doig for the problems of integer programming, which in turn will allow to learn how to maximize profits in the production of a product or minimize the cost of resources.

This simulator allows to ease the burden on the teacher, since students can learn from the program in their classroom, as well as remotely at home, by mastering the Land and Doig method, having the relevant knowledge and skills in solving problems by simplex-method and M-method.

In the implementation of the simulator, the development environment of NetBeans IDE 8.2 was used. When writing the program, a high-level programming language Java was used.

This program can be presented either as a Java applet to facilitate its placement on the website of distance learning, or in the form of .exe file for download and installation on the computer. This is also good for computers that do not have JVM and JRE installed, which will allow you to open Java applications without a development environment. Installing the program bypasses the register and avoids conflicts with antivirus programs, which is also a positive.

II. MAIN RESEARCH

The simulator is divided into two parts. Initially, the student is given the opportunity to answer the test tasks (Fig. 1) in the first three steps, which gradually lead to the beginning of tasks solving and give an idea of what the next tasks will be related to. The second part is a task for solving examples and filling tables (Fig. 2). This will allow the student to consolidate his knowledge of solving problems using the simplex-method and the M-method, as well as to some extent to study the method of Land and Doig.

It also provides guidance if the wrong data are entered in the table (Fig. 3). This makes it easy to find the error, and also saves time for the transition to the answer to the following tasks that go immediately after checking for the correctness of the data entered in the table (Fig. 3).

Figure 1. An example of a test task.
The ability to move from step to step, without solving any tasks that allow the student to continue his education from the place where he stopped last time is added to the simulator.

Below is an algorithm for the simulator.

Step 1. A window opens to the student, asking: "For which tasks the method of Land and Doig is used", and four variants of the answer are offered a) PLP; b) PILP, c) PDLP; d) PNP. If the answer is selected, the student clicks on the "Reply" button. If the answer is correct, then b) the transition to the next step. If the answer is not correct, then the student opens a window about the incorrect answer, the student closes it and makes the appropriate conclusions, chooses the correct answer.

Step 2. Before the student opens the next window, which shows the task (Fig. 5).

Step 3. The student is asked a question that relates to the task given in step 2: "What is the first step in solving this problem?" Three variants of the answer are given: 1) to create another inequality; 2) enter a new variable with a negative sign; 3) create an auxiliary PLP by rejecting the condition of the integer. After selecting the correct answer, the student moves to the next step of the simulator, if the choice is not correct, the student remains in the third step until he chooses the correct answer.

Step 4. The student is given the opportunity to enter data in a standard table according to a given example, which is visible on the screen. After filling the table, the student clicks the "Check" button to check that the spreadsheet is correct. If the entered data are correct, then the student moves to the next step. If the answer is not correct, then the student opens an informative window "data entered correctly" opens. Then you have to answer the question: "Does the table contain an optimal solution?". If the answer is correct (no, then), go to the next step. If the answer is not correct,
an information window will appear about it. The student is forced to draw conclusions and give the correct answer.

Step 5-6. In these two steps the student continues to enter the data into new simplex tables based on the simplex table completed in step 4. After verifying the correctness of the entered data in the table, the student will also have to answer the questions posed below the table, as in step 4. When the student answers the questions, (for Step 5, "What is a guideline?" For step 6, "Has the optimality criterion been fulfilled?"). He will be able to move on to the next step.

Step 7. In the new window, you must enter a solution to the LP (namely: "x1, x2, x3, x4, fmax"), which the student solved within 4-6 steps. After entering the data, the student clicks the "Reply" button, and if the data entered is correct, moves to the next step. In case of non-fidelity of the entered data, an error window opens and the student is forced to enter the correct ones.

Step 8. At this step, you must break the task into two by the rule of the method. After the data entered by the student, if they are correct, we will proceed to the next step. In case of non-fidelity, we remain at this step.

Step 9. After the task is divided into two, the student is given the task of solving PILP1 (Fig. 6). After the data is entered and checked, the student responds to the question that is found below, namely: "Does the table contain the best solution?". After the correct answer is selected ("no"), go to the next step.

```
\begin{align*}
x_1 + x_2 & \rightarrow \text{max} \\
x_1 + x_3 &= 5 \\
x_1 + 6x_2 + x_4 &= 12 \\
x_2 + x_5 &= 1 \\
x_1, \ldots, x_5 &\geq 0
\end{align*}
```

Figure 6. The task in step 9.

Step 10-11. In these two steps the student continues to enter the data into new simplex tables, based on the data of the simplex table, considered at the 9th step. After verifying the accuracy of the data entered in the data table, the student will also need to answer the questions posed below the table, as in step 9 (for step 10: "Select a guiding column"; for step 11 "Does the table contain the optimal solution?"). When a student answers questions, he will be able to move on to the next step.

Step 12. A window appears where you need to enter "x1, x2, x3, x4, F1max" for the LPP, which the student solved in steps 9-11. After entering the data, the student clicks the "Check" button and in case of the correct data entered, the student answers the question "Should I break the task into two?". If a student chooses the correct answer "no", he is moving on to the next step. If he does not select the correct answer, an error window opens. The student is forced to choose the correct answer.

Step 13. We begin to solve the PILP2 (Fig. 7). After the data is entered into a table and a check is made, the student responds to a question that is found below, namely: "What column is a guide?". After choosing the correct answer go to the next step. If the answer is incorrect, the student remains at the step 13.

```
\begin{align*}
x_1 + x_2 + (\text{-}M)x_6 &\rightarrow \text{max} \\
x_1 + x_3 &= 5 \\
x_1 + 6x_2 + x_4 &= 12 \\
x_2 + x_5 + x_6 &= 2 \\
x_1, \ldots, x_6 &\geq 0
\end{align*}
```

Figure 7. The task in the step 13.

Step 14-15. At these two steps, the student continues to enter data into new simplex tables based on the results of the simplex table at step 13. After verifying the correctness of the entered data in the table, the student will also have to answer the questions posed below the table. When the student correctly answers the questions (for step 14: "Which line is the guideline?" For step 15: "Has the optimality criterion been fulfilled?"). He will be able to move on to the next step.

Step 16. In the window that opens, you must enter "x1, x2, x3, x4, F2max" for the PLP, which the student solved within 13-15 steps, as well as compare the values of the target functions. After entering the data, the student clicks the "Check" button and in case of the correct data entered, the student answers the question "Should I break the task into two?". If a student chooses the correct answer "no", he is moving on to the next step. If he does not select the correct answer, an error window opens. The student is forced to choose the correct answer.

Step 17. The student must compare the value of the target functions F1max and F2max by entering the "<", "=" or ">" sign. If the student chooses the correct sign, namely ">", then the window appears at the bottom of the page with the conclusion: Thus, the solution of the original problem is the solution of PLP1 (F1max>F2max) (Fig. 8). At this step, the work on the simulator is completed.
Figure 8. The final step in the solution of the problem.

The designed simulator is intended to be introduced into the educational activities of PUET.

CONCLUSIONS

In the course of the work, the goal was achieved - a simulator was created that would be used in teaching students to solve problems using the method of Land and Doig, based on the knowledge gained during the study of the simplex method, the M-method. It is planned to create other simulators for those topics for which they were not created. It is also planned to translate simulators into English, for wider use in the world.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increase in informatization of modern society has had a profound influence on the process of learning. Distance learning, a method of study based on information and communication technologies extensively used in many countries of the world, is among the recent teaching tools, which are being intensively introduced into education space nowadays.

Use of distance modes and methods for teaching academic disciplines facilitates individualization of the process of prospective specialists’ professional becoming, motivates them to complete individual assignments, forms information culture, inclines towards mastering innovative techniques to acquire and use knowledge. Current capabilities of distance learning fully meet social and professional demand with regard to the future specialists’ qualification.

It is necessary to note that issues related to introducing distance learning modes and methods into the domestic educational process are covered in publications by such Ukrainian scientists as Unhurian [10], Veremchuk [11], Blazhuk [2], etc.. The current state and peculiarities of introduction of distance education to professional training of future military specialists for the armed forces of Ukraine was the subject of the scientific works by Hudym [5], Artabaiev [1], Stasiuk [8], Oksiuk [1], Andrushchenko [1], etc.

Considerable attention to the above-mentioned issues is also given in foreign scientific studies. Berankova and Zerzanova [4], namely, showed good prospects of applying distance education methods to effective introduction of the military terminology course. Whereas, in the scientific research by Cao and Shen [3] the problem of professional training of technicians for military equipment by means of a distance learning system are analysed. The works by Tung, Huang, and Keh [9] reveal specific character of training and retraining of Taiwan Armed Forces officers with the use of distance learning technologies. Miller and Tucker [7] in their study, report the findings about applying distance learning technologies to military leaders training aimed at developing their critical thinking, intercultural competences as a basis for making decisions under high psychological stress. Researchers Kovanda and Zuna, [6] discovered advantages and disadvantages of implementing a distance learning programme based on the MOODLE platform for Czech Armed Forces senior military officers at the Defence University of Brno.

At the same time, the problem of applying distance learning technologies to training future officers for the Armed Forces of Ukraine, particularly the MOODLE platform, has not been studied appropriately yet. Precisely this goal our scientific research will be devoted to. To achieve the aim mentioned above, we intend to carry out a number of research objectives: to outline principal...
distinctions between traditional and distance education, revealing the nature of the latter in more detail; to show innovation of applying distance courses to training prospective officers, particularly on the MOODLE platform; to identify problems which, owing to various factors, students of military schools are faced with while using information and communication technologies for distance learning; to determine factors which impede the development of distance education in today’s Ukraine.

II. METHODS

To carry out a comprehensive study into the scientific issue in question, it is reasonable to employ a set of general scientific, philosophical and special methods, where the leading one is a dialectical method, which enables to infer cause-and-effect relationships and identify contradictions regarding distance learning introduction to domestic military education. Attention should be paid to a comparative method, with the help of which we will discover peculiarities of various distance learning technologies and compare traditional and innovative approaches to future officers training. Of fundamental importance is also a system method, which lies in considering distance education in the context of common institutional logic of the whole teaching and educational process at a higher military education institution. This method constitutes a basis for identifying interrelation between methods of distance and traditional education. Employing communicative and discourse approach, we can see mechanisms of information exchange between lecturers and cadets, how the latter master new terminology and make progress in choosing and selecting information necessary for their self-study.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fundamental distinction between distance education and its conventional forms is that the basis of the latter is formed by independent cognitive activity of a learner. It is important that subjects of cognition not only absorb certain knowledge, but also learn to acquire it on their own, process information, master learning styles, which could be used later on within the conditions of continuous self-studying.

The characteristic features of distance education are: flexibility, as students study where and whenever convenient to them rather than attend scheduled classes in the form of lectures and training workshops; modularity, which means that distance education is based on a modular approach and each course provides insight into a certain field of knowledge; cost-effectiveness, as experience of domestic non-governmental centres shows their expenses approximately amount to 60 % of expenses involved in training specialists in the case of full-time study; the new role of a lecturer whose functions are as follows: coordination of cognitive process, course design and correction, advice on drawing up individual education plan, etc.; special-purpose control forms such as on-line interviews, tests, practical assignments and course works are used as forms of control; use of specialized technologies: distance education technology is a set of methods, forms and tools of interaction in the process of independent but controlled acquisition of certain amount of knowledge [10].

One can assess quality of adoption and application of distance education using such characteristics as: the outcomes (level of knowledge acquisition, ability to apply stored knowledge to practice, academic achievements, individual learning process, flexible tutorials); accessibility for all segments of the population (students, businessmen, disabled persons, personnel of the armed forces, and prisoners have equal opportunities to study on-line); resource intensity (no need for attending lectures and training workshops, financial expenditure, material resources, lecture-rooms, lecturers, etc.); expeditiousness (amount of time necessary to acquire knowledge, to inform students, etc.); democratic relation “lecturer – student”; packaged software; advanced education technologies [11].

Proceeding with previously mentioned theoretical speculation, we turn our attention to practical aspects of the distance learning technologies implementation in the military education system of Ukraine. In particular, integration of the military education system of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine into the state-run system of education on the basis of the common legislation and regulatory framework presupposes application of recent learning technologies based on high-performance computer and telecommunication technologies. The point at issue is such mode of military specialists’ training as distance learning, which can be introduced into education process owing to internationally known learning management system MOODLE (“Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment”).

Modern peculiarities of cadets’ training at higher military education institutions of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine are determined primarily by complicated military-political situation in Ukraine and on its borders that implies periodic special tactical training exercises of cadets involving field days, interruptions in their study for various periods of time.

In the circumstances of constant interruptions in studies, the need for distance education becomes urgent, and, moreover, taking into consideration further tasks of strengthening combat power and capabilities of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, introduction of distance learning into the
practice of cadets’ training at higher military education institutions of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine is rapidly moving from the sphere of theory to its direct practical realization.

In our opinion, distance learning courses for cadets of higher military education institutions of the Armed Forces of our country should become commonly used and undergo constant improvement; that will greatly increase the level of knowledge gained and provide good opportunities for self-education of future officers. Distance learning may also be helpful in retraining and advance training of militaries in various professional directions and at different qualification levels. Distance learning should be an essential component of military training of students studying at higher education establishments according to reserve officers programme (especially those who are beyond the bounds of a military education institution), in preliminary training and testing candidates for entry to military education institutions, when training foreign militaries; for providing civilian education to militaries.

Defining terminology of the research, we note that a distance course (hereinafter - DC) is an integrated and structured set of information, electronic learning resources and educational and methodological tools necessary to master learning material according to the programme of an academic discipline, available by means of the Internet (local network) using Web browser and/or other software tools at the disposal of a user.

Taking into account specific character of a distance mode of study, e-learning materials of a DC should encompass the following components: general information on the academic discipline; a set of recommendations for cadets on sequence and terms allocated to study both the material of the discipline in whole and its individual components; methodic guidelines on the performance of various types of academic work, practical tasks and individual work; general criteria for assessment of knowledge, abilities and skills which should be acquired by a cadet in the process of training; forms and terms of interactive communication of cadets and a teacher who implements the functions of active learning; a set of assignments and tests to check and assess knowledge, abilities and skills of cadets while studying the discipline (formative assessment) and at the end of their studies (summative assessment); examples of the correct answers to all tasks for checking cadets’ knowledge; web-resources and software support necessary to perform practical types of academic work; system of “student – student” interactive communication.

The content of a distance course should be organized in accordance with the programme of the respective academic discipline. Learning material of an academic discipline is divided under a modular approach; modules should include educational materials on the topics.

Distance summative assessment of knowledge, abilities and skills is conducted in accordance with the academic programme of the discipline in the form of a credit or exam by means of information and communication technologies provided that the learner is authenticated.

This part should include: chat for consultations on preparation for summative assessment; list of questions to prepare for summative assessment; methodic guidelines to undertake a summative assessment assignment; an example of the correct answer to summative assessment assignment; methodic guidelines on summative assessment test performance; list of final testing questions; test to examine knowledge of a discipline; a sample of an examination card or credit assignment, and a pattern of completing an examination or credit assignment.

These requirements for the organization of distance courses should be obligatory taken into account when developing an academic discipline as a distance course. When analysing successful experience of implementing distance learning, we note that teaching staff of Ivan Kozhedub Kharkiv National University of Air Force are actively using the MOODLE platform in teaching process today.

The use of the distance learning technologies can be exemplified by the course “History of Ukraine and Ukrainian Culture”. This platform, in view of the peculiarities of the education institution, is currently being used as a complementary tool in class. A wide range of multimedia materials (documentary films, on-line excursions, audio fragments, presentations), hosted on a web site and used in class, makes the process of studying “History of Ukraine and Ukrainian Culture” far more interesting and effective.

Furthermore, the platform ensures cadets’ individual work. Each of them receives an individual creative assignment (preparation of multimedia materials about their native cities), completes it at a convenient time and sends to a teacher for review. The distance course in question also includes supplementary self-study materials for cadets (extended presentations on the topics, further reading, current researches, and documentary films). Knowledge assessment involves testing, which, at the discretion of the teacher, the cadets can take both in writing and with the aid of the platform. If testing is by means of the platform, the results are automatically registered by the system.

All teaching aids available on the platform have been developed with consideration of modern ways of presenting information, which increase the degree of its perception and learning. The offered training tools are divided into two groups: multimedia (text, presentations, photomaterials, video clips, and audio fragments) and hypermedia, which
are the most promising forms of combining heterogeneous information; a nonlinear form of arrangement of the material (hypertext, hypertext links), which makes it possible to use a considerable amount of reference information and different learning paths.

It is worth noting, that among the assignments, designed for cadets’ individual work, there are both traditional tasks, that is, those which should be carried out according to a certain algorithm, and innovative ones which completion is based on cadets’ personal experience and requires their creative approach. Conventional assignments are completed according to the instructions specified in the task: to fill in a comparative table, to study primary sources according to the plan, to compile a chronological table on the specified topic. Among the creative assignments, which are given to cadets, there is a task to collect material for presentation on the history of their native cities using multimedia. On completion, the assignment is sent to the teacher for checking and then is to be defended before the audience.

Thus, in the current conflictogenic military-political situation in Ukraine to train the cadets of the higher military education institutions of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine, it is necessary to design and implement distance courses of academic disciplines to ensure continuous and quality education of future military specialists. The distance course of an academic discipline must be designed in conformity with the teaching package of the discipline for full-time study; it must contain a set of certain components to ensure that cadets acquire all of the skills and abilities in this discipline.

CONCLUSIONS

Summing up the findings of the research, we can state that distance education differs from traditional one, primarily, in its greater mobility, flexibility and accessibility. Distance learning provides great facilities for cadet’s self-education and, consequently, creates opportunities for social adaptation, mental and intellectual development, etc. Use of the MOODLE platform at Ivan Kozhedub Kharkiv National University of Air Force, as it has been demonstrated by our research, enabled development of graded courses with various structure and of different levels of complexity for cadets’ learning, which made their study considerably more active and optimal. Introduction of the distance course “History of Ukraine and Ukrainian Culture” facilitated improvement of the cadets’ individual work. At the same time not all the cadets and lecturers are equally ready to use technologies of on-line training. This problem is caused by age peculiarities, different level of technical competence of learners and educators, wrong mental attitude, etc. Insufficient level of teachers’ skills and the problem of their training and retraining, undue bureaucracy with respect to distance learning methods implementation, underfunding of distance technologies development, late renewal of computer equipment and resource base, a partial solution of the problem with providing cadets and professors with constant access to the Internet are among objective reasons impeding more dynamic introduction of distance learning technologies into the domestic Ukrainian education space.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT

A. Project Motivation

Often when completing an assignment in the lab a student would ask “I do not understand how does X work, could you please explain?” Sometimes this X was discussed in detail during a full lecture. A short answer would leave the student unsatisfied, but going through the lecture for just one student would leave little lab time available to the others.

With the lecture attendance register on hand, the lecturer could reply “We have dedicated to X a whole lecture, which you unfortunately have missed. Here in the lab I have Y minutes per a student on average. If I could present X in Y minutes, I would do it at the lecture at the first place. Please have a look at the lecture handouts first, some additional resources are mentioned at the learning portal for the module, and I will be happy to have a short discussion afterwards”. This would not only help the student who missed the lecture, but also be fair to the students who were present for the topic in lecture theatre.

B. Reasons for not monitoring students' attendance

There are several instances when attendance monitoring at an educational establishment is required by law in the UK. Parents are held legally responsible for their children’s attendance at school, and can be fined by local authorities for non-attendance of more than five days or arrival at the school after the close of registration. Another example of legally required attendance monitoring concerns students outside of the European Economic Area who arrive in the UK on Tier 4 (general) student visas. The educational institutions, which sponsor these students by issuing unconditional offers to study, must monitor the students’ attendance. An institution may lose their sponsoring ability to admit new foreign students if they fail to produce attendance records on request.

C. Reasons for monitoring students' attendance

Most people would agree that better attendance leads to better attainment. Surprisingly, convincing studies on this topic with solid evidence are difficult to come by. A strong correlation between attendance and attainment is evident from a reliable subject neutral dataset, collected from several school children of various ages. Whether attendance is the only or the most important factor in greater attainment cannot be judged purely from the correlation data. Both attendance and attainment could be simultaneously influenced by some fundamental, difficult to quantify causes such as student ambition, background, attitude etc.

Another reason for introducing attendance monitoring is related to the students’ behaviour as a group. When some students can consistently get away with non-attendance, it lowers the morale and motivation of the attending students.

There are several instances when attendance monitoring at an educational establishment is required by law in the UK. Parents are held legally responsible for their children’s attendance at school, and can be fined by local authorities for non-attendance of more than five days or arrival at the school after the close of registration. The number of fines is approximately 90,000 in the academic year 2015/16. Another example of legally required attendance monitoring concerns students outside of the European Economic Area who arrive in the UK on Tier 4 (general) student visas. The educational institutions, which sponsor these students by issuing unconditional offers to study, must monitor the students’ attendance. An institution may lose their sponsoring ability to admit new foreign students if they fail to produce attendance records on request.

Finally, attendance monitoring is required for higher degree apprenticeships currently being developed. Students' learning time is paid for by their employer, and
proper timekeeping becomes an obligatory part of the contract among the parties involved.

Another consideration is fairness. In most workplaces not attending a scheduled activity is misconduct. If tuition fees are paid out of public or sponsored funds, not attending scheduled learning activities could be considered misconduct as well. Even if funding comes from a commercial student loan or family funds, most future employers or customers would like to have assurances that their surgeons or pilots spent all the scheduled hours learning their trade.

D. Methods to monitor students' attendance

At present paper registers are used at our university (SHU). The register contains a photograph of each student and signature fields for scheduled sessions. Sometimes the register is passed from one student to another and some sign for themselves and also for their friends. If each student comes to the lectern to sign in person, a substantial time is required.

Alternatively, the lecturer can call every student and mark the register herself/himself. This procedure becomes time-consuming for large classes where attendance rates are usually lower compared to the small group classes where each student is visible to the teacher clearly. The lecturer could do random checks a few times during the term and use the sample data, for example, to allocate additional questions at oral examinations. However oral exams have become a rarity, thus this approach has lost its appeal to lecturers.

The paper register could also be kept by appointed student representatives, but this approach is not 100% accurate either.

A reduction in time, along with increased accuracy of recording, could be expected if automated tools quickly identified any student in the class. One can envisage simply taking a picture of the class and identifying all the students present by some means of artificial intelligence. However, such a scenario is unlikely to become viable in the near future, and a biometric or unique token identification is used instead. Biometric sensors (such as fingerprint or iris) require more time to operate compared to the alternative, and might raise privacy concerns.

On the other hand, each student is supplied with a student ID card, which is used for borrowing books from the library, accessing premises, etc. Common student ID cards use barcodes (ubiquitous for goods in shops) or RFID (radio frequency identification) tokens, or both (for example, SHU cards). Barcode readers require close optical proximity to the card and particular viewing angles; RFID tokens are non-sensitive to the orientation, thus should operate faster.

The token identification system can be deployed over the entire institution (like the University of Westminster, UK) but deploying and maintaining the required infrastructure in every teaching room may be rather costly. Alternatively, a lecturer could have a standalone reader with sufficient memory to take records in the teaching room and process them later in her/his office.

E. Aim of the project

To develop a quick, easy to use procedure for recording student attendance at lectures using their RFID cards, and later automate the processing of the collected data. Hardware should be fully integrated and autonomous, and any software should not be tied to a particular platform or operating system and require minimal effort to install, maintain and use.

II. PASSIVE RFID BASICS

Passive RFID cards were developed to facilitate small frequent payments, e.g., for transport fares [6]. The cards are based on an electronic circuit with an antenna that absorbs energy from an RFID card reader, located in close proximity, to power the card. The antenna is also used to return requested data to the reader by altering levels of energy, absorbed from the reader.

There are three distinct operating frequency bands utilised with RFID cards of different types. Moreover, within every frequency band there are several non-compatible data exchange protocols introduced by different manufacturers and later standardised internationally (such as ISO 14443 standard with type A and type B cards [6]).

The most commonly used RFID cards seem to be Mifare Classic cards, compliant to ISO 14443 type A specifications. These cards feature globally unique four-byte card numbers, allowing the use of approximately 4.3 billion unique cards. More recent RFID cards utilise considerably longer addresses, allowing more cards to be used globally. The address is not hidden or encrypted, thus can be read by any compatible RFID reader. There are reports that addresses of some Mifare cards can be set at will [7]; therefore, these addresses themselves should not be used with anything related to security or value.

In addition to their unique addresses, the cards have encrypted read-write non-volatile memory, where, for example, personal or financial information can be stored securely. The level of security, offered by common RFID cards, is trusted by transport operators for fare collection (Oyster cards are used by Transport for London), defence ministries for granting access to restricted premises (Common Access Card in the USA), leading financial institutions for authorising payments (Visa and Master Card) and many governments (biometric passports). The details of encryption are proprietary for obvious reasons (security by obscurity), and RFID card issuers are not keen to make any of these public.

Widespread use of RFID technology brought about the associated risk of card misuse or fraudulent access to stored information. At the consumer level there is the possibility that fake purchase authorisation can be initiated by a fraudster, equipped with a mobile RFID payment terminal. Cautious RFID card users who do not
want to risk a contactless payment taken covertly can place a piece of aluminium foil, acting as an electromagnetic energy shield, into their wallets. This makes the interaction of a covert RFID payment terminal with their cards more difficult. To limit the possibility of accessing sensitive information, the US Department of Defence ordered over 4 million sleeves to shield the Common Access Cards of military personnel in 2010 [8]. Because of potential vulnerabilities, any RFID reading equipment should be sufficiently trusted not to read, alter or erase any information stored on the card. An additional complication in the case of SHU cards is their use as a payment card at the university. This increases both the cards’ vulnerability to security breaches and potential liability for altering or damaging the card by faulty or malicious RFID card reader. If damage occurs during attendance recording liability needs to be met by the card's manufacturer, SHU card vendor, RFID reader manufacturer, or the software/firmware developer. The university's or lecturer's liability can be avoided completely if all transactions are conducted by an external RFID card vendor, maintaining and operating the complete RFID card infrastructure, but this is costly. We believe the use of open source hardware and software for the reader, that can be audited independently if required, can be an assurance of the reader's safety for all relevant stakeholders (students, RFID card vendor, and university administration).

Using the above considerations we concluded that using student RFID cards as unique tokens for attendance monitoring is viable, but the associated development should be based on open source designs as much as possible to avoid potential security breaches and excessive liabilities.

III. PAST PROGRESS AND OUTCOMES

The viability of the project was established in the academic year 2015/16, when a student as his final year project developed a device, which used workplace issued RFID to lock and unlock equipment for safety purposes. It was found that an inexpensive MRF522 module could reliably read the SHU RFID card numbers. An MSc student completed the design of an Arduino-based RFID card reader as part of his project in January 2017. Since then the reader has been used to record attendance at lectures for a significant number of students (50–60). The development was reported at the annual SHU teaching and learning conference in June 2017 [9]. In December 2017 a departmental teaching enhancement grant was awarded to support this project.

Continuous use of the card reader led to hard learned lessons:
- the register is best taken at the end of the session when the students want to leave the room as quickly as possible; taking it at the start of the class is not convenient as some students will be late; taking it in the middle requires more time as students tend to get their card out only when the lecturer is in front of them;
- make sure students leave the room after swiping their card without attempting to swipe a card for another student; the best place to take the register is near the room’s exit, if students need to come to the lectern or somewhere else it causes overcrowding;
- students occasionally forgot their cards, damaged the card’s antenna, or did not have valid cards at all. There must be a paper register for such students to write their names, which is to be processed manually;
- the prototype device consisted of three pieces—the device enclosed in a splash-proof case, a power bank, and USB A to micro USB B cable. Occasionally one piece of this kit was forgotten in the office and automated registration could not take place;
- processing the collected data in real time was very complicated due to time pressure and difficulty in developing intuitive software to handle the required procedures;
- some students wanted to swipe their wallet but the presence of other RFID cards tended to confuse the reader as collision detection was not easy to implement in the firmware.

These experiences reinforced the need to have a single piece of equipment that is lightweight, battery operated and can be held single-handed.

IV. RECENT PROJECT DEVELOPMENTS

The teaching enhancement grant was awarded to develop a better integrated front end electronic RFID reader for raw data collection without inconveniences (a single piece of equipment) and design flaws (despite the MFRC522 module reliably operated with 5V Arduino Uno digital output pins, this voltage level was not specified by the manufacturer of the integrated circuit - IC). Additionally, the back end software to aggregate the collected data into a common Excel spreadsheet needed to be developed.

A. Custom built RFID logger

A few options for the sensing IC and associated module were considered, namely MFRC522 (reads type A tokens), PN532 (type A and B), and THM360 (type A and B). Any of these ICs can be used to build proximity readers, which read tokens at short distances. A much better range, desirable for this application, was observed in CR95HF transceivers, which read not only type A and B tokens but also support longer range ISO standards for vicinity readers. There are code examples and hardware options available to implement an RFID reader based on this IC (for example, various software, hardware and firmware options listed on the product page [10] and third party compact PCB module [11]). This transceiver must be complemented by a microcontroller (MCU) in order to build a standalone device. We selected STM32F103 MCU from the same manufacturer STMicroelectronics.
LiFeO4 rechargeable cell with a compatible charger powers the design. This cell chemistry was selected as its voltage is safe to use with both the reader and MCU ICs without any additional circuitry, allows more charge cycles and the cells are generally safer to use compared to cells utilising other energy denser Li-ion chemistries.

B. Off-the-shelf RFID reader

This option was only attempted for completeness but was found quite robust and convenient for the application. Some of the purchased RFID readers cost as little as £10 and operated as a standard keyboard without the need to download, install or utilise any proprietary drivers, software or software development kits. Of the three readers purchased one operated perfectly with every computer tried, one occasionally put an extra new line character inside the read number, and one was found operating at the frequency of 125 kHz. Sometimes readers of the same design are offered for either 125 kHz (labelled ID) or 13.56 MHz (labelled IC). Two ICs were found inside the 13.56 MHz readers. Unfortunately, their labels (SYC8P1213 and SYC8P1223) were unknown to Google. We believe these readers can be used safely as they do not seem to do anything except read RFID card numbers. However, having control over the reader's firmware (i.e. operating a custom fully developed reader) is a more reliable option to avoid potential liability and data leakage.

The best reader was tested alongside the prototype and recorded the same card numbers in the right sequence. The card numbers were reported in decimals to an Android-based smartphone through a USB on-the-go (OTG) cable. The phone was running a text editor application and the file with the recorded numbers was saved, then emailed to the office computer for later processing. An added convenience of the off-the-shelf reader was an audio beep in addition to flashing LEDs when the number is read successfully.

C. Back end software

We aimed to develop software that can be deployed on a variety of computers (including single board computers like the Raspberry Pi) and operating systems, hence selected Python as the programming language. The attendance records are commonly kept using Excel spreadsheets and can be accessed from custom Python code using a free and open source openpyxl library written in pure Python (thus there were no dependencies on other modules). The developed code operates as follows. The user copies the recorded numbers and pastes these into a new column of the spreadsheet following previously processed data. This column is copied into a reserved column by the software, then cleared. Each entry in the copied column is checked against each entry in the valid RFID numbers column, which must be prepared in advance for every class. If the entry is not valid then an error message is generated. Otherwise the entry is placed in the same row where the valid number was found. At the end of processing the numbers for every session will be placed in the same row and blank cells will represent absences. This custom Python code was tested with the data sets recorded over many lecture sessions, and operated correctly for the class size of approximately 60 students.

CONCLUSIONS

We believe that encouraging student attendance at lectures by keeping a record is beneficial for learning, the morale of the class, and society. To reduce the time and effort required in keeping attendance records, we are developing hardware and software for individual automated use by lecturers. It reads RFID student card numbers in the class and processes the stored data in an Excel spreadsheet. At this stage we have fully prototyped a custom RFID reader and successfully used an off-the-shelf RFID reader with the developed software for classes of 60 students attending 12 lecture sessions for two academic years.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Methods of the functional diagnostics, in contrast to the test, do not require a temporary equipment withdrawal from the operation. In addition, functional diagnostics can predict the dynamics of the development of individual damage and evaluate the residual equipment resources [1, 2]. Intelligence information technologies are widely used to improve the accuracy and reliability of the functional diagnostics systems [3, 4]. But most of the known methods of data mining do not take into account the junction of the recognition classes, arbitrary initial conditions of the technological process cycles, and are sensitive to increasing the alphabet power of the recognition classes. One of the promising ways to increase the functional efficiency of functional diagnostics systems is to use the ideas and methods of the so-called information-extreme intellectual technology (IEI-technology) of the machine learning [5].

The article deals with the hierarchical information-extreme algorithm of the machine learning for the system of functional diagnostics of an air clutch electric drive.

II. FORMALIZED PROBLEM SETTING

Let the structure of the recognition classes be \( \{ X_{h,s,m}^o \mid h = 1, H; s = 1, S; m = 1, M \} \), where \( H \) is the number of tiers of the hierarchical structure; \( S \) is a number of strata on \( h \) tier; \( M \) is the number of classes of recognition in the \( S \) stratum. According to the results of the periodic registration of the diagnostic features in the process of all technological cycles of moving the skip according to the speed chart, the input learning matrix has been formed for each recognition class:

\[
\| y_{i,j}^{(j)} \| = 1, \quad j = 1, n, \quad i = 1, N,
\]

where \( N \) is the number of recognition attributes in the vectors-implementation of the recognition class \( X_{h,s,m}^o \); \( n \) is the number of vectors-implementation, which is equal to the number of periods of the information reading from the sensors on all the technological cycles of the air clutch.

A structured vector of training parameters of the system of functional diagnostics is defined to recognize the vectors-implementation class \( X_{h,s,m}^o \):

\[
g_{h,s} = < x_{h,s,m}, d_{h,s,m}, \delta_{K,h,s,m,i} >, \tag{1}
\]

where \( x_{h,s,m} \) is a binary averaging vector-implementation, which vertex determines the geometric center of the hyperspherical container of the recognition class \( X_{h,s,m}^o \) in the binary space of diagnostic signs; \( d_{h,s,m} \) is the code distance that defines the radius of a hyperspherical container of class \( X_{h,s,m}^o \); \( \delta_{K,h,s,m,i} \) is a paramete that equals a half of the symmetric field of the acceptance tolerances of the \( i \) diagnostic sign of an averaged vector-implementation \( x_{h,s,m} \) of the recognition class \( X_{h,s,m}^o \).

A limitation is applied:

\[
d_{h,s,m} \in [0; (d(x_{h,s,m} \oplus x_{h,s,c}) - 1)],
\]

where \( d(x_{h,s,m} \oplus x_{h,s,c}) \) is a code distance between the averaged vector-implementation \( x_{h,s,m} \) of the recognition class \( X_{h,s,m}^o \) and vector-implementation \( x_{h,s,c} \) of the nearest neighbor recognition class \( X_{h,s,c}^o \):

\[
\delta_{K,h,s,m,i} \in [0; \delta_{E,h,s,i} / 2)].
\]
where $\delta_{E,h,s,m,i}$ is the operation tolerances field of the $i$ diagnostics sign of an averaged vector-implementation $x_{h,s,m}$ recognition class $X^o_{h,s,m}$.

At the stage of machine learning it is necessary to optimize the parameters of the vector (1) by the average information criterion

$$E_{h,t} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \max_{d_{h,s,m}} E_{h,s,m}(d_{h,s,m}),$$

where $E_{h,s,m}(d_{h,s,m})$ is an information criterion for optimizing the machine learning parameters of the functional diagnostics system to recognize the vector-implementation of class $X^o_{h,s,m}$, which value is calculated at each step of machine learning when the radius of the container of the recognition class changes; $G_E$ is a working (admissible) area of definition of the information criterion of optimization; $G_d$ is a permissible range of radius change for the hyperspherical container of the recognition class.

At the exam stage, that is, directly in the operational mode of the functional diagnostics, a decision is made on the affiliation of the current recognized vector to one of the recognition classes of a given hierarchical structure.

**III. CATEGORY MODEL OF THE MACHINE LEARNING**

The input mathematical description of the system of functional diagnostics will be presented in the form of a structure

$$\Delta_h = \langle G, T, \Omega, Z, Y, X; f_1, f_2, \rangle,$$

where $G$ is a set of input factors; $T$ is a set of moments of the information interception time; $\Omega$ is a space of diagnostic signs; $Z$ is a space of possible technical states of the object of diagnostics; $Y$ is a set of vector-implementation of the recognition classes, which forms an input learning matrix; $X$ is a binary training matrix; $f_1$ is an operator of the formation of an input learning matrix $X$; $f_2$ is an operator of the formation of a binary learning matrix $Y$.

The categorical model of machine learning of the functional diagnostics system with a hierarchical data structure is presented in the form of a directed graph (Fig. 1). Thus, the edges of the graph are the operators, which represent the corresponding sets to the other, which are used in the machine learning process.

In Fig. 1 an operator $\theta$ displays binary vectors-implementation of the matrix $X$ to break up $\mathfrak{R}^{[\mathfrak{M}]}$ space of diagnostic features on the recognition classes, and the operator $\Psi$ checks the basic statistical hypothesis about the relevance of implementations to the corresponding recognition class. According to the results of the statistical testing of hypotheses a set of statistical hypotheses is formed $I^{[q]}$, where $s$ is a number of statistical hypotheses, and an operator $\gamma$ forms a set of exact characteristics $\mathfrak{Z}^{[q]}$, where $q = s^2$. Operator $\Omega$ calculates the set $E$ of the values of the information criterion for optimizing the parameters of the learning, and operator $\Gamma$ at each step of the learning restores the classes of recognition containers in the radial basis of the signs space. In the categorical model, the contour of optimization of the control tolerances on the recognition signs is closed through the term-set $D$ – a system of control tolerances of diagnostic signs. The contour, which includes a set $H$ hierarchical structures, defines the alphabet of the recognition classes, for which the optimal breakdown of the signs is constructed. Operator $u: E \to G \times T \times \Omega \times Z$ regulates the machine learning process.

**IV. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM**

According to the categorical model (Fig. 1), the information-extreme algorithm for learning the functional diagnostics system of an air clutch drive with a given hierarchical data structure is presented in a form of an integral procedure of the search for global maximum averaged by the alphabet $\{X^w\}$ classes of the information criterion (2) recognition in the work area of determining its function

$$\delta_{K,h,s}^* = \arg \max_{G_{h,s}, G_{z,s}} \max_{x} E_{h,s}(d),$$

where $G_{h,s}$ is valid values for the parameter $\delta_{K,h,s}$ of the fields of control tolerances for diagnostic attributes of recognition classes of $s$ stratum of tier $h$ of the hierarchical structure. Internal procedure cycle (3).
implements the so-called basic algorithm of machine learning. The principal functions of the basic algorithm are the calculation at each step of the training criterion (4), the search for its global maximum and the definition of optimal geometric parameters of the classes of recognition containers. Thus, the optimal radii of the classes of recognition containers are determined by the procedure

$$d_{m,h,s} = \arg \max_{G_{k} \in G_{s}} \overline{E}_{h,s}(d_{h,s,m}), \quad m = 1, M_{h,s},$$

(4)

where $M_{h,s}$ is a number of recognition classes, belonging to the $s$ stratum of tier $h$ of the hierarchical structure.

To optimize the machine learning parameters, consider the modified Kullbach criterion, which has the form [5]

$$E_{h,s}^{(i)} = \left[2 - \left(a_{h,s}^{(i)}(d) + \beta_{h,s}^{(i)}(d)\right)\right] \times \log \left(\frac{2 - \left(a_{h,s}^{(i)}(d) + \beta_{h,s}^{(i)}(d)\right) + 10^{-i}}{a_{h,s}^{(i)}(d) + \beta_{h,s}^{(i)}(d) + 10^{-i}}\right),$$

(5)

where $\alpha_{h,s,m}(d)$ is the first-kind error when making classification decisions, calculated in the restoration process of a hyperspherical container of a recognition class $X_{m}^{s}$ with a radius $d$; $\beta_{m}(d)$ is a second-kind error; $10^{-r}$ is a number small enough to be entered to avoid dividing by zero ($1 < r \leq 3$).

A generalized scheme of hierarchical parallel optimization algorithm of control tolerances recognition under extreme training information system functional diagnostics is as follows:

1) reset of the tiers gauge of the data structure: $h := 0$;
2) initialization the tiers gauge of the data structure: $h := h + 1$;
3) reset of the strata gauge of the $h$ tier of the hierarchical structure: $s := 0$;
4) initialization of the tire strata gauge: $s := s + 1$;
5) reset of the gauges of the parameters control steps of the control tolerances field: $\delta_{K,h,s} := 0$;
6) initialization of the gauge of the parameters control steps of the control tolerances field: $\delta_{K,h,s} := \delta_{K,h,s} + 1$;
7) implementation of the basic machine learning algorithm, which calculates the maximum value of the information criterion $E_{h,s,m}(d_{h,s,m})$ and in accordance with the procedure (4) determines the optimal geometric parameters of the containers of the recognition classes:

8) if $\delta < \delta_{h}/2$, then paragraph 6 is implemented, otherwise it is paragraph 9;
9) a maximum value of an averaged alphabet of the recognition classes of the information criterion $\overline{E}_{h,s}$ is calculated; an optimal value of the parameter field of the control tolerances is determined

$$\delta_{h,s} = \arg \overline{E}_{h,s}^{*};$$

10) optimal lower $A_{HK}^{*}$ and upper $A_{BK}^{*}$ control tolerances for all diagnostic features are calculated:

$$A_{HK}^{*} = y_{h,s,m}^{*} - \delta_{h,s}; \quad A_{BK}^{*} = y_{h,s,m}^{*} + \delta_{h,s},$$

(6)

where $y_{h,s,m}^{*}$ is an optimal nominal value of $i$ sign of the vector-implementation $X_{h,s,m}^{o}$ class;

11) an optimal binary training matrix $\| x_{h,s,m,i}^{(j)} \|$ is formed for the optimal system of control tolerances (6) according to the rule

$$x_{h,s,m,i}^{(j)} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } A_{HK,i}^{*} \leq y_{h,s,m,i}^{(j)} \leq A_{BK,i}^{*}; \\ 0, & \text{if else}; \end{cases}$$

12) optimal averaging vectors-implementation $\{x_{h,s,m}^{*}\}$ are formed to determine the geometric centers of the containers of the corresponding recognition classes, according to the rule

$$x_{h,s,m}^{*} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{h,s,m,j}^{(j)} \leq \rho_{h,s,m}; \\ 0, & \text{if else}; \end{cases}$$

Where $\rho_{h,s,m}$ is the level of selection (quantization) of the coordinates of averaged binary vectors of the recognition classes;

13) if $s \leq S_{h}$, then paragraph 4 is implemented; otherwise, it is paragraph 14:

14) Fields of the control tolerances (14) if $h \leq H$, paragraph 2 is implemented, otherwise it is paragraph 15;

15) Stop.

Thus, the algorithm of information-extreme machine learning is for adapting the input mathematical description of the system of functional diagnostics to its maximum informational capability.

V. RESULTS OF MACHINE LEARNING

Implementation of the above-mentioned algorithm was carried out through the example of machine learning of the system of functional diagnostics of the units of an air clutch electric drive. A learning matrix was formed
According to the archival data provided by the ULIS Systems enterprise, which is engaged in the design of the air clutch control systems.

For illustrative purposes, the diagnostics was carried out for the four classes of recognition: class $X_1^o$ described the functional state of the electric drive "Norma", class $X_2^o$ - the state of elevated temperature of the first bearing of the electric motor, class $X_3^o$ - the state of elevated temperature of the windings of the electric motor and class $X_4^o$ - the state of the elevated temperature of the second bearing of the electric motor.

Hierarchical data structure is shown in Fig. 2.

![Hierarchical data structure](image)

Fig. 2. Hierarchical data structure

Fig. 3 shows the graph of the dependence of the information criterion (4) on the parameter $\delta$ of the control tolerances field of the diagnostic features for the recognition classes of the first stratum of the second-level structure shown in Fig. 2.

![Graph of the information criterion dependence](image)

Figure 3. Graph of the information criterion dependence on the parameter of the control tolerances field on the diagnostic features

Analysis of Fig. 3 shows that the maximum value of the averaged criterion (4) in the working (shaded) field is equal to $E_{2,1}^* = 0.68$ by the optimal parameter of the control tolerances field $\delta_{2,1}^* = \pm 34$ of the percent of the nominal value of the diagnostic sign. Thus, optimal radii of the classes of recognition containers $X_{2,11}^o$ and $X_{2,13}^o$ respectively equal to $d_{2,1,1}^* = 28$ and $d_{2,1,3}^* = 37$ (hereinafter in the code units).

Fig. 4 shows the graph of the dependence of the information criterion (4) on the parameter $\delta$ of the control tolerances field of the diagnostic features for the recognition classes of second stratum of the second-level structure shown in Fig. 2.

![Graph of the information criterion dependence](image)

Figure 4. Graph of the information criterion dependence on the parameter of the control tolerances field on the diagnostic features

Analysis of Fig. 4 shows that the maximum value of the criterion (4) is equal to $E_{2,2}^* = 0.69$ by the optimal parameter of the control tolerances field $\delta_{2,1}^* = \pm 42$.

Thus, optimal radii of the classes of recognition containers $X_{2,2,2}^o$ and $X_{2,2,4}^o$ respectively equal to $d_{2,2,2}^* = 25$ and $d_{2,1,3}^* = 39$.

According to the results of physical modeling, applying the hierarchical decisive rules, the averaged total probability of correct classification was equal to $P_t = 0.83$, and applying the linear solving rules equaled $P_t = 0.71$.

CONCLUSIONS

1. A proposed algorithm of machine learning with a hierarchical data structure allows increasing the asymptotic reliability of the functional diagnostics system of the air clutch electric drive in comparison with the linear solving rules.

2. To construct a non-error-based educational matrix of decisive rules, it is necessary to increase the depth of information-extreme machine learning by optimizing additional parameters of the functional diagnostics system.
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Abstract – The study of corrosion (especially pitting corrosion) is complicated by the highly random nature and slow rates of the natural corrosion process. We present an experimental setup for enabling accelerated corrosion, procedures for its use to accelerate physical modelling of pitting corrosion, and results of associated mathematical modelling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Corrosion causes damage to various structures, machinery and goods. Its cost in the US alone was estimated at 276 BUSD in 2002 [1]. Corrosion is a highly random process; therefore, the development of corrosion monitoring instrumentation and procedures requires a good understanding of how the corroded parts change over time and respond to interrogation (e.g., ultrasonic signals). However, the observed in the UK average rates of natural corrosion exceed 0.1 mm/year only in some industrial atmospheres [2], making study of natural corrosion very time consuming. In this paper, we discuss how pitting corrosion can be modelled both physically and mathematically within short time frames.

II. PHYSICAL MODELLING OF PITTING CORROSION

We developed a setup to accelerate natural corrosion by applying a constant electrical current, which eroded the cylindrical iron bar anode in a typical electroplating setup (fig.1) [3]. The sides of the bar were protected from corrosion by applying lacquer and heat shrink tubing (fig.2). Clear erosion of the anode and accumulation of extra iron on the cathode were observed after the 2.5 hour experiment (fig.3). The anode lost over 1% of its weight (fig.4) or over 1 mm of its length, confirming the suitability of the setup for studying accelerated physical modelling of uniform corrosion [3].

Pitting corrosion is a form of extremely localised corrosion that leads to the creation of small holes in the metal. We modelled it by covering the corroding surface with a protection layer. Corrosion was still able to erode the anode, but this time it progressed non-uniformly only through some weaker spots in the protection layer, even though the protection layer was notionally uniform [4].

This experimentally observed result needed some further explanation.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF Pitting CORROSION

We modelled corrosion by representing the metal sample as a 2D body consisting of identical square cells. We assumed that if a cell is adjacent to a corroded cell, a probability exists that the former will also corrode. This probability was multiplied by the number of corroded cells that surrounded the metal cell in question. At every Monte-Carlo modelling step, uniformly distributed random numbers [0,1] were generated for all the cells. If the number for a given cell was lower than the total probability of corrosion, the cell was marked as a corroded one.

The modelling results, obtained using a custom MATLAB script, are presented in figs.5 and 6 for various corrosion scenarios (no protection layer and protection layer with defects) and two cell corrosion probabilities. The results showed that the erosion rate is roughly proportional to the corrosion probability and that imperfections of the protection layer caused pits.

CONCLUSIONS

Accelerated physical modelling of pitting corrosion can be achieved by covering the corroding surface with a notionally uniform protective coating and forcing electrical current through it. Monte-Carlo mathematical modelling confirms validity of this approach.
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Figure 1. The experimental setup

Figure 2. Preparation of the corroding samples: original iron bar, bar coated with PCB lacquer, coated bar with set heat shrink tubing

Figure 3. Surfaces of the electrodes before and after the experiment

Figure 4. Measured (solid line) and expected (dotted lines for Fe²⁺ and dashed lines for Fe³⁺) weight of the corroded sample versus the accumulated corrosion time
Figure 5. Mathematical modelling of corrosion for single neighbour corrosion probability of 0.04
(upper graphs - uniform corrosion of an untreated sample, centre graphs - corrosion via a small scratch in the protection layer, lower graphs - corrosion via the sides of the protection layer; left, centre and right graphs - corrosion after 100, 200 and 300 simulation steps, respectively)
Figure 6. Mathematical modelling of corrosion for single neighbour corrosion probability of 0.02
(upper graphs - uniform corrosion of an untreated sample, centre graphs - corrosion via a small scratch in the protection layer, lower graphs - corrosion via the sides of the protection layer; left, centre and right graphs - corrosion after 100, 200 and 300 simulation steps, respectively)
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Abstract – The article deals with a problem of mobile applications vulnerability. It explores the most popular attack types and ways to avoid them. There were identified the main security rules of code writing for mobile developers. Recommendations how to protect a mobile application from cracking have been given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When developing a mobile application, it should be taken into account that the data that this application operates on may be of some interest to third parties. The degree of value of these data varies widely, however, even the most simple private information, for example, the password for entering the application, requires the elaboration of its protection. This is especially important in the light of the spread of mobile applications to all areas of electronic services, including financial, banking, storage and transfer of personal data.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Mobile technologies are developing very quickly and at the same time the number of vulnerabilities and methods of hacking is growing. Every year, Apple announces a new iPhone, and Google is pleased users with a new version of Android, but with no less frequency, you can see articles about a new virus or a leak of private user information. Therefore, developers should constantly monitor both new versions of products and the appearance of new types of attacks.

In general, there are three main types of attacks on a mobile application:

1) Decompiling the application file (.ipa files for Apple iOS and .apk files for Google Android) and parsing the locally stored data. These files are archives in which executable files, configuration files, application resources, etc. are stored. If you unpack them and analyze the configuration files, you can often find lines of code that developers forgot to remove from the final version of the product. These lines of code are most often used for debugging during the development period of the application, and they can greatly facilitate the attacker's task of obtaining confidential data or implementing other unauthorized actions. At the testing stage, developers often incorrectly assign access rights and forget to edit them at the final release of the software product, which is why the attackers have even more opportunities for unauthorized access. Despite attempts by developers of mobile operating systems, unfortunately, getting an application file is quite easy for an attacker and by the fact that the protection of this, the most important at present, level entirely lies on the shoulders of the mobile developer.

2) Interception of data transmitted over the network (MITM-attacks). Most mobile applications are client-server, therefore, constantly transmit and receive large amounts of information. And although modern mobile and web development actively complete the transition to the HTTPS-protocol of communication, nevertheless, you should not rely on a single line of protection in the form of a secure communication channel. The way to store important information on the server is still the safest, but choosing the wrong method or a sequence of data transfer can be a fatal error.

3) Rooting of the device and attack on the application and the algorithms used in it through external debugging tools. An attacker will always be able to get to the very depths of the program code and learn the method used to store, transfer and encrypt data.

The security requirements for mobile applications are not the same as for web applications. It is assumed that the user can work offline so you can not do without local storage of information on the device. For example, for online authorization with the storage of session data and cookies. After the identification data (login and password) have been entered and the application has authorized the user, it stores a special identifier, which is then presented to the server with each request coming from the application. If an attacker received a user ID and the system did not perform the procedures for checking the session IP address or having more than one connection within the session, the attacker could gain access to the system with the rights of the user's account. If these are applications related to Internet banking or to the personal cabinet of the payment system, then it is not difficult to guess the consequences of unauthorized access. Another problem is the inadequate control of client applications in some markets. This is the process of verifying software uploaded to Application stores. Before you go to the App Store, iOS-applications are checked in detail for vulnerabilities and compliance with Apple development standards. Each application installed on iOS must be signed with a special certificate "iOS Developer Program", issued by Apple only after a number of...
necessary checks. Such security measures ensure the absence of malicious software in the App Store. While in the Android operating system, applications are not scanned for malicious code before they are uploaded to the Google Play platform. Instead of the preliminary verification procedure, Google has implemented a mechanism for automatically scanning the application store for potentially harmful software. As practice shows, this method of analyzing information security increases the percentage of penetration of malicious applications and their further distribution to end users’ devices.

III. CONSIDERATION OF VULNERABILITIES AND METHODS OF THEIR PREVENTION

Any vulnerability of the mobile application is based on shortcomings in the technology of operating with critical user data. Critical user data includes any data that should not be available to a third party, it concerns the user's personal data (date of birth, address of residence, personal correspondence) and his private data (passwords, credit card details, bank account numbers, order numbers and so on). Each time a mobile application is hacked is a race between an attacker and a developer in using technology and responding in a timely manner to threats and bugs. It is the developer and the technologies that he uses that determine the security of the application and the safety of user data.

In accordance with the classification of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [1], the main vulnerabilities of mobile devices are: systemic vulnerabilities (architectural solutions of mobile platforms); unsafe storage of data; insufficient security of data transfer protocol; the vulnerability of the authorization and authentication system; weak cryptostability; the vulnerability of the application code; hidden application functionality; improper control over client applications.

The most common mistake is the use of unprotected local storages. This vulnerability occurs very often, it is expressed in the storage of critical user data in unprotected or weakly protected local storages for a specific platform. Even if the application developer sets the level of access to the storage as private, prohibiting its use by other applications, the local storage can still be read from outside – by rooting the device or connecting it to a PC. In this case, the presence of special skills for the attacker is almost not required.

The second, by prevalence, vulnerability can be considered the storage of critical user data in the application code: in static constant strings, in application resources, etc. As examples: storing password salt in a constant or macro, which is used throughout the code to encrypt passwords; storage of a private key for asymmetric algorithms; storage of passwords and logins for server nodes or databases. Particularly it is relevant for applications written for the Android platform, but iOS applications are also subject to this problem. Such a vulnerability is easily revealed by a third party with basic decompilation skills. It is important to take into account that the popular method of protecting the source code from decompilation – obfuscation, in no way protects applications from vulnerabilities, or can only partially slow down the search process [4].

In addition to storage, it is also dangerous to transfer critical data to the external environment in an open manner. This vulnerability is expressed in the transmission of data without the use of encryption on any available communication channel with the external environment, whether it is data transfer to a third-party application or transmission to the network. It can be opened indirectly by opening not the application, but its storage, or another application receiving this data. In this case, hacking success is demanding of the skills of the attacker, but only if the storage is protected. Any critical data before going outside the application must be encrypted. Local platform storages are not an application area, they must also receive only encrypted data, otherwise the security of the data can be compromised.

Using encryption of information is still not secure, there can be an application of algorithms with the storage of a private key. Vulnerability is relevant in the case when private information of the algorithm – private key, is stored in the code or resources of the mobile application, which often happens. Even despite the use of encryption in this case for an attacker, there is still a way to find a private key by decompiling, as in the previous vulnerability, and deciphering the algorithm. In mobile development, it is desirable to use only modern symmetric algorithms with a generated random one-time key that have high resistance to brute-force cracking, or to output an asymmetric private key outside the application, or to personalize this key, for example – a private key can be a user input code stored and encrypted in a protected operating system store. To implement this protection, there are many official libraries from Google that easily integrate into applications for both Android and iOS.

A similar vulnerability is the use of an asymmetric algorithm with a private key, known to the server. In this case, the danger may exist on the server side. This vulnerability is of a dual nature. Storage of a private key allows for decryption of user data on the server side. First, it is incorrect from the security point of view, if the server is hacked – the attacker will also have access to private user data, and secondly, it violates the privacy of personal data. The user should always be sure that his personal information is not known to anyone but himself, unless he explicitly gave permission to publish it. Often applications position themselves as protected, but in fact they are not, as they contain the means for deciphering personal information inside themselves. Without the explicit need and explicit permission of the user, most often through a license agreement, neither the application nor the server should have any opportunity to decrypt the
user's private data. The simplest example is that the user's password must go to the server already in the form of a hash, and the hash should be checked, and not the original password, the server absolutely does not need to know the user's password; if the user forgot it, then for such a situation there is a long-established mechanism for recovering the password, including with two-factor authorization of the client for increased security of the recovery procedure [4]. Technically, as in the previous example, you can use the official libraries from Google that are designed to send and receive information from the server securely. Moreover, if you do not need to additionally process data before storing it, you can use ready-made server from Google such as Firebase Realtime Database or Firebase Cloud Firestore [3].

It should also avoid using self-written encryption and protection algorithms. Since this is a direct violation of the Kerckoffs principle [5]. Expressed in the developer's attempt to invent his personal, not known to anyone, and therefore a super-secure encryption algorithm. Any deviation from existing, repeatedly verified and studied, mathematically proven encryption algorithms in 99% of cases turns into a rapid hacking of such protection. Of course, hacking such an algorithm requires the medium-high skills of the attacker, but does not guarantee complete security. For such solutions, it is necessary to select a suitable algorithm only from well-established and current well-known cryptographic algorithms. In addition, it is also necessary to pay attention to the relevance and timeliness of the chosen encryption algorithm. As the computing power grows exponentially, so the well-functioning algorithms of the last decade can already be susceptible to breaking through brute force on modern high-speed video cards following the progress.

A common mistake of developers is simply ignoring the fact of the presence of rooted or infected devices. Rooted devices are devices where modifications have been made to obtain superuser rights for any operations originally prohibited by the operating system manufacturer. It is performed by the user on his device independently, and not necessarily voluntarily, when the client may not be aware that the device was hacked. Installing the application on a handheld device removes all standard protection for the operating system. Especially this problem is relevant for users of the Android operating system. There is a huge number of special programs called "patchers" that in runtime can substitute data in the application or unlock the limited functions. Such operations are possible only on rooted devices and do not require special skills and technical knowledge from the attacker. In such cases, if it is technically possible for the platform, it is desirable to limit the application if it was recognised that the launch is made on rooted device, or at least warn the user of possible danger and leave the decision of the application start at the discretion of the user.

It is also not acceptable to store critical data in protected storage, but in an open form. Developers are often inclined to store data in protected system stores without additional protection, because system mechanisms are well resilient to hacking. However, their level of durability drops to a minimum in case the device is rooted. Such data should not be used in the application without additional encryption. As soon as the need for open critical data has disappeared – they must immediately be either encrypted or destroyed. Using such a vulnerability also requires a cracker to have high skills, but still retains risks.

There is also not a deliberate transfer of part of the functionality to the built-in web engines. Most often it looks like transferring critical data to the built-in browser, where an external web page is loaded, performing its part of the functionality. The level of protection in this case is sharply reduced, especially for rooting devices, even if a browser is used for a well-known authoritative company, because in this case it does not matter. So, you should not use the built-in browser and built-in web engine in operations with important data. In extreme cases, encrypt them before transmission.

In conclusion, it is worth mentioning the vulnerability associated with reverse engineering algorithms that have an intellectual value. If the development of the application within the company uses some of its own algorithms that can be of high value to potential competitors or hackers, then these algorithms must be protected from unauthorized access. In this case, you can protect yourself from this theft with the help of a banal automatic, or even, depending on the scale of the company, manual obfuscation of the code. In the obfuscated form, the algorithm may no longer represent the primary value for the attacker, or simply dissolve into the sea of obfuscated code.

IV. BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PROTECTION OF MOBILE APPLICATION

There are several common points for all mobile platforms that you should follow when developing. Often, a personal password is used to protect personal data: PIN code, fingerprint scan, graphic password, etc., in this case it is important when the application goes to the background or when folding it is necessary to immediately display the input window for this security code, overlapping the entire screen of the application. This eliminates the possibility for an attacker to obtain private information in the event of device theft, while the application is still running and is in sleep mode. Any user code should have a limited number of attempts to enter, for example 5 times, then, in case of failure, the application should automatically be logged off, or completely blocked, depending on the particular application [4]. At present, when using digital codes, it is strongly recommended to use a code length restriction of at least 6 digits [2].
In the case of client-server applications, it is very useful to use a session mechanism with a limited session lifetime. This will prevent the application from idle in an unprotected mode, if the user simply forgot to close it and left the device in the public domain. It should be borne in mind that the duration of the session and its identifier are relevant to the user's critical data, with all the ensuing consequences. One of the successful examples of implementing such a mechanism is getting the absolute value of time from the server after passing the user authorization procedure, in which case the date and time should indicate when the session will become inactive. It is important to remember that the session end date and time should not be generated on the device, this reduces the security and flexibility of the application. In addition, the client-server application should not change the critical data in the local mode. Any action that requires changing important data must be synchronized with the server. The exception to this rule is only the user-defined login code that is set by the user personally and stored in a secure local store.

An important aspect is the competent operation of dates. When you run an application with dates, such as the time to destroy a session, you should not rely on relative time. So, the data transmitted from the server should not contain the date in the form of N seconds / hours / days from the current moment. Due to potentially high delays in transferring data over the network from the mobile application to the server and back, such a synchronization method will have too much error. In addition, an attacker, or simply an unscrupulous user, can simply change the time zone on the device, thus violating the logic of the application's limiting mechanisms. It is always needed to transmit only the absolute value of time. Absolute values should be transmitted using universal ways of exchanging such information, without reference to the time zone of a particular user device. Most often, the best option is the behavior of the application, in which the data is displayed to the user in its local time zone, but their storage and transmission is done in a format not tied to the time zone. Suitable formats for dates and times are either a universal UNIX timestamp stored in a variable of a 64-bit integer type, or, in extreme cases, a string in the full ISO-8601 format with a zero time zone. The UNIX timestamp is preferred, it avoids potential errors and problems with converting strings to date and back on different mobile platforms [3].

If we talk about general security principles, then the application should not display private user information in large, bright, well-readable fonts, without explicit need and without a separate user request, to exclude the possibility of reading this data from the device's screen.

Do not blindly trust open source libraries that offer some kind of protection for private user data. The only exception is libraries that are time-tested and used in large corporate projects, for example, built-in encryption in the open engine of the Realm database. The standard mechanisms of protection of the operating system and publicly available cryptographic algorithms in the overwhelming majority of cases will be more than enough.

It is also better not to use cryptographic libraries with closed source code, even if they are paid. In such solutions, you can not in any way check whether the library is effective, or how honest it is protecting, whether there is a backdoor mechanism, or whether your data is being sent to some third party. For the release builds of applications, data logging to the system console and unprotected files should be disabled. Logs are log files containing records of all events occurring in the mobile operating system, with a high level of detail. On the device, any application during installation can request access rights to read the logs. Many users do not pay attention to this request, but the danger is that any installed application that requested access to read logs, and at the same time received approval from the user, will get the right to read all the information that the application puts into the logs, if logging not turned off by the user.

CONCLUSIONS

For each separately created mobile application, the number of applied protection levels will vary greatly. For example, if the application is not at all client-server, does not contain any critical data, and does not operate with valuable internal algorithms, then it makes no sense to attach any protection to it. If the application is oriented, for example, to performing banking operations, or storing user passwords, then the level of its security should be the highest. However, the previously mentioned common vulnerabilities of the mobile sector can easily be excluded from the application, most often it does not add any additional costs if the applying of the required level of protection was started at the early stages of application development. But the implementation of post-factum protection in an already running application may well be associated with significant expenses of the developers' efforts and time. Therefore, the choice and coordination of the level of security, as well as a list of critical data in the application being developed, should be performed at the earliest stages of design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, information and telecommunication technologies are developing at an enormous rate, and together with them, various fields of human activity, ranging from scientific research to the sphere of services, are improved and integrated with the global Internet network. The vast majority of different companies, companies, stores have created their online resources representing their products, and even more – they integrate with social networks, banking systems, which allows them to sell goods online. In other words, we can choose a product, learn its price, features, reviews of his other customers and bye without leaving home. On the other hand, we have a lot of risks, namely:

- inaccurate specifications, or even lack of information about certain technical aspects of the product;
- the inability to see and check the real product before its purchase and receipt;
- overstatement of prices compared to the cost of goods or other online stores.

However, services of this type continue to gain in popularity, although Internet shop users are not in any way insured against the risks mentioned above.

The purpose of this work is to develop a flexible and extensible web service for monitoring the prices of online stores, which includes the means of collecting and analysing information from these Internet resources, as well as visualising the obtained data. This service will allow comparing prices for various products from various internet-shops and keep statistics of changes in prices for its further processing.

II. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

The main source of application data is, of course, websites, online stores. It based on their data to provide the user with the necessary information. There are two similar but fundamentally different in their ideology and implementation, approaches to data analysis: web scraping and web crawling.

Web crawling system or search robot is a program created for the sequential defined by some set of rules, bypassing web pages to index the data contained on them. Web scraping is a program that is designed to not only crawl and index data from web pages; it mimics human behaviour on the Internet. Unlike crawlers, scrappers can simulate human behaviour through site registration by executing JavaScript or ActionScript scripts, as well as changing their logic of interaction with the website depending on the data already obtained.

Parsing is a process of analysing the input character set according to a given formal grammar to analyse its structure for further use of the obtained data. Parsing is an integral part of both scraping and crash, and is used to select the necessary information from a site – it allows to analyse the structure of an HTML document for further work with these data.

The methods of scraping and crunching in our case are part of the Data Mining process. In other words, the data extraction mechanism, also known as in-depth data analysis, used to detect hidden patterns in large data sets and allows us to classify these data as well as carry out on them based simulation and forecasting procedure. Classification, modelling and forecasting are the main goals of Data Mining Processes.

If specified, then this task is solved in the plane of Web Mining – is the use of methods of data mining intelligence to automatically detect various resources, documents, services on the Internet and the allocation of information from them to identify patterns in the global information network.

In Web Mining are the following processes:

- the input stage, extracting the original links;
- initial data processing stage;
- stage of information modelling;

...
The main purpose of web scrapers is to gather information. In most cases, this process has two steps: first, downloading the necessary information from the Internet, and secondly, analysing and grouping the data.

There is a sufficiently large number of ways to download the necessary information from web resources. The feasibility of using one or another method directly depends on the size of the target information, in other words, the amount and volume of web pages that need to analyse. The most common of them:

- Manual download using a browser is a suitable option with a minimum amount of data or single use.
- Libraries and implementations such as wget, curl, requests – but they work synchronously, meaning that their use in pure form makes it impossible to send multiple requests at one time.
- Launching utilities or libraries from the previous item at the same time in several threads or processes that solves the problem of simultaneous sending requests.
- The event loop is a system that, although it works in single-threaded mode, can perform I/O operations in parallel, that is, it downloads pages at a time when the program receives a response from the server execute a callback function. This approach is implemented in one of the most popular scraping frameworks – Scrapy.

The next stage of scrapers is an analysis of the downloaded page. At this stage, we can highlight the following approaches for processing received HTML-pages:

- processing pages as text using, for example, regular expressions or other templates;
- the visual approach is a high-level website analysis method that even ordinary users can use. The main disadvantages are the impossibility to change the algorithm of site analysis, and the price of the service is mainly commercial products;
- handling pages as a DOM (Document Object Model) tree.

The most popular and most effective option is the last one since most pages use HTML markup. It in turn also has several subsets, which differ in the method of analysis of the DOM tree, namely the use of:

- CSS selectors;
- XPath – is more complex than CSS, but more versatile;
- specialized DSL (domain-specific language) for HTML parsing. From the benefits: the ability to use the means of one or another programming language, better support in the IDE;
-.it is necessary to highlight separately the use of the ready-made APIs that some sites provide to users to be able to obtain data from a site in a form convenient for processing, such as JSON.

IV. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE SOFTWARE SYSTEM

Web service for monitoring the prices of online stores – a system that has a multicomponent structure, each component of which is responsible for certain functionality in the system. The very creation and consolidation of the following components enabled the implementation of a flexible, extensible web-based price monitoring service:

- Scheduler – is one of the simplest components of the system, which is the script to start spiders every 24 hours;
- Scraping Engines – is a set of tools for obtaining, analysing and storing data from online stores;
- MongoDB – is a set of MongoDB collections to store the necessary data;
- Express Application Server – a server that connects the user interface and the database;
- React Single Page Web Application – is a tool for displaying Scraping Engines data from websites in a user-friendly manner.

Figure 1 shows the main component of the system:

1. Scheduler – is a Python script that runs in the background, every 24 hours, runs all existing web scrapers.
2. Scraping Engines – scrapers that collect data after work and data retrieval sent it to the MongoDB collection. If the product exists, then they add a new price to the list, if not the first, create a record (document) of the goods.
3. The Express Web Server sends queries to the MongoDB database to obtain the necessary product search or visualisation of their data prices.
4. React Single Page Web Application – is the login point for system users, which is a website where
the customer can select a category, find a specific product, and see the dynamics of price changes for the target products.

2. After performing their work, the scrapers send data to the ProductPipeline – Python class that has the process_item method that records the scraper data to the intermediate repository – the items list.

3. Another method – spider_closed, triggers after the scraper is shut down, and stores the data (items from the items list) into the MongoDB database, namely the Products collection.

Regarding configuration files, config.json has information about other system components, such as the MongoDB entry point (host, port, database). It is useful in a case when we need to change saving location, or storage type.

All scrapers inherit two basic classes: CrawlSpider and Spider Tools.

The CrawlSpider class from the scrapy.spiders package implements the logic of crawling the pages of the site. His key fields:

- name – is the name of the crawler, using which we can run it;
- start_urls – list of initial pages for analysing;
- allowed_domains – a list of allowed domains, in which the crawler can analyse the pages;
- rules – is a set of rules according to which the scraper will look for each subsequent link, that is, the next page for further analysis. There are quite a lot of rules, and costumer can also create his own rules for site bypass, but for the current task it was enough restrict_xpaths rules, that is, the links are through XPath.

A SpiderTools class has been created and has the methods needed for each scraper, namely the loading and analysis of configuration files, creating rules for page navigation, extracting product information on a page using XPath rules, and creating these products.
«Data extraction configuration» – is a set of configuration files, each of which corresponds to a certain online store, containing information on how to analyse information from the pages of online stores.

The main feature and advantage of this component is the ability to add a new scraper for a new online store easily. It is enough to create a new configuration file and a template class-scrap, with a minimum number of settings, and from the next iteration, we will start receiving data from the new site.

The **Express Web Server** component is an intermediate link between the data received from the Web stores and the Single Page Web Application that receives requests from the browser, processes them, and sends a response to the client.

The server is based on REST architecture principles and has a simple interface for managing information without the use of any additional inner layers. A global identifier, such as a URL, uniquely determines each unit of information, in other words, a model. Each URL in its turn has a strictly specified format. A component of the code, that according to the request URL determines which operation and what model to execute, is called a router.

The web server has models equivalent to the MongoDB schemas described above. Operations over these models are performed using typical input points: write, delete, modify, and read.

React Single Page Web Application – this component is responsible for the user interface. It is with this that the end user of the system can:

1. Find the necessary items on the system.
2. Go to the page of the necessary product of one or another shop.
3. View the graph with the visualisation of the dynamics of changes in prices for goods and compare them.

The interface of the application is shown in figure 4.

![UI of web service](image)

**Figure 4. UI of web service**

React.js – is the foundation and the bulk of the Single Page Application was created with its use. The Recarchits.js library was used to construct the graphs, with the help of which the LineChart graph was created which automatically rebuilds the graph with repeated requests to the server (as a consequence, the change in the number of goods).

The **axios** – is a library for sending AJAX requests to the server, needed to get information about categories, products of the dynamics of price changes from the server without reloading the page.

**CONCLUSIONS**

A web-based service for monitoring the prices of Ukrainian online stores has been designed and developed; web scrapers have been implemented, collecting and analysing data on online stores, creating a REST server for access to collected data, and adaptive, user-friendly, reflecting the dynamics of price changes for Internet product stores.

One of the components of the service created is a set of web scrapers that store and perform initial processing of information from the following stores: comfy.ua, rozetka.com.ua, moyo.ua, foxtrot.com.ua. In each of the stores analysed products of the following categories: laptops, digital cameras and cameras, smartphones and mobile phones. With the current configuration, for one iteration of work, scraper allows getting information about more than 5000 goods from all online stores.

The application allows the customer to find products of a certain category by their name in several online stores, displays the found products in the table, and also shows the dynamics of price changes on the graph. The graph allows to interactively find out the price of a product in a particular online store for a certain period.

The result of the work can be applied both in everyday life, to find out which online shop it is more profitable to buy goods, and for further scientific research. For example, to predict the price of a particular product in the future, or to find and analyse a correlation relationship between the prices of goods and between prices in general and other macroeconomic indicators in the country.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the consumer has a huge selection of interesting objects which provide in the market of services and goods. With a huge amount of diversity, the user faces the question of how to choose the right product or service. It is worthwhile to trust a more famous company or to choose a lower price, to pay attention to customer testimonials or to take the chance and to choose an unknown company without feedback [1].

In the sphere of delivery environment, one of the key parameters of the service evaluation is the rating. The most general way to calculate the rating is to calculate the arithmetic mean. This method does not take into account the number of votes, also the positions with an overvalued rating can appear and in a one rating.

Another way to calculate the rating is to introduce a threshold value. Thanks to this method, less popular (advertised) valuation objects approach the average rating of all objects. The less popular the object, the higher the coefficient its rating for a single rating list rises. The formula for calculating the rating taking into account the limit value is calculated by the formula (1).

\[
\text{Rating} = \left( \frac{V}{V+M} \right) \times R + \left( \frac{M}{V+M} \right) \times C
\]

where \( V \) - number of votes for the object; \( M \) - threshold of votes required to participate in the rating "Top" (on the application: 500); \( R \) - the arithmetic mean of all the voices of the object; \( C \) - the average rating of all objects (for example: 7.3837 on a ten-point scale).

This technique eliminates less popular objects at the expense of the threshold, and in order to obtain a higher rating, a representative of the services or goods needs to be more thoroughly invested in advertising [2].

II. MAIN RESEARCH

In the transport sphere, when carrying out traffic, the driver's assessment is one of the key parameters [3]. In automated systems, where the choice of a car for trip is carried out by the user, the calculating of the driver's rating is an actual task.

Today, the driver's assessment is based on the method of calculating the arithmetic mean. But this technique takes into account only one key indicator - an estimate (mark) made by the user.

Each driver after an assessment has two key values: the average score and the number of voters.

If we focus only on the average rating, as the arithmetic mean of all the assessments assigned to it, then the evaluation index will not be objective. Since in some cases the assessment can be high, for example 5.0, but this estimate was put only by 3 users. Or the situation when the score is 4.6, obtained from 30 users. The second estimate is lower, but it was supplied by more users, so the sample was larger [4].

There are three cases when the numbers of votes play a key role:

- "cold start", when who appeared in the system just now or recently will always be certainly worse, because it does not fall into the choice of the optimal trip and can not increase his rating;
- an unreasonably high rating when the number of votes is minimal, but the score is high;
- a few low ratings submitted by users greatly underestimate the driver's rating.

In some cases, there are situations when the client has experienced negativity, to which the driver and the quality of the service rendered by him are not involved. But the client can put the low mark to the driver undeservedly just because succumbed to some negative emotions. Possible a situation when there was an error when evaluating by the user. The driver has a one
negative evaluation of user, which strongly affects the overall rating.

Such situations can greatly underestimate the driver's rating. The lower the driver's rating, the less chances that the driver will be popular when user makes his choice. Therefore, in the future any evaluation greatly affects the driver's work and his earnings. Since at a low rating the driver does not take part in the selection of the optimal individual city trip [3].

### TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF A RATING CALCULATED BY FINDING THE ARITHMETIC MEAN FOR DIFFERENT SITUATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The rating obtained as the arithmetic mean</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of votes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analyzing the results from the table, we can notice that for the third situation, the driver, who has long provided his services and has a 72-vote index of rating is lower than the first two situations. Therefore, the calculation of the rating by this method does not reflect the actual situation.

It follows that the valuation and the number of votes are approximately equal in importance factors. To equalize these two values - you need to bring them to a single scale. The maximum number of votes is always different, but the rating is from 1 to k, in the system at the moment it is accepted k = 5. Therefore, it is necessary to bring the number of driver’s votes to the percentage from the highest possible among all drivers of the system.

The final mark - the rating of one driver is built on a set of sets, has the following form:

\[
R = \{V, C, M, L\}
\]

where \( R = \{R_i\}_{i=1}^n \) - set of all existing drivers ratings;

\( V = \{v_i\}_{i=1}^n \) - a plurality of votes reduced to a rating scale corresponding to a plurality of estimates \( C \), where \( i \) - is the driver's sequence number, \( n \) is the number of drivers to be assessed;

\( C = \{c_j\}_{j=1}^m \) - a set of estimates corresponding to the plurality of voices \( V \), where \( i \) - is the driver's sequence number, \( j \) - is the number of his evaluation, \( n \) - is the number of drivers being evaluated;

\( M = \max v_i' \) - the maximum number of votes for the i-the warrior, given to the rating scale;

\( L = \{L_q\}_{q=1}^6 \) - a set of correction factors, representing the average rating of all drivers, according to the percentage of votes.

The algorithm for finding of the driver's rating in the system is follow:

1. Initially, the maximum existing number of votes is determined and converted to a single scale.
2. Finding the correction factor, according to the number of votes of the analyzed driver.
3. Reducing the number of votes of the analyzed driver to a single dimensional scale.
4. The calculation of the current rating of the analyzed driver.

The finding of the correction factor. The correction factor is the average rating of all drivers. Its meaning was obtained empirically. Based on the number of votes, their percentage ratio is taken from the value of the coefficient from the table. The pattern is taken according to the percentage of votes for the driver analyzed from the maximum number of votes for one driver. For this to purpose, the percentage of the current number of votes from the maximum number of votes which one driver has and calculated:

\[
h = \frac{v_i' \times 100\%}{M}
\]

where \( h \) - the percentage of votes from the maximum number of voters for one driver, currently available in the system.

After calculating of percentage of votes from the maximum number of voters for each driver, the value of the correction factor is determined from the table.

This correction factor in the form of a percentage match was introduced that to average the single rating in the system. Empirically, it was found that the introduction of a single common average rating of all drivers, understates the value of the rating of the more active drivers. That is why, the indicators were calculated for which the averaged rating was taken in groups by the number of votes. Table II shows the percentage and the corresponding correction factor.

### TABLE II. EXAMPLE OF DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENT OF VOTES AND THE CORRESPONDING CORRECTION FACTOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The percentage of votes from the maximum number of voters for one driver, currently available in the system, h</th>
<th>Value of correction factor ( L_q )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95 – 100%</td>
<td>( L_6 = 5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 – 94 %</td>
<td>( L_5 = 4.95 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 – 84 %</td>
<td>( L_4 = 4.9 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 – 74 %</td>
<td>( L_3 = 4.85 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 – 50 %</td>
<td>( L_2 = 4.8 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 – 25 %</td>
<td>( L_1 = 4.75 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Reducing the number of votes for the analyzed driver to a single votes dimensional scale. In order to bring the number of votes for the analyzed driver to the scale of rating, it is necessary to use the formula (4).

$$v'_i = \log_k v_i$$  \hfill (4)$$

where $v_i$ – number of evaluations exhibited by the analyzed driver; $k$ – the maximum value of the selected scale, $k=5$.

After all the input data has been brought to a single dimensional scale and the correction factor is determined, the current driver’s rating is calculated, formula (5).

$$R_i = \left( \frac{v'_i}{v'_i + M} \right) \cdot \frac{\sum q_j}{j} \cdot \left( \frac{M}{v'_i + M} \right) * L_q$$  \hfill (5)$$

Thus, a clear rating value is brought to a single form, where the significant indicators are the number of votes and the direct assessment itself.

The same three control situations were taken that to compare the calculation of the rating by the proposed method and as the arithmetic mean. Comparison of control situations is given in Table III.

**TABLE III. COMPARISON OF THE RATING AND ARITHMETIC MEAN OF THE RATING IN DIFFERENT SITUATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The rating obtained by the arithmetic mean</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of votes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rating obtained by the proposed methodology</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using this technique, we can adjust the pricing of the estimates, taking into account the number of votes as an equivalent parameter together with the estimate itself. In addition, this method of calculating the rating allows to improve the result with a "cold start", thereby giving a chance to new drivers to take part in choosing the optimal individual city trip. Also, in the case of a single negative mark, the overall rating is not lowered so drastically.

Based on the developed methodology, a clear rating value is calculated, which in the future can be used in a fuzzy model of determining the optimality of an individual city trip. The rating value is one of the key parameters used to determine the degree of confidence in the optimality of trip with the help of device of the fuzzy logic [3].

To test the adequacy of the above methodology for calculating the driver's rating, an experiment was conducted. This technique was implemented in the Vtaxi.info system [5] and all input values are relevant and were taken from it. For the experiment, the maximum number of evaluations from one driver was taken, which was 100 votes.

The ratings of drivers were taken in the range from 3 to 5. The rating is lower than 3 is extremely low and assumes that this driver is not able to work with clients or provide service an individual city trip. After that, the main indicators included in the final mark of the rating were calculated.

In total, 260 ratings of drivers were taken for experiment. To demonstrate the results from the entire experiment, a random minimum sample was taken. Below is a table with examples of calculating all the key indicators and the final ranking in the system. Also in the table for each rating is given the arithmetic mean of value of to the analyzed driver.

**TABLE IV. EXAMPLE OF CALCULATING OF THE RATING IN THE SYSTEM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Number of votes</th>
<th>$v'_i$</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L q</th>
<th>$\sum q_j / j$</th>
<th>$R_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the sample of data was taken for demonstration the results of the experiment was randomly generated, that is why an equivalent search of all values was not established. But in the sample the main key three situations are presented, on the basis of which the methods for calculating of ratings are compared. The final results of rating results shown in the table are displayed on the chart, and the rating is calculated as the arithmetic mean and the rating calculated taking into account the threshold value. For calculation of the rating taking into account the threshold, the following values
The rating of driver is one of the key parameters in the model of an optimal individual city trip. Because the user chooses a representative of the service the most often on the basis of the rating. To calculate the rating, there are several basic techniques. The calculation of the arithmetic mean, calculation using a threshold value, which is the main criterion for selection in the top and calculation of the rating according to the proposed methodology. The most popular method for calculating the rating is the arithmetic mean, is not accurate because it does not take into account the number of votes the analyzed object has. The calculating the rating with a threshold, works fine for large samples, when the system has a set of estimates for each object. This technique too much underestimates the “newcomers” not allowing them to break into the top of the top, because their rating is certainly lower.

If we take into account the number of votes and the ratings themselves as equivalent criteria in calculating the rating, then the “beginner” has all the possibilities to get into the top. On the other hand, he does not fall immediately to the very top of the top ratings, as when using the method of arithmetic mean.

Since the number of votes and the score itself are two criteria not brought to a single scale, it is not possible to use them in a single formula. The above method is based on bringing two key criteria to a single scale using a series of formulas. Since this technique has already been implemented in the working system Vtaxi.info, a reduction to a single five-point scale was performed. The formulas are universal and can be used to bring to any order of the scale. Empirically, it was revealed that the correction factor and percentage of votes corresponded from the maximum value of existing votes which one driver has.

To verify the adequacy of the developed methodology, an experiment was carried out, part of which is given in the work. Based on a sample of ratings submitted to drivers, the rating is calculated as the arithmetic mean and the rating according to the developed methodology. The results of the comparison showed the advantages of the developed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main strategic goal of using information technologies and systems in the restaurants business is ensuring its rapid and regulated development, manageability and quality, competitiveness, saving financial and time resources for business processes.

The most popular process is the development of software products for performing diverse operations, but processes that focus on building an optimal business strategy at different types of enterprises are also important.

These enterprises include catering establishments, which direct their activities to sales efficiency, taking into account moderate prices, attracting a large number of regular customers in the face of fierce competition, providing services with up-to-date and high-quality products.

The modern restaurant business requires the using of information systems in order to increase its efficiency. The level of introduction of innovative technologies in the organization and management of restaurant business directly proportional to the increase in the volume of progressive processes in it.

In order to achieve the goal of success and competitiveness of the public catering establishment, it is necessary not only to know what types of information technologies and automation systems to use, but also to thoroughly study the algorithms for their implementation and application.

The optimal combination of the type of mechanism and the practice of its operation directly affects the degree of compliance with the general requirements for business profitability.

In the modern restaurant business, information technology is used not only as a tool for business processes, but also as a factor that allows a performing of managerial functions. These include the management of the effective activities of the complex of interrelated divisions, as well as the management of the institution as a whole.

II. ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY OF THE ENTERPRISE AND MAIN BUSINESS PROCESSES

An example of a catering institution whose leadership is primarily interested in achieving a higher level of profitability by introducing an optimal management strategy is the CoffeeMan coffee shop (Sumy, Ukraine).

To ensure the efficiency of doing business in the CoffeeMan coffee shop, Keeper is used. POS system (POS-Point of Sale) is a software and hardware complex that provides a typical set of cash functions: accounting and product release, reception and delivery money, cancellation of the purchase, functioning on the basis of the fiscal registrar.

The using of the reception’s system and processing orders through the introduction of information technology in the restaurant business is aimed at achieving the main goal - improving the efficiency of processing customer orders, due to achievements in the following areas: saving financial, people and time resources.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN PROBLEMS OF THE ENTERPRISE’S ACTIVITY

In the course of the analysis of the public catering establishment’s activity the main issues were identified, which negatively affects the achievement of the main goal of the restaurant business - obtaining and raising the level of profitability:

● slowed down processes of receiving and processing orders that affect the high level of resource-intensiveness of business processes aimed at working with the client;
● low level of competitiveness;
• high level of resource intensity of managerial processes for monitoring the activities of structural units;
• lack of a well-established system of searching for methods of attracting potential clients;
• low level of managerial activity to attract additional tangible revenues.

The above problems are significant and create the need to automate the work of the institution through the use of information technology, and also determine the need to choose an effective business management strategy.

IV. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING METHODS FOR OPTIMIZING ENTERPRISE ACTIVITY

Optimization of the enterprise activity in the global sense is aimed at introducing innovative technologies and improving business processes. In the process of optimizing the activities of the enterprise, the deficiencies of business processes are eliminated, and at the same time, the most effective business processes are improved [1].

Optimization of the catering institution's activity is a complex of interrelated administrative, organizational, information measures, united by a certain technology, aimed at improving the indicators of both individual processes and indicators of the institution as a whole in order to meet the needs of interested parties.

The optimization procedure involves the implementation of six steps:

• Phase 1. Organization of improvement of the business process.
• Phase 2. Documentation. A choosing of approach.
• Phase 3. Analysis. Identify opportunities for optimization.
• Phase 4. Designing a new, improved business processes.
• Phase 5. Implementation. Implementation of the strategy.

First of all, the optimization of the company's activity is aimed at its improvement, restructuring of the interrelations of the production substructures functional, which allows the raising of the level of competitiveness, profitability of the enterprise [2].

The basis for choosing the optimal strategy for the development of a catering institution is primarily determined by a number of organizational-economic, legal and labor actions aimed at providing the benefits of the business entity to its competitors.

A prerequisite for building an enterprise development strategy is its strategic analysis, for example, by conducting a SWOT analysis (a method aimed at schematically mapping the main objects for analysis: strengths and weaknesses of the enterprise, threats and opportunities of the environment) [3].

V. MARKOV'S PROCESSES AS A MATHEMATICAL WAY OF DESCRIBING THE FUNCTIONING OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS

In order to achieve the highest level of accuracy of the results obtained during the implementation of the management strategy, it is necessary to use mathematical devices that enable to calculate exactly the achieved level of profitability. In order to make the right decisions during the implementation of the proposed project, the choice of the management strategy of the catering institution should mathematically justify the selection of the optimal of the proposed alternatives.

The main task - to develop a model that allows, based on available information about the possible state of business profitability of the enterprise and the transition between these states, as well as about the potential profit, choose the optimal strategy of management through the adoption of strategic decisions. The task of choosing a management strategy is reduced to the Markov problem of decision making, on which the model is developed.

In the process of making optimal solutions should take into account the random factor. This means that the considered random phenomena must obey certain static laws. The condition of static stability allows using effective mathematical methods of the theory of random processes in the decision-making process, and in particular one of its sections, the theory of Markov processes.

The Markov process is a random process with continuous time, the determining feature of which is the exponential character of the functions of the distribution of the time of the process's stay in their states prior to the transition to other states. The advantage of the Markov process is that in addition to evolution, one can investigate such characteristics as the time of the Markov process in a certain state.

In accordance with the complication of Markov processes, the level of their adequacy increases, but at the same time the level of complexity of the mathematical apparatus increases, which is connected with the processing of statistical data.

Markov's decision-making process is a specification of the problem of consistent decision-making for a fully observed environment with the Markov model of transition. It serves as a mathematical basis for simulating decision-making in situations where the results are partially random and partially under the control of the decision maker.
VI. FORMALIZATION OF GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN AND REQUIREMENTS

According to the main theoretical principles of project management, the activity on developing models of choosing the strategies for managing a catering institution can be described by the concept of "IT project".

The concept of an IT project was developed, the main aspects of which were the detailed design of the project goal by the SMART method (that presented with the help of TABLE I), the description of the project’s product functionality, the formalization of the limitations and assumptions of the project product [4].

TABLE I. DETAILING THE GOAL OF THE PROJECT BY SMART METHOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific</td>
<td>Develop a model for use in the restaurant business, which will allow you to modify the input data and algorithm for solving problems in accordance with the requirements of the customer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurable</td>
<td>The results of the model implementation will be evaluated both financially (profitability, etc.) and expert (number of visitors, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievable</td>
<td>The results of the implementation of the model will allow achieving the strategic goals of the enterprise, aimed at satisfying the needs of the institution’s management in raising the profitability and needs of visitors in obtaining relevant services and products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant</td>
<td>The project will be implemented by a team of 5 people, and the budget will be financed by the owner of the catering institution (for which the project is being developed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-framed</td>
<td>The project will be executed on time, regulated by the creation of the Gantt chart and PDM network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product IT project will be a model of choosing of strategies for managing the catering institution, presented in the form of solved Markov tasks for a specified and indefinite period. The results of the project product will be used as follows:

- calculation of input data (will determine the level of profitability of the institution, choose the best management strategies);
- calculation of the Markov problem for a certain period (will allow to create a temporary strategic plan depending on the chosen period);
- calculation of the Markov problem for an indefinite period (will allow to form a long-term strategic management plan);
- calculation of initial data (will allow to analyze and compare the levels of profitability in the periods before and after the project implementation);

The product of the project is also allowed for use in enterprises for wholesale and retail trade. Modifications in the course of the project implementation are for the phases of the development of the technical task, the formation of input data and model research.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TOOLKIT FOR MAKING DECISIONS ON CHOOSING THE OPTIMAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR A CATERING INSTITUTION

The solution was performed in MS Excel with detailed explanations of each of the steps performed.

Step 1. To determine the optimal strategic action in the "CoffeeMan" institution, the task set the number of stages (m = 3 months), the level of sales in the institution (excellent, good and satisfactory) and three strategic measures (k1, k2, k3 : 10% discount on orders for the amount of UAH 300, a tenth of a cup of coffee as a gift, not to take measures).

Step 2. The method of conducting expert evaluations was: transitional probabilities between the levels of sales levels and the corresponding profit. These data take the form of interconnected matrices (Fig. 1).

![Figure 1. Transitional probability and expected profit matrices](image)

The transition probability matrix is a matrix that shows the probability of transitions between states of sales levels. In this problem, the number of such matrices is reduced to 3, and they are designated respectively P1, P2, P3.

With each transition probability matrix, income matrices R1, R2, and R3 are related, whose values represent the income or damage, depending on the states between which the transition is made.

Step 3. The calculation of the expected profit is as follows: cells of the matrix of expected profit actually reflect the sum of the products of the values of transitional probabilities for their respective profits.

Expected profit on project implementation will be calculated according to the Equation (1):

$$\displaystyle v_j^m = \sum_{i=1}^{m} p_{ij}^m \cdot r_{ij} \tag{1}$$

The results of the calculation of expected profits are shown in Figure 2.

Step 4. Fill in the matrix of expected earnings at stage 3 (3rd month) is reduced to the transfer of values from the above matrix. This is due to the lack of the need to search for the target function, since there is no preceding step (Figure 3).

The optimal strategic action for the current month has been found for the selected maximum values from each line.

Step 5. Next step we calculate the cells of the matrix of expected income in stage 2 by the Equation (2):
At this stage, the visibility of the relationship between the values of the cells of the filled matrix with the values of expected revenues and target functions that were found in the previous step appears.

Figure 2. Tables of the calculation of the value of expected profit

| Stage 3 | $v_i^k$ | An optimal solution $f_i(k)$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$f_i(k)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 6. We find the value of expected income at stage 1 (month 1), similarly using the rules of the relationship with the calculated values of the cells of the previous stage. The calculation is based on Equation (3):

$$f_1(i) = v_i^1 + p_i^1 \times f_1(1) + p_i^2 \times f_2(2) + p_i^3 \times f_3(3)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

After performed calculations, the best strategic actions should be chosen for each step separately and determine the expected profits for 3 months, taking into account the levels of sales and interconnections between the stages.

CONCLUSIONS

In the process of scientific research, the following theoretical aspects concerning restaurant business were considered: the peculiarities of the economic activity of the catering institution, the main business processes of the coffee shop, the main problems of the enterprise.

The next step was to analyze the existing methods of optimizing the company’s activities and review the main principles and methods for choosing a management strategy for a catering institution.

During the analysis of information on the construction of the strategic plan, an urgent need was made for the use of the mathematical apparatus to calculate data regarding the level of profitability and the identification of optimal strategic measures for raising the level of competitiveness of the institution.

The main problems of the institution are caused by the processes of strict competition of surrounding institutions. It directly affects the increase of the loss-making enterprise. The above-mentioned factor was conditioned by the necessity of setting the task for modeling an optimal strategic plan, which would increase the profitability, attraction of potential customers, and competitiveness.

During the analysis of the methods of choosing the best strategies for managing the institution to achieve the goals, the mathematical apparatus of the Markov processes was selected as the main method. The staging of the Markov problem for the selection of optimal control strategies is conditioned by the relative simplicity of the apparatus. The following feature is also important: the Markov process serves as a mathematical basis for simulating a decision in situations where the results are partially random and partly under the control of the decision maker.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Existing autonomous systems for detection object of interest on video frame still do not provide high-reliability decisions, as there are the unsteadiness of the environment and variety of object’s modifications and a small number of relevant labeled data [1, 2].

Thus, the use of handcrafted features in object detection systems for the description of observations leads to a decline the informativeness of the features and the training effectiveness of the decision rules [2, 3]. Therefore, the most promising approach to the synthesis of a features extractor is the use of ideas and methods of machine learning for the hierarchical representation of observations for unlabeled data and transfer knowledge [4, 5].

Convolutional multilayer neural networks allow forming an informative hierarchical features presentation of observations [5]. In addition, they have already shown high efficiency in solving problems of machine vision and analysis of time series [6, 7]. However, the unsupervised training of convolutional networks is usually carried out based on using an autoencoder or Restricted Boltzmann machine, which requires a large amount of training data and long learning time to obtain an acceptable result. In work [8] it is proposed to use cluster-analysis based on the k-means algorithm to train convolution filters. However, k-means is characterized by slow convergence and sub-optimality of the results due to the hard-competitive nature of its learning scheme and the sensitivity to initial cluster initialization.

In work [9] is proposed a combination of the principles of neural gas and sparse coding for the training of convolutional filters for unlabeled data. Given approach is characterized by soft-competitive learning scheme that facilitates robust convergence to close to optimal distributions of the convolutional filters over the training sample. At the same time, embedding of sparse coding methods can increase the immunity against interference and generalization ability of features representation. However, the number of codebook vectors is unknown beforehand and it is determined or optimized by the developer, which leads to an increase in the number of training iterations.

The required amount of convolution filters in each convolutional layer is difficult to predict in advance, so the promising approach to learning convolutional filters is to use the principles of growing neural gas, which automatically determines the required number of neurons [10]. The presence of a mechanism for the adding of new neurons, as well as the removal of excessive old ones, makes the algorithm more flexible compared to the classical neuron gas, but it also has serious disadvantages. The small values of the period between the iterations of the generation of new neurons \( \lambda \) lead to the instability of the learning process and the distortion of the formed structures, as here observed the excessively frequent adding of new neurons. The high value of the period \( \lambda \) provides the expected effect, but at the same time it leads to a significant slowdown in the algorithm. However, in the work [11] it was shown that achieving stability of learning could be done by setting the “radius of reach” of the neurons, which involves the replacement of the parameter \( \lambda \) on the threshold of maximum distance of the neuron from each points of the training set attributed to it. However, the mechanisms for updating neurons and
assessing the remoteness of the points of the input space to the neurons have not yet been reviewed in order to adapt the learning process to the sparse coding of observations.

In addition to the feature extractor an important component of object detection system is the decision rules, which can be represented by classifier. In some cases, decision rules also include a regression model to prediction bounding box for detected object on image. At the same time, the effectiveness of training a classifier is often considered as a measure of the effectiveness of learning the features extractor [5].

The most popular method for classification analysis is the support vector machine, where the training of decision rules takes place within the framework of a geometric approach by constructing in the secondary features space a linear separable hyper surface. However, this algorithm requires a lot of manual adjustments for regularization of the model and its performance depends on the complexity of the kernel functions of the transformation of the features space [12]. In work [13], were proposed the construction of decision rules by adaptive binary quantization of the features space and the construction of radial basis functions in the Hamming binary space. Such a classifier has high operational efficiency, since it uses low computing complexity operations as comparison and "exclusion OR". In this case, the use of population-based meta-heuristic algorithms for searching optimal parameters which provide global maximum of information criterion of learning effectiveness can increase the reliability of the model and the efficiency of its hyper parameters tuning [13].

The question of choosing the optimal in the informational sense of the number of neurons and their weight at each level of the hierarchical model of object detection in conditions of unsteadiness and limited volume of labeled training dataset are not sufficiently investigated and are still not fully resolved.

The purpose of the paper is the development of a new method of training a convolutional network with a pre-known number of filters, as well as increasing in the informational sense the effectiveness of machine learning for the detection of objects on video frame in condition of the limited computing resources and the small volume of labeled training sample.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The use of any prior information to synthesis of the architecture of the convolutional network for visual information analysis in the conditions of the limited computing resources of the autonomous system can increase the efficiency of its training, re-training and inference. Transfer Learning is one of the good examples of prior information accumulation about the features of visual patterns and its reuse. Moreover, the closer the domain area where neural network was trained to the new domain area, in which accumulated knowledge will use, the more layers of the network can be borrowed. High-level layers of the neural network usually need training from scratch to maximize their adaptation to the new domain area. Prediction of the presence of an object of interest in the video frame is performed by information-extreme classifier. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the proposed system.

![Architecture of the detection system](image)

Figure 1. The architecture of the detection system based on low-level transfer learning layers, high-level layers trained by growing sparse coding neural gas and information-extreme decision rules

Around 180 images from Inria Aerial Image Labeling Dataset is used to train the object detection system in the field of view of the video camera [7]. Each image has a resolution of 5000 × 5000 px. Amount of generated images using random 227x227 px cropping for unsupervised training of convolutional network is 10,000. For training and evaluation of classifier model, 500 images of 500x500 px with vehicles and 500 images of 500x500 px without vehicles were selected. Each image with shape 500x500 px are rotated and rand cropped to series of images with shape 227x227 in order to avoid the influence of objects localization on classification result.

Transfer Learning layers is copied from trained convolution neural network SqueezeNet [5]. It is proposed to encode incoming images with a feature map from output fire7 module of SqueezeNet. In this case, shape of the feature map is 27x27x384. To construct high-level features adapted to new domain, it is suggested to use two additional convolutional layers with sub-sampling operation between them. In convolutional layers filters with 1x1 and 3x3 kernels are used that training in unsupervised manner. The number of convolution filters is not fixed and is determined during layer-wise learning. The convolutional filters of each level are three-dimensional, the depth of which is equal to the number of
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Figure 1. The architecture of the detection system based on low-level transfer learning layers, high-level layers trained by growing sparse coding neural gas and information-extreme decision rules

Around 180 images from Inria Aerial Image Labeling Dataset is used to train the object detection system in the field of view of the video camera [7]. Each image has a resolution of 5000 × 5000 px. Amount of generated images using random 227x227 px cropping for unsupervised training of convolutional network is 10,000. For training and evaluation of classifier model, 500 images of 500x500 px with vehicles and 500 images of 500x500 px without vehicles were selected. Each image with shape 500x500 px are rotated and rand cropped to series of images with shape 227x227 in order to avoid the influence of objects localization on classification result.

Transfer Learning layers is copied from trained convolution neural network SqueezeNet [5]. It is proposed to encode incoming images with a feature map from output fire7 module of SqueezeNet. In this case, shape of the feature map is 27x27x384. To construct high-level features adapted to new domain, it is suggested to use two additional convolutional layers with sub-sampling operation between them. In convolutional layers filters with 1x1 and 3x3 kernels are used that training in unsupervised manner. The number of convolution filters is not fixed and is determined during layer-wise learning. The convolutional filters of each level are three-dimensional, the depth of which is equal to the number of
channels of the input activation map. The pixel activation of each channel of features map is offered to calculate based on Orthogonal Matching Pursuit algorithm with the function of ReLU activation [4,9].

The dataset for training of convolutional filter is formed by decomposition of activation maps to 3D-dimensional patches that match the size of the filter layer. These patches are reshaped to 1D vectors, which put on the input of growing sparse coding neural gas algorithm, main steps of which are given below.

1. Initialization of the counter of training vectors $t := 0$.

2. Two initial nodes (neurons) $w_n$ and $w_s$ are assigned by random selection from the training set. Nodes $w_n$ and $w_s$ are connected by an edge whose age is zero. These nodes are considered non-fixed.

3. Selected from the dataset the following vector $x$, which is normalized to a unit length (L2-normalization).

4. Normalizing each base vector $w_{i,k} = \frac{1}{M}$ to a unit length (L2-normalization).

5. Calculation of the similarity of the input vector $x$ to the base vectors $w_i \in W$ for their sorting

$-(w_{i}^T x)^2 \leq \ldots \leq -(w_{j}^T x)^2 \leq \ldots \leq -(w_{k}^T x)^2$.

6. The closest node is selected $w_n$ and the second closest to the node $w_s$.

7. Increase the age of all incident edges $w_n$ by one.

8. If $w_n$ is fixed, then should move to step 9, otherwise, to step 10.

9. If $(w_{n}^T x)^2 \geq v$, then proceed to step 12. Otherwise, should be added a new non-fixed neuron $w_t$ to a point that coincides with the input vector $w_t = x$, also is adding a new edge, that connects $w_t$ and $w_s$, then proceed to step 13.

10. The node $w_n$ and its topological neighbors (the nodes connected to it by the edge) are displaced in the direction to the input vector $x$ according to Oja’s rule [9] by next formulas

$\Delta w_n = \eta_n y_0 (x - y_n w_n) \cdot y_0 = w_n^T x$.

$\Delta w_s = \epsilon_n y_0 (x - y_n w_n) \cdot y_n = w_s^T x$.

$0 < \epsilon_n || \leq 1$, $0 < \epsilon_s || \leq \epsilon_n$,  

$\eta_n := \eta_0 (\eta_{\text{max}} / \eta_0)^{\alpha_{\text{max}}}$,

where $\Delta w_n$, $\Delta w_s$ - vectors of correction of weight of the neuron-winner and its topological neighbors, respectively; $\epsilon_n$, $\epsilon_s$ - the constants of updated forces of weighting coefficients of the neuron-winner and its topological neighbors respectively; $\eta_n$, $\eta_s$, $\eta_{\text{max}}$ - initial, current and final learning rate respectively.

11. If $(w_{n}^T x)^2 \geq v$, note the neuron $w_n$ as fixed.

12. If $w_n$ and $w_s$ are connected by edge, then its age is reset, otherwise a new edge with a zero age is formed between $w_n$ and $w_s$.

13. All edges in the graph with the age more then $\alpha_{\text{max}}$ are removed. In the case that some nodes do not have incident edges (become isolated), they are also removed.

14. If $t < t_{\text{max}}$ then proceed to step 15, otherwise - increment of the counter of steps is $t := t+1$ and then proceed to step 3.

15. If all neurons are fixed, the execution of the algorithm stops, otherwise proceed to step 3 and a new epoch of learning begins (repetition of the training set).

The information-extreme classifier that evaluates the relevance of network traffic to one of the $R$ classes performs quantization of a features description in the training set $\{x_{ij} \mid i = \overline{1,N}; j = \overline{1,n}; r = \overline{1,R}\}$. It is done by comparing the value of $i$-th features with the corresponding $i$-th threshold of $L$-dimensional receptive field, $l = \overline{1,L}$. That is, the formation of a binary training set $\{b_{ij} \mid i = \overline{1,N}; r = \overline{1,R}\}$ is carried out according to the rule

$b_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } x_{ij} - \delta_{ij} / \delta_{\text{max}} \leq x_{ij} \leq x_{ij} + \delta_{ij}; \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$

The calculation of the coordinate values of the binary support vector $x_{ij}$, according to which the construction in the radial basis of class containers is taking place, is carried out by the next rule:

$b_{r,j,N+i} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \frac{1}{n_r} \sum_{j=1}^{n_r} b_{ij,N+i} > \frac{1}{R} \sum_{r=1}^{R} \frac{1}{n_r} \sum_{j=1}^{n_r} b_{ij,N+i}; \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$

As a criterion of the effectiveness of classifier’s machine learning, the standardized modification of the Kullback’s information criterion is considered [13]:

$E_y = \frac{1-(\alpha_r + \beta_r)}{\log_2(2+\zeta)+r \log_2 10} \log_2 \left[ \frac{2-(\alpha_r + \beta_r)}{(\alpha_r + \beta_r)+\zeta} \right]$, (1)

where $\alpha_r$, $\beta_r$ - errors of the first and second kind of classification decisions regarding the membership of the input vectors to $r$-th class; $\zeta$ - any small non-negative number that is entered to avoid uncertainty when dividing by zero.

In order to optimize the parameters vector of the receptive fields of classifier $\{\delta_{ij} \mid i = \overline{1,N}; r = \overline{1,L}\}$ is
proposed to use the population-based Fish School Search (FSS) algorithm, which is characterized by simplicity of implementation and high convergence rate [14]. In this case, the optimization of each level of receptive fields occurs separately and consistently. In this algorithm, the position of the agent in the N-dimensional space of solutions is represented as a numerical vector $\mathbf{F}^{(n)}$ with a length $N$ and which is corresponding to the vector of optimized parameters. The individual success of each agent (fish) in the process of finding a solution is characterized by its weight, which plays the memory role. Each search iteration performs two groups of operators – feeding and swimming operators.

The feeding operator formalizes the success of the agents research of the “aquarium” areas and calculates the weight of the $z$-th agent, which is proportional to the normalized difference of the values of the fitness function in the next and the current iterations. In the FSS algorithm distinguish three types of swimming – individual, instinctively-collective and collective-volitional. These types of swimming are carried out sequentially one after another at separate intervals of time.

During an individual swimming of agents there is their movement has an equally probable random nature. In this case, for one iteration of the FSS algorithm, the step of individual swimming is executed a fixed number of times. In the process of instinctively-collective swimming, each of the agents is influenced by all other agents of the population and its influence is proportional to the individual success of the agents. Collective volitional swimming is considering as a shift of all agents in the direction of the current center of population gravity, in the case of increasing the total weight of the fish shoal as a result of individual and instinctively-collective swimming. If the total weight is reduced then the shift occurs in the opposite direction.

Thus, an assessment of the effectiveness of the learning of convolutional features extractor, the filters of which are trained by proposed growing sparse coding neural gas algorithm, will be carried out by the results of information-extreme training. At the same time, the process of machine learning of the information-extreme classifier relates to the search a global maximum of the modification of the information criterion by S. Kulbak according to the FSS population algorithm.

### III. RESULT OF THE SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION

In growing sparse coding neural gas algorithm were chosen the following parameters $\varepsilon_g = 0.5$, $\varepsilon_s = 0.05$, $a_{\text{max}} = 100$, $\eta_s = 1$ and $\eta_{\text{init}} = 0.01$. The parameter of the threshold of neuron fixation $v$ and the parameter of the number of thresholds per the feature $L$ of the system of receptive fields of the classifier are adjusted by scrolling through the values. Table 1 shows the dependence of the number of neurons in the first $M_1$ and second $M_2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\nu$</th>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>$M_1$</th>
<th>$M_2$</th>
<th>$E$</th>
<th>Validation accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>91.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>92.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>92.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>91.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>97.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>97.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>91.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>98.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>93.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>98.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis of Table 1 shows that increasing the threshold $\nu$ leads to an increase in the number of convolutional filters in the process of unsupervised training the features extractor. At the same time, increasing the threshold from 0.7 to 0.8 practically does not affect the accuracy of the decision rules. It means, that the value $\nu = 0.7$ is optimal and allows to form a more compact features representation (compression effect), meanwhile $\nu = 0.8$ allows to form a sparse representation based on overcomplete basis.

The optimal value of the hyper parameter $L$ is equal to 3. Further increase of the parameter $L$ does not lead to an increase in the accuracy of the decision rules. At optimal parameters of the extractor and the classifier, the accuracy of detection of malware traffic is 98.9%.

![Figure 2. A graph of the change of the average information criterion (2) in dependence from the number of iterations of the optimization swarm search algorithm](image)

The analysis of Fig. 2 shows that the algorithm required only 500 iterations to reach the global maximum. It indicates on the informative nature of the features descriptive of observation. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the information criterion (2) on the code radius of the container of each class.
The analysis of Fig. 2 shows that the maximum values of information criterion of learning for the first and second classes are equal to $E_1 = 0.80$ and $E_2 = 0.82$, respectively, and the optimal values of radii of the corresponding containers of the classes of recognition $d_1^* = 8$, $d_2^* = 15$. In this case, the inter-center Hamming distance is 23, indicating compactness of the feature vector distributions.

Thus, the proposed training algorithm allows determining automatically the optimal number of neurons at each high-level convolution level in the information sense. In this case, the results of simulation on data from Inria Aerial Image Labeling dataset showed the suitability of received models for practical application.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The scientific novelty of the obtained results is as follows:

- for the first time is proposed the growing sparse coding neural gas algorithm that allows to do incremental unsupervised dictionary learning adapted to sparse coding feature representation;
- it was improved the algorithm of the growing sparse coding neural gas is improved by introducing the radius of the reach of the neurons, which allows instead of setting the upper limit of the number of neurons use the direct regulation of the accuracy of the training set reconstruction;
- it was improved the method of effectiveness evaluation of the features extractor for the task of detecting object of interest on video frame through information-exterme machine learning, which allows to automate the process of configuring hyper parameters of the model.

2. The practical value of obtained results obtained for autonomous object detection systems is a developing a new learning method that effectively uses both labeled and unlabeled training sets. In this case, the results of simulation with using Inria Aerial Image Labeling dataset confirm the effectiveness of the obtained decision rules of vehicle detector in test image samples.
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Abstract – The problem of the identification of the images of the e-map of the region, compiled with the aid of on-board geoinformation systems, was examined. The method of the images’ refinement and the algorithm of the computer-aided teaching of the on-board geographical information system in frames of information-extreme intelligent technology, based on the maximization of the information capacity of the system during its teaching, was suggested. At this, the invariant nature of the final rules the formation of the input teaching matrix was done according to the results of the refinement of the digital images of the region in polar coordinates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Widespread usage of the aircraft on-board geoinformation systems (GIS) for the Earth surface observation allows to solve many important tasks for the social-economical sphere of society. One of the important tasks of the on-board GIS is segmenting of the region to localize the object of the observation. This task can be solved, for example, while the search of the vehicle, while the observation of the agricultural crops, while environmental management, etc.

Difficulties in the solving of this task are in the free initial conditions of the images formation of the object that is being defined, based on the different perspectives, aerial-mapping, heights of the aircraft, location and position of the object on the e-map image of the region, etc. This requires high calculation ability of the on-board ECS and imposes on the system strict requirements as to the reliability and rapid decision-making. That is why the task of the distinguishing of the range of interest, in which the object under consideration is expected to be present, acquires important meaning for the functional effectiveness of the on-board GIS. While the search of the vehicle such range of interest, first of all, should be considered highways of the region, and in case of the negative result it is necessary to pass to the recognition of the objects in other ranges of interest.

Thus, the relevant task while the region segmenting is the provision of the invariant nature of the final rules as to the objects’ position and location in the images of the regional e-map.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The most widespread way of solving the problem of automatic segmenting of the region is application of the cluster-analysis methods [1, 2]. Constructed clusters are in future identified directly by the on-board GIS through comparison with the samples, stored in the database. In case of great number of clusters, the necessary speed of the objects’ identification is gained through the application of the contemporary powerful on-board computers. In the same case, the accuracy of the clustering depends much on the initial conditions of segmenting, that take place on practice. That is why one of the future-oriented ways of increasing of the accuracy of the region segmenting is application of the ideas and methods of computer-aided teaching and recognition of images. At this, during the intelligent data analysis the most widespread became the methods, based on the artificial neuron networks [3]. The main fault of the majority of the famous methods of Data Mining Technology, including artificial and immune networks, is connected with their sensitivity to the multidiimensionality of the recognition features’ vocabulary and recognition classes alphabet. Correction of this fault is especially relevant in the tasks of recognition of the non-standard, according to the brightness, images, that can be seen, for example, while recognition on the ground.

One of the promising approaches to the analysis and synthesis of on-board GIS of object recognition through the pre-segmenting e-map of the region is the usage of ideas and methods of information-extreme intelligent technology (IEI-technology), based on the maximization of the informational capacity of the system in the process of its computer-aided teaching [4, 5]. In the work [6] within IEI-technology the task of segmenting of the regional e-map by the on-board GIS of the unmanned aerial vehicle was studied. At this, built during the process of computer-aided teaching, final rules did not provide the high and full possibility of correct identification of images. The reason of this result is in that, that images were considered as texture and were refined according to the cartesian reference system. This
did not allow to provide the invariant nature of the final rules of the images identification, which contained, for example, free-oriented segments of the highway.

In this article the algorithm of information-extreme computer-aided teaching of on-board GIS according to the teaching matrixes, compiled during the refinement of the images of regional e-map in polar coordinates was studied.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Let us consider the formalised statement of the information-extreme computer-aided teaching of the on-board GIS, formed according to the results of refinement of images of the regional e-map. Let the regional e-map split into \( K \) images, among which the alphabet \( \{X_m\}_{m=1}^M \) of the recognition classes is formed. To each class of recognition belong images that characterize different ranges of interest. For the given alphabet of recognition classes, the teaching matrix \( ||y_{m,i}|| \) of the brightness of the pixels of the images receptive field was formed. In the teaching matrix the line \( \{y_{m,i}\}_{i=1,N} \), where \( N \) – number of recognition features, is the realization vector of \( m \)-image, and the matrix column – accidental teaching selection \( \{y_{m,i,j}\}_{j=1,n} \) with volume \( n \). Besides, for each recognition class \( X^o_m \) the structural vector of the teaching settings was defined.

\[
g_m = \langle \delta^m, d_m, x_m \rangle, \quad (1)
\]

where \( \delta^m \) – characteristic of the symmetric field of the acceptable permissible errors for the recognition features; \( d_m \) - radius of the hyperspherical case of the recognition class \( X^o_m \).

In the formula (1) the characteristic of the computer-aided teaching \( \delta^m \) is equal to the half of symmetrical field of the acceptable permissible errors for the recognition features

The range of values of the teaching characteristics have such limits:

- range of values of the \( \delta^m \) is defined by the equation

\[
\delta^m \leq \delta_{H,i}/2,
\]

where \( \delta_{H,i} \) – standard field of permissible errors on the recognition i-characteristic, which defines the range of values of \( \delta^m \) characteristic;

- range of values of brightness of the pixels of the receptive field image is in the interval [0; 255] of brightness scale;

- range of values of the case radius of the recognition class \( X^o_m \) is defined by an inequation

\[
d_m \leq d(x_m \oplus x_c),
\]

where \( d(x_m \oplus x_c) \) – center-to-center distance between the realization-vector \( x_m \in X^o_m \) and averaged realization-vector \( x_c \) of the nearest class \( X^o_c \).

During the process of computer-aided teaching of GIS it is necessary:

1) optimize the vector coordinates (1), which provide the maximum value of averaged according to the alphabet class of information criteria recognition of optimization of computer-aided teaching characteristics

\[
\bar{E} \leq \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \max_k E^{(k)}_m, \quad (2)
\]

where \( E^{(k)}_m \) – calculated in the \( k \)-step of teaching value of information criteria of optimization of computer-aided teaching characteristics to recognize the class \( X^o_m \) realizations; \( G_x \) – acceptable region of information criteria function; \( \{k\} \) – ordered set of steps of teaching;

2) to build final rules according to the optimum case geometric settings of recognition classes.

During the optimization of the settings of computer-aided teaching it is necessary to take into account that the search of global information criteria maximum (2) is done in the operating (feasible) range of values of its function. As the information criteria (2) is the composed function of accurate characteristics its operating range of definition of its function for two alternative decisions is characterized by the fidelity of the first and the second kind, which get the value higher than 0.5.

While operating of the on-board GIS in the test mode, to distinguish range of interest on the ground, it is necessary to identify images according to the final rules, settled on the computer-aided teaching stage.

Thus, the task of information synthesis of region segmenting by the able to learn on-board GIS is in the optimization of the settings of its computer-aided teaching by approximation of the global information criteria maximum (2) to its maximum limit value, which is calculated in the operating range of the function criteria definition.

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Let us consider the main stages of computer-aided teaching of the on-board GIS for identification of images of regional e-map in terms of IIE-technologies.
Input data for the information-extreme algorithm of computer-aided teaching of on-board GIS is the 3-D block of teaching matrix, elements of which characterize the light-intensity of the pixels of the receptive field. Besides the teaching matrix the input mathematical analysis of the able to learn on-board GIS, should include alphabet of recognition classes, which characterize various images of regional e-map and vocabulary of recognition features.

On the stage of formation of the input mathematical descriptions of the on-board GIS three classes of recognition were formed. They characterized the appropriate ranges of interest: class $X^1$ - field, class $X^2$ - forest, $X^3$ - highway. The capacity of the vocabulary of the recognition features was defined by the size of the image receptive field of the regional e-map.

In the fig.1 the images of the region, received by the airborne prospecting, are presented.

In case images, presented in fig. 1a and 1b, can be related to the type “texture", image, presented in fig. 1c, is unsteady in brightness.

To provide invariant nature of final rules to the shift and turn of the objects within the images the formation of the input teaching matrix was done by means of refinement of images, presented in the fig.1 in the polar coordinates. At this, the average brightness of pixels of each level of data reading, built around the image geometric center 100x100 pixels in size, was calculated according to the formula [5]

$$\Theta_j = \frac{1}{N_j} \sum_{i=1}^{N_j} \theta_i$$  \hfill (3)

where $\Theta_j$ - averaged value of the pixels brightness, which are situated in the circle of reading of $j$- radius, $j = 0, R$; $\theta_i$ - value of the brightness of RGB-compound in the i-pixel of the image receptive field; $N_j$ - total quantity of pixels in the j-circle of reading; $R$ - radius of the reading circle.

In the fig.2 the input RGB-curves of the pixels’ brightness on the images of recognition class, received by the formula (3) are presented. $X^3$ - is the part of the highway.

According to the received during the quantization by the reading radius step-width of the brightness RGB-curves the structures vectors-realizations of the input teaching matrix for the presented in fig.1 images were formed. Thus, the step-width of the quant RGB-curves were studied as the features of recognition. At this the structure of the realization vector consisted of consequence of recognition characteristics of all RGB-compounds of the images.

Algorithm of GIS teaching with the optimization of the system of permissible errors of the recognition features was realized as the dicyclic procedure of the search of global maximum of information criteria (2) in the operating sphere of distinguishing its function.
\[ \delta^* = \arg \max_{\alpha_i} \left[ \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m} \max_{E^{(k)}_m} \right] \] (4)

where \( E^{(k)}_m \) – information criteria of optimization criteria to teach the system how to recognize the realization vectors of the class \( X''_m \); \( G_\delta \) – allowed value area of \( \delta \) of the permissible errors field of the recognition features; \( G_{km} \) - operating (allowed) area of distinguishing the criteria \( E^{(k)}_m \); \([k]\) - number of teaching steps at which the radiuses of hyperspherical cases of recognition classes were changed.

As the information criteria of computer-aided teaching settings optimization the modified Kullback's measure was considered. For the two-decision problems with equally possible hypothesis it is the following:

\[ E^{(i)}_m = |D^{(i)}_m - \beta^{(i)}_m| \times \log_2 \left[ \frac{1 + |D^{(i)}_m - \beta^{(i)}_m| + 10^{-7}}{1 - |D^{(i)}_m - \beta^{(i)}_m| + 10^{-7}} \right] \] (5)

where \( D^{(i)}_m \) – the first authenticity, which characterizes the possibility of the right classification of the realization vector of the class \( X''_m \); \( \beta^{(i)}_m \) - error of the second type, which characterize the false relation to the class \( X''_m \); of the realization vector of the nearest class; \( 10^{-7} \) - enough small number which is entered to avoid zero divide.

In the formula (5) the value \( r \) is equal to the number of signs of mantissa of the information criteria and in practice it is chosen in the interval \( 1 < r \leq 3 \).

According to the received during the computer-aided teaching optimal geometric settings of cases of recognition classes the final rules for the region images’ identification during the GIS operating in the test mode were created. For the hypersphere cases of the recognition classes the final rules are as follows:

\[ (\forall x''_m \in \mathbb{R}^{|D|}) \{ x^{(j)} \in \mathbb{R}^{|D|} | \text{ if } (\mu_\mu > 0) \& \& \mu_m = \max (\mu_1, \ldots, \mu_M) \} \text{ then } x^{(j)} \in X''_m \}, \] (6)

where \( x^{(j)} \) – realization-vector under recognition; \( \mu_\mu, \mu_m \) - functions of independence of realization vector under recognition from the neighboring (closest) cases of recognition classes \( X''_m \) and \( X''_m \) correspondently.

In case of hyperspherical cases of recognition classes functions of independence in formula (6) may consequently be the following

\[ \mu_m = 1 - \frac{d(x^{(j)} \oplus x_m)}{d_m}; \mu_c = 1 - \frac{d(x^{(j)} \oplus x_c)}{d_c}, \]

where \( x_c \) – averaged realization vector of the closest neighboring recognition class \( X''_c \); \( d_m, d_c \) - received during the computer-aided teaching optimal radiuses of the cases of the recognition classes \( X''_m \) and \( X''_c \) consequently.

Received in the test-mode results were compared to the results of the identification of the similar images, presented in the paper [6]. For example, according to the test results the full possibility of identification of the image of the \( X''_3 \)-class (part of the highway) was equal \( P_t = 0.96 \) compared to \( P_t = 0.83 \), received in paper [6]. At this, the authenticity of the images of the other recognition classes almost did not differ, because their images refer to the type “texture”.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In paper it was offered the algorithm of information-extreme computer-aided teaching of the on-board GIS based on the teaching matrix, which were formed during the images refinement in the polar coordinates, which, in its turn, allows to provide the invariant nature of the final rules during the identification of images with free-oriented objects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The leak of sensitive data on computer systems presents a serious threat to the security of the corporate IT infrastructure. Statistics show that the lack of proper encryption on the files, folders, and communications due to human errors is one of the causes of data loss.

Kaspersky Lab and B2B International conducted the regular surveys of IT professionals from different companies around the world. According to the results of the study, 30% respondents note accidental leaks or sharing of data by staff [1].

First group of sensitive information is the personal identifying information. It refers to documents, containing passport data, credit cards numbers, PIN codes, e-mail address, Internet accounts and passwords, biometric data, fingerprints. Second group is protected health information of individual. It refers to documents with names, geographical addresses, dates, phone and fax numbers, medical records, vehicle identifiers and numbers, Web URLs, IP-addresses, biometric identifiers. Third group is employed data, including financial information. Nonpublic information such as contracts, patents is also the sensitive information.

Existing approaches to data leak detection are based on finding the intersection of two sets. Sets consist of substrings of length n (n-grams). One set is selected from the sequence of transmitted data, the other is taken from the sensitive data samples. The intersection of sets gives the number of matching n-grams, which allows you to determine the degree of similarity of the two data sequences.

A variant of this method uses the Rabin fingerprints. With the sliding window, the sequence is converted to a set of n-grams, which are also called shingles. The set of all shingles of the size w is called w-shingling. Instead of working directly with shingles, it's more convenient to match each shingle to a unique numeric identifier, which is called a fingerprint. From a computational point of view, it is convenient to use Rabin fingerprints based on polynomial arithmetic. The applications of this approach are described in [2-5].

The peculiarity of the transmitted sensitive data is their transformation. User can do insertion, deletion, shortening of text. Applications can add formatting tags, metadata. Under these conditions, the accuracy of data leak detection is much higher if we can detect the ordered data. Set intersection does not allow this.

II. DATA LEAK DETECTION MODEL

The method proposed in this research is able to work with ordered sequences. We work with two types of sequences: network traffic sequence and sensitive data sequence.

Network traffic sequence on the way from source to destination passes through access devices: a router (hardware, or PC-based), a switch, a VPN server, or a hub. Packet capture can be performed directly on the access device. After this, packets are transmitted to a separate server. In particular, TAP (Test Access Point) can be used. This is a hardware device that connects directly to the computer network cable and creates a copy of the network traffic for transmission to another device. Many enterprise switches copy the activity of ports through a Switch Port Analyzer (SPAN) port, called the mirror port. To access network traffic, an analysis device must be attached to the mirror port.

In the simplest case, if we have a PC-based router with OS Linux, we can use two methods of capturing packets passing through a network card. First method is capturing packets with the libpcap library. A copy of the package, passing through the interface, can be requested by a client program written using this library. There is a libpcap implementation under Windows. Second method of capturing packets is the passing through the built-in iptables firewall. Administrator installs a rule in the firewall that sends traffic to the inside of the handler. For each passing packet, the handler receives its contents as a memory buffer.

Sensitive data sequence contains the privileged or proprietary information that only certain people are allowed to see. This information needs to be protected and cannot be exposed to outer world. The sensitive data sequences must be known to the analysis system.
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In this work, we are dealing with detecting unintentional data leaks. Data leak can occur when a user publishes sensitive data on the Internet or transfers them to an FTP server. In addition, many malicious programs and sniffers can receive sensitive data.

We assume the content in network traffic is available to the analyzing system. A network channel is unencrypted. If channel is encrypted, the content in it can be extracted for analysis.

III. SOLUTION OF ALIGNMENT TASK

We first give the following definitions. String is a continuous finite sequence of symbols (bytes) taken from file or data flow. The symbol set is not limited to alphanumeric characters. The empty string is the string with zero occurrences of symbols. Length of a string is a number of symbols in the string. Standard notation for the length of the string W is |W|. A substring is a consecutive segment of the initial string. A prefix of string is any string obtained from initial string by removing symbols from the beginning of the string. Subsequence of a string is a string obtained by deleting zero or more symbols, which need not be contiguous.

Sequence alignment is most commonly used in bioinformatics. The method is based on placing two or more sequences of DNA or protein monomers under each other in such a way that it is easy to see similar sections in these sequences. The similarity of the primary structures of two molecules can reflect their functional or structural interrelationships. The aligned sequences are generally represented as matrix rows. Gaps between the sections are added in such a way that the same or similar elements are located in columns of the matrix.

Sample:
Sequence 1  TMYECNHCEHT
Sequence 2  ----YETY----CHSK

Pair-wise alignment is used to find similar sections of two sequences. There are global and local alignments. Global alignment assumes that the sequences have the same structure along the entire length. Local alignment is used if the sequences contain both related and unrelated regions. The result of the local alignment is the selection of the region in each of the sequences and the alignment between these regions.

To solve the alignment problem, we will use the methods of dynamic programming.

Our task is to find the degree of similarity between the samples of sensitive information and fragments of the transmitted information. The presence of spaces between regions, containing sensitive information, in the transmitted stream is natural and does not eliminate the fact that there is a leak of this information. Therefore, the lengths of gaps in estimating the degree of similarity can be ignored.

In this case, the similarity degree is best determined by the length of the longest sequence, common to the two initial sequences.

Suppose that there are two sequences: $X=(x_1, x_2...x_m)$ and $Y=(y_1, y_2...y_n)$. Here $x_1$ and $y_1$ are symbols. We denote the prefixes of $X$ by $X_1, X_2 ... X_m$, and prefixes of $Y$ by $Y_1, Y_2 ... Y_n$. Let $S(X_i, Y_j)$ represent the set of longest coincidental subsequences $S$ of prefixes $X_i$ and $Y_j$.

The finding of $S$ relies on two properties.

Property 1. Suppose that there are two subsequences $X_i$ and $Y_j$ that end in the same symbol. To find $S(X_i, Y_j)$, we need to remove the last character from each sequence $S$ entering $S$, find $S(X_{i-1}, Y_{j-1})$ for these truncated sequences, and add a remote character to each $S(X_{i-1}, Y_{j-1})$.

Property 2. Suppose that there are two subsequences $X_i$ and $Y_j$ that do not end in the same symbol. Then $S(X_i, Y_j)$ is the set of the longest subsequences, included in union of $S(X_i, Y_{j-1})$ and $S(X_{i-1}, Y_j)$.

Corresponding recurrence relations in dynamic programming are following:

if $i=0$ or $j=0$ then $S(X_i, Y_j) = \emptyset$;
if $x_i = y_j$ then $S(X_i, Y_j) = \{S \mid S = \text{Concat}(S(X_{i-1}, Y_{j-1}), x_i)\}$;
if $x_i \neq y_j$ then $S(X_i, Y_j) = \{S \mid S = \text{Longest}(S(X_i, Y_{j-1}) \cup S(X_{i-1}, Y_j))\}$.

Here, function Concat performs concatenation of two strings, function Longest finds the longest string in the set. There can be several such lines.

For example, we will find the longest coincidental subsequence $S$ for sequences $X=abcad$ and $Y=bac$.

Because the recurrence relations use the empty set, it is convenient to define zero prefixes for our sequences: $X_0 = \emptyset$ and $Y_0 = \emptyset$.

Process of the solution is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. PROCESS OF THE SOLUTION
The second row and second column in the table are filled with \( \emptyset \). Other cells contain the longest subsequences, obtained for each step of recurrence calculation. The right-bottom cell contains the final result: \( S = \{ac, bc, ba\} \).

The main objective of our work is not so much to find actual coincidental subsequence, as the length of this subsequence. In this case, we can simplify our recurrence relations. For this purpose, we define function \( f \) that returns the length of longest coincidental subsequence.

Corresponding recurrence relations are following:

- if \( i = 0 \) or \( j = 0 \) then \( f(i, j) = 0 \);
- if \( x_i = y_j \) then \( f(i, j) = f(i-1, j-1) + 1 \);
- if \( x_i \neq y_j \) then \( f(i, j) = \max(f(i, j-1), f(i-1, j)) \).

Simplified process of the solution is shown in Table 2.

### TABLE II. SIMPLIFIED PROCESS OF THE SOLUTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \emptyset )</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The actual subsequence can be restored in backward procedure. For this, in the calculation process, we need to save not only the current length of the subsequence, but also the directions, moving along which we can obtain the desired subsequence. Process with the storing of the directions is shown in the table 3.

### TABLE III. BACKWARD PROCEDURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \emptyset )</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0 ( \backslash )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 ( \backslash )</td>
<td>1 ( \backslash )</td>
<td>1 ( \backslash )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0 ( \backslash )</td>
<td>1 ( \backslash )</td>
<td>1 ( \backslash )</td>
<td>2 ( \backslash )</td>
<td>2 ( \backslash )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>0 ( \backslash )</td>
<td>1 ( \backslash )</td>
<td>2 ( \backslash )</td>
<td>2 ( \backslash )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several paths are possible when two lines are presented in the cell. To restore the longest coincidental subsequences \( S \), we start from right-bottom cell in the table. The movement is possible to the left, up and left-up diagonally. Possible paths are marked in the table III with the numbers in bold style.

### IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM

The searching sensitive data in network traffic sequences is performed as follows. Sensitive data are divided into sequences of identical length. These sequences are compared with sequences from network traffic.

The complexity of the suggested algorithm is \( O(|A| \times |B|) \), where \( |A| \) and \( |B| \) are lengths of compared sequences. If the sequences will be divided to segments of length \( |A|/m \) and \( |B|/n \), then number of operation is \( m \times n \times (|A|/m) \times (|B|/n) = |A| \times |B| \). Therefore, complexity is independent from size of compared sequences. But with short sequences, the main advantage of the algorithm is lost: the ordering of sensitive fragments.

Therefore, it is desirable to choose a string size not less than the standard 80 characters.

Increasing productivity can be achieved by placing a sequence comparison in individual threads. More significant performance improvements can be achieved by running parallel comparisons on individual processor cores.

For better security, source data with sensitive information should be provided in an encrypted form. Decryption should be performed already in the program itself.

### CONCLUSIONS

Detection and preventing leaks of sensitive information is an important problem. The peculiarity of transmitted sensitive data is their transformation preserving the order of elements. The existing methods of sequences comparison are based on the set intersection, and do not analyze ordering. We presented algorithm based on the sequence alignment, and taking into consideration ordering. Recurrence relation, complexity, and recommendation for using algorithm are described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ensuring high-quality education in the IT specialities requires the involvement of a modern material and technical base. However, the constant renewal of the hardware of the university is complicated due to financial reasons. The experience of other domestic and foreign universities indicates the possibility of solving this problem through the involvement of students’ own devices in the educational process. Undoubtedly, this approach should be directed by the policy of the university, because it requires the preparation of the appropriate infrastructure, i.e. additional sockets, high-quality network connection.

Also widespread among the students of portable computers and multifunctional communicative electronic devices makes it urgent to create a flexible working environment on the campus. The main feature of such an environment is to provide access at any time and from any place to the information resources of the corporate network of the university and global information networks [1]. Such integration requires qualitative and safe access to the network, which in most cases is implemented through wireless networks. The practice of their application in Sumy State University faced numerous difficulties. For example, a weak network signal in a classroom, the inability to connect to an open wireless access point (“wi-fi point", WAP) with standard settings, the problem with internet connection.

The problem with the quality of wireless network at Sumy State University (SSU) can be solved in several ways. One of a solution – increase the count of WAP. World Health Organization experts recommend refraining from using the wireless networks at educational institutions, as electromagnetic radiation creates an additional burden on the body [6]. The other way – optimise usage of existing points, to maintain existing ones in the proper working condition since Sumy State University. In this case, there is a possibility to decreases count of points and reduce the negative impact on students’ health and teachers of the educational institution. Such approach requires a tool for monitoring and analysing of wireless network quality and WAP usages.

There three possibilities to measure the quality of network connection in such situation:

1. **Centralized measure network bandwidth usage by WAP on university internet gate or billing system.** This approach is easy to implement. However, it able to show only a few kinds of problem, such as all the user unable to connect to some WAP.

2. **Measure number of clients directly on WAP.** This approach can show real usage of each point. The lack of this approach: in first we unable to detect situation, when clients unable to connect to WAP. On the other hand, there are many types of equipment. So, we need to implement firmware level monitoring tool for different of equipment or scrap information from web-based admin interface (or telnet-based command tool). Also, this possibility stands for security problem: we need admin-level access to all WAP. So, this approach has many disadvantages and hard to implement.

3. **The crowdsourced measuring with many wi-fi clients.** Such types of measurement help to solve a wide range of the problem, for, i.e., detect potholes in road-system using Android smartphones with accelerometers [2]. Such type possibility especially useful in the case of geographically distributed objects of measurement.

The last approach can help us to solve the initial problem – detect state and quality of wi-fi-based network connection in the frame of SSU campus. In the article, we should describe existed software, and show our solution to this problem. At the end of the article, we should...
discuss the problem of privacy and security of this approach.

II. EXISTED SOFTWARE

There are many different ready-made software solutions for monitoring Wi-Fi networks. However, these are general-purpose, mostly not free of charge software. Some are inconvenient to use or have specific conditions of use. For example, the need for a building map and semi-automatic monitoring in several points of the map each time. Let’s introduce some program from this class.

NetSpot. The primary function of this application is an analysis of wireless Wi-Fi networks inside and outside buildings and bind results to map. To analyse network, customer need to walk through the building and mark a place of measurement on a map. There is only a windows version of the software. The application can show a level of wi-fi signal on a building plan, but unable to check a quality of the connection, possibility to connect to WAP and internet connection via WAP [3].

WiFiAnalyzer is opensource software for Android, [4] It helps to optimise wireless network by examining surrounding Wi-Fi networks, measuring their signal strength as well as identifying crowded channels. Basically, very useful for collecting information about networks at some point. Unfortunately, this software unable to share information between several devices or store it externally. So, it very hard to keep up-to-date an analyse information if we have several widely distributed WAPs.

PRTG - professional WiFi analyser [5]. This software analyses every aspect of the wireless network: devices, load, traffic, availability, signal strengths. PRTG comes all-in, no extra costs, no add-ons necessary. The main disadvantages of that software are the high cost of a license - 1200 euros per year.

The list of software for wireless network analysis can be expanded. The main conclusion of this investigation is: there is lack of software, which able to:

- investigate different aspects of WAP (such as signal level in classrooms and ability to establish a connection in a different period);
- gather information from several devices;
- present information in a form applicable to analyse and forecasting;
- has a reasonable price.

Using the positive features of the studied software, we have built information system, uses the client-side android application to perform measurement and web-based backend to collect and visualise information. Let’s describe both parts of the system.

III. CLIENT-SIDE SOFTWARE

SSU has numerous building with multiple WAP in each. In this case, we need multiple devices to gather statistics. Most easily way – involve users mobile devices in this process. Such periodic independent mass scanning will allow the staff of the university’s Internet service to have the latest information about the Wi-Fi points of the institution.

Therefore, for the problem monitoring, the android application WiFiChecker was developed. The purpose of the application is the semi-automatic collection of information about available Wi-Fi networks and the ability to check access the Internet via visible open access points. The application is available for devices running Android 7.0 (API level 24) and above.

The algorithm of application, including interaction with the central server, is described as UML interaction diagram on figure 1.

![Figure 1. Interaction diagram of the main cycle of application](image)

Application use state-machine pattern with act and rollback action between states. Main states are:

- Initialization – ask all necessary permission from the user. By restriction of Android, some of the permission can be obtained only dynamically.
- Network scanning – application subscribe to network scanning action and collect a list of networks till scanning process bring new networks.
- Network discovery – for each open (accessible without key) network application put network discovery job into single treading queue.
- Sending results – application disconnect from all networks and try to send old (if anyone) and current results via default network (in most cases it is cellular network). Each result is submitted within own job. Application removes a date from internal storage only if is successful scented to the server. After processing all pieces of information
application show button “rollback”, which act moving to the initialisation state.

Figure 2 show application in the state “Network discovery”. The main screen of allocation shows the name of WAP and level of the signal, i.e. WAP “wifi.sumdu.edu.ua” moderate level of the signal, “wifi-60” – low level. The level of the signal of secured WAP does not matter – we unable to connect to them. The exact value of the signal level visible on results analyses on the server. Also, the application shows a state of checking: “connected” (WAP accessible and provide access to the internet, i.e. “wifi.sumdu.edu.ua”), “connection failure” (i.e. “wifi.sumdu.edu.ua-5”), “connection [on this WAP is in] testing” and “pending [for the testing]”.

Figure 2. Android application “WiFi Checker.”

Each network discovery job performs next steps:
1. Disconnect from the previous network.
2. Try to find a job-related network in android network registry or create a new one.
3. Try to connect to this network.
4. Wait for “connecting” and then “connected” state of Android Network subsystem. In most cases, for lousy WAP it takes much time. We limit this step to 120 seconds.
5. Bind connection to the current network (by default Android able to change default network as a fall-back for connection without internet access).
6. Try to fetch the random resource from https://wifi.dl.sumdu.edu.ua/t/<resource name>. On this step, we wait for an HTTP-response with code 200 and content equal to the resource name. By this step, we prevent caching resource and wrong-true internet accessibility detection in case of the smart screen (like 404-page on LifeCell, or billing-authentication page of some providers).

When the application finishes scanning all the points, the resulting scan results are mapped to the JSON object and send them to https://wifi.dl.sumdu.edu.ua. From that website, information is accessible for monitoring and further analysis. If the current data cannot be sent, application store them at own persistent storage. This information will be resented, after next network discovery, prior sending a new collection of data.

IV. BACKEND

The web-based part of the product is created with Ruby-based framework Sinatra. For today, we did not use any database and store user result directly to file system. In future, this approach will be replaced with SQLite RDBMS. The application provides next pages and endpoints:

- GET '/' – show general information about service and common statistic by all public WAP. All evidence a grouped by status: success – “connected” or negative – “connection failure”, “[user] device error”, “internet failure”, “require password” (somewhen WAP was open, but not it requires access key). In this view, all WAP showed by its SSID, but group by BSSID which is more stable and allow differentiate points in roaming-mode (see figure 3).

Figure 3. Web-application main page example

- GET '/wifi/bssid' display detailed information on all evidence with some WAP (time, signal level, status). Also, it shows information grouped by day of the week and fraction of a day (see section “Results”).
• POST /wifi – endpoint for gathering information provided on state “Sending results” of the client application;
• POST /r/random_seed – endpoint for checking internet connection, provide cache-free echo for client application (need on step 7 of network discovery job);
• GET /archive – provide a Zip archive with raw information, used for detail analyse and practice “Data migration” of course “Database and Information System”;
• POST /deploy/secret – web-hook endpoint for deployment (see section “deployment”).

V. DEPLOYMENT

An information system has two parts: client Android-based application and web-based application. In general, the structure of system and deployment process are shown in figure 4.

The source code of the Android application is storied within public GitHub repository [7]. The repository is linked with Circle CI to automatically build an application on code update event and publish results on GitHub Releases page of a project. Anybody able to make push-request, and after review got the new version of the application as soon as possible.

Source code on web-application is storied within private repository at Bitbuck. In the same way, after each commit, Bitbuck make the web-hook call of deploy endpoint of application. Application reloads own source code from Bitbuck and restarts itself.

![Figure 4. Common project structure and deployment process](image)

VI. CROWN-BASED MEASURING AND PRIVACY

After the publishing European union regalement EC2016/679 on General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [8] all public service which able contact with European Union citizen or residents should provide in a clear way all information about the usage of user’s private data. Our application story only application-generated unique identification (InstanceID) for each evidence. InstanceID used to count of the involved device and detect devices, which sends suspicious results. In conjunction with time on measurement and list of visible WAP it able to de-classify location of the client but hide any other information about the client. The value InstanceID is anony’s, and automatically changed on application reinstall or upgrade [9]. According to google recommendation it provides the necessary balance between user-identification and user-privacy.

As for Android application, we need permission for ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION, ACCESS_WIFI_STATE, CHANGE_WIFI_STATE, ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE, INTERNET, OVERRIDE_WIFI_CONFIG. Such wide list of permission caused fact, which we can de-classify user location upon WAPs signal level. For example, is approach is used for LBS, and similar for A-GPS navigation.

In our situation, the best way will hide information of recent measurement from all statistics. It will be implemented in the feature.

VII. MEASURING AND SECURITY

Let’s analyse possible security risk. As any other distributed application our system has a lot points for invasion. Most serious are:

• GitHub and Bitbucket accounts. Any changes at this point automatically rebuild part of a system. So, we must use strong passwords and two-phase authentication. The risk on this point a partially smooth out by version control system – all changes are storied and able to be reviewed.

• Circle CI is used for automatically build the Android application. So, we need strong password there too. The risk on this point is partially smooth out by nature of building process – all files and scripts necessary to build the application are uploading each time from GitHub repository. Circle CI has read-only access to this source.

• Application and web server can be perpetrated directly or of from other services on the same machine. At this point, we should use same security policy as for any other web-services. The better way is move service to separate virtual machine or run it into the container for better security.

User-generated data. Far-famed security rule says that all user-generated data must be sanitised. In our case there is a possible way to attack service:

• Non-JSON or corrupted JSON workload is checked by an application on store new results.

• The extra-large user-generated response is checked by Nginx web-server with client_max_body_size directive (few kilobytes in our case).
Fake measurement. We did not provide any protection for this case. Provide such type of protection is on our roadmap. We plan to implement InstanceID-based results signing.

VIII. INFORMATION ANALYSES

According to server statistics and results of measurement, most of analysed WAP is located at building “C” of Sunny State University. Web-application abble show generalised statistic by all points and detailed statistic by each of them. The generalised statistic shows each measurement status (“Connected [to the internet via WAP]” or type of problem). Detailed statistic shows time and level of signal for each measurement and group measurement status by day of week and day fraction (before 8.15 – early morning, 8.15-12.45 – first part of day, 12:45–13:25 – the «big break» between pairs, 13:25–15:00 – 4th pair, 15:00–18:00 – evening, 18:00–24:00 – later evening).

Figure 5 show example of WAP details-page. As we can see on figure WAP “wifi-ctos.sumdu.edu.ua” accessible only in half attempts in the morning and almost all-time in a second part of the day. The symbol “-” in the picture means lack of measurement.

The results of measurement show the disappointing state of the network – there is much WAP inside the campus, some of them are open, but most of them are inaccessible most of the time.

Average count of WAP on each network scanning is 5.6 (on the result of 109 evidence), the maximum count – 12. So, increasing amount of WAP will not solve a problem but decrease the quality of the signal.

CONCLUSIONS

Modern education requires access to different resources via local network or internet. Partially this requirement is covered by wireless network. The wireless network provides quality service, which means, at least, be accessible and provide access to the internet. Unfortunately, the wireless network at SSU does not meet this requirement. Before any optimisation and reconfiguration, we need a tool to analyse network quality. Exploring of ready-made software show luck of variants, that fit all our requirements. To solve a problem was developed an information system, which consists of a client-side android application to perform measurement and web-based application for gathering, visualisation and analyse information about the state of WAPs.

Analyse show unsatisfactory result – there is a lot of WAPs at the campus, some of them are open, but most of them are inaccessible. The different ratio of success/fail tests on some points during a day means the insufficient capacity of the wireless network or problem with WAPs configuration.

There are several ways to improve the situation without buying additional equipment. There are lot of secured WAP. Almost all of them use internet connection provided by university network, so they should be opened (or has open wlan with limited bandwidth). The second possibility – organise single university-level wlan with wifi-roaming [12]. With is approach we able increase network capacity by client balancing between points.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main driving forces that make an influence on the revolutionary innovation changes in the methods of doing business is the rapid development of information technology, the quality and effectiveness of their application, the development of information management.

The profit of any socio-economic object (enterprise, firm, bank, financial institution) is directly proportional to: the ability to organize and carry out information activities; organization of information service of the authorities of any level; development of the main contours of the organization's policy and strategy in the field of information technology; evaluation of the level of information of an object; project management for the creation and implementation of information and technological solutions of any level of complexity; management of innovations and innovative activity in the field of information technologies; Identification of reserves for increasing the efficiency of information activities of the enterprise.

We highlight a number of the most important tasks of information management: 1) study the peculiarities of the use of information resources for the adoption of effective managerial decisions; 2) the use of new information technologies as a system of holistic interconnected techniques of methods and tools for the processing of information and the implementation of communications in organizational management in order to increase the efficiency of decision-making processes; 3) studying the peculiarities of communicative relations in the organization and improvement of document circulation; 4) study of the peculiarities of the use of Internet technologies in management activities; 5) management of the existing information resources of the institution, enterprise, organization. The importance of information management (MI) for the state will be considered in a systematic approach that addresses strategic, administrative and operational objectives [1]. Among them, one can identify the main areas of MI, namely: the development of information infrastructure, technology management, data management, development of the system concept of the organization.

Depending on the type of task, these areas have different levels of detail and scope of information. At the level of public administration, a successful solution to these problems is possible only with the development and implementation of the systemic concept of management organization.

II. RESEARCH RESULTS

Information management, in the context of this study, is the management of the processes of implementation and use of information technology in the activities of the government.

As an example, let's look at the government sites of Ukraine and Poland. Comparing macroeconomic indicators (GDP per capita, GDP and GDP share in different spheres), Poland and Ukraine in the period after the 2008 global crisis, one can see a healthy economy (for example, Poland), and state the Ukrainian illness.

Before the crisis, the Ukrainian and Polish economies had similar dynamics. However, recent years have been years of success for Poland and have been lost for Ukraine. The driving force of any country is its attractiveness for foreign investors. After joining the EU, the conditions for doing business in Poland have become more favorable than in Ukraine. For example, Poland in 2016 ranked 25th among 189 analyzed countries, while Ukraine is 83 [2].

The process of transition from a planned to a market economy was difficult for some states, which arose after the collapse of the socialist bloc of countries, because not all of them, even for a quarter century after the collapse of the planned economy, were able to enter the market. Poland have joined after successful market reforms and the privatization of state-owned enterprises in countries with market economies.

On the end of 2016 Ukraine was slowly continuing to make market reforms and privatization, but this did not contribute to improving its macroeconomic
In 2016 Ukraine was on the 63 position in the world in terms of the gross domestic product (GDP) and Poland was on the 24th positions [3,4].

By the volume of the gross domestic product (GDP) per capita in 2016 Ukraine ranked 107th in the world, while Poland was in the 45 position. GDP per capita in Ukraine was 7.91 thousand dollars and in Poland 26.13 thousand dollars [3,4].

GDP per capita in 1991 in these countries was almost at the same level: in Ukraine – 5.9 thousand dollars, 6.00 thousand dollars – in Poland.

According to the World Bank, at the time of the collapse of the ”socialist bloc of countries” Poland and Ukraine had similar economy: a similar volume of GDP per capita, as well as similar shares of the agrarian sector, industry and services in GDP.

In 2004, at the time of Poland's accession to the European Union EU, it exceeded the level of Ukraine’s GDP [3, 4]:

- 3.9 times Total GDP;
- GDP per capita is 9.12 times.

for the period from 2004 to 2016, the GDP was as follows: the total GDP of Poland exceeded the level of Ukraine by 5.2 times; and GDP per capita by 5.92 times.

At the same time, the needs of the state are growing in the development of information management, which needs constant renewal and support.

Consider the criteria for evaluating information resources (Law of Ukraine "The Procedure for the Functioning of Web-sites of Executive Bodies" [5]):

information structure of the website;
- site map;
- posting of the news on the first page;
- uniform format of website addresses;
- availability of references to structural subdivisions;
- the presence of controls that help to change the color contrast of the site, the size of the font;
- Availability of several language versions of the interface and content of the site;
- organization of access to electronic documentation.

In the process of studying compliance with these criteria on the example of the website of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine [6] and the Sejm of Poland [7], the following results were obtained.

1. The information structure of the website of the executive body should be adequate to the relevant subject area.

Information content should be, on the one hand, complete, and on the other hand, it should not contain any unnecessary information, inappropriate repetitions, etc. The first and second sites meet the information content requirement.

2. Regarding sitemap, the site of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine has it and the site of a Polish Sejm also has sitemap. The site of the Verkhovna Rada has a sitemap at the top of the site, on the site of the Sejm it’s at the bottom.

3. News should be on the first page of the site in accordance with the legislation of Ukraine. Depending on the design, it is possible to place in the center of the main page or in the right field. Placing news is based on the principle of issuing a news headline with the following link to the full text of the document. On the website of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, we can see that the news feed is present, but not in accordance with the law, but it is modernized and has a user-friendly look. But the site of the Sejm of Poland meets the requirements presented in the law of Ukraine.

4. Web addresses of the sites should be reduced to the uniform format, have to reduce the names of ministries, state committees, regional state administrations, other executive bodies, bringing to the second format of domain names of the second level (name.gov.xx).

In addition, you have to indicate links to international web resources that are the main or priority partners of the authority. It is not recommended to post web-addresses and links to commercial web resources that are not on the authority's profile, or if the body's specificity is not a priority for the company's web resource.

The conducted author's research showed that the addresses of both sites meet the requirements of the law, references to commercial non-profile organizations were not revealed.

5. The websites should include contact information of the structural units and/or officials of the executive authorities responsible for the software, technical and information support of the websites. The sites under investigation meet this requirement and contain all the necessary links.

6. The site must contain controls that help to change the color contrast of the site, the size of the font. Unfortunately, these tools were not found on the Verkhovna Rada website. However, on the site of the Sejm of Poland, these elements are present. This indicates that the developers have taken care that the site will be viewed by different people, and for example, people with poor eyesight will be able to enlarge the font.

7. With the regard to the criterion which concerning the multilingual site, both the site of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine and the site of the Sejm of Poland adhere to it, however, versions in languages other than the state may differ in the amount of information available.
A generalized study on compliance with these criteria on the example of the website of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine [6] and the Sejm of Poland [7] is given in table 1. It is proposed to use the evaluation: 0 – the site does not meet the requirements; 0.5 – partially satisfies the requirement; 1 – fully compliant. In order to get a correct assessment of the site, we will introduce weighting factors depending on the importance of the criteria set forth in the Law of Ukraine in terms of information management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Indicator’s Weight</th>
<th>Website of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine</th>
<th>Website of the Sejm of Poland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information structure of the website</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The presence of a website map</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of the news on the first page</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Website addresses in the same format</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References to structural subdivisions</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The presence of controls that help to change the color contrast of the website, the size of the font</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The presence of several language versions of the interface and content of the website</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of access to electronic documentation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total points</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So, with a small margin, the site of the Sejm of Poland is the best. The country is concerned not only with the development of the economy and public welfare, but also about information management. This is an indication that Poland is paying attention to whether the site will be accessible to people with certain disabilities, whether the site is understandable to the average user, or whether it can quickly orientate on it. The site of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as a whole is in accordance with the law of Ukraine, however, the critical review of the requirements for sites submitted in the law of Ukraine "On the functioning of websites of executive authorities" [5], showed that they are not fully complied with.

A detailed analysis showed that for seven out of eight requirements the government site of Ukraine is responsible. The requirement for the presence of controls that help to change the color contrast of the site, the size of the font does not meet. Functions that help change the font size or color contrast of the site are not as commonly used by ordinary citizens, but they should be. Apparently because of the complexity of implementation at one time, the developers abandoned them.

In order to improve the site, it is proposed to add a clock that will be located on each site's site and show the exact date and time zone of the person who comes to the site and how to write whether or not the government is currently working, so that people who I would like to come to him with certain goals to take into account this information, before going to the government.

In addition, the authors recommend that the visual design be improved, as the government sites of developed countries look more modern, while the design of the Ukrainian government portal is not updated in accordance with modern trends in the field of information technology.

The development of user interfaces should be structured in such a way as to make it as attractive and convenient as possible to optimize its user interface. The main requirement is convenience, practicality and intuition.

Therefore, during the developing of high-quality websites for any purpose, first of all, it is necessary to observe the provisions of the Law of Ukraine "On the procedure for the functioning of executive bodies' websites" [5]; secondly, secondly, to observe the general requirements of User Experience Design (UX), relating to information architecture, interconnection design, graphic design and content (figure.1).

Consider the basic requirements and principles of User Experience Design.

1. Principle «Keep it short and simple» (KISS). The interface should be simple and understandable, tasks must be solved with a minimum number of actions, and everything should be clear and obvious.
2. Don’t make you think. You need to avoid complicated actions that make users think.
3. Don’t display the obvious. You should not show the obvious elements of the interface, you need to focus only on the really necessary things.
4. Signal to noise ratio. In each interface there are important elements (signals) and insignificant for a certain part of the system (noise), of course, you need to focus on signals and avoid noise.
5. Proven development is the best fashion. It is not necessary to cling to the fashion and do it only because others do it, it is better to give preference to the tested elements of the interface.
6. The usual controls. In any modern interface there are many controls, it will be better to use the usual elements and visual images.
7. People don’t read, people are browsing. Users don’t like, don’t always have the time and ability to read large arrays of texts, don’t force them to do so.
8. The principle of smart borrowing. Do not reinvent a bike for standard things.
9. Miller’s purse. In one functional block there can be no more than 5-7 items, otherwise the user will not be able to hold in memory.
10. The principle of grouping. It is desirable to place the information on a page with several logical blocks (groups) for the purpose of more convenient orientation.
11. Intuitive clarity. Understanding is better memorization.
12. Everything is useful in mind. All important elements of the interface should be in sight and appropriately highlighted.
13. Principle of 3 clicks. There should be no more than 3 clicks to move from one section to another. The same rule applies to the main page: any important information should be available in no more than 3 clicks.
14. Homogeneity. In large projects, there is often a homogeneous functional in different parts of the site (for example, comments), it should not be different. The same applies to the style.
15. Ways to solve the problem. Users need to offer ways to solve their tasks through the interface, these methods should be obvious.
16. The principle of bridge railings. This principle implies the protection of users from accidental actions.
17. Correct copywriting. Designing the interface is a lot of copywriting, every letter, especially headings, is important.
18. The principle of unity. Settings and controls need to be tried not to hide in separate sections, but to allow you to manage from one place, where appropriate.
19. Trends It is necessary to take into account the current trends, so that the interface is not obsolete before the project, but to approach it thoughtfully.

CONCLUSIONS

The article deals with the main economic indicators and aspects of information management in Ukraine and Poland. Every year, besides consolidating its positions in the economy, the country needs to develop information management, which is essentially a business card of the state on the international scene as well as the primary source for information in various life’s spheres. As part of the research, the existence of a relationship between information management and the development of the country’s economy was confirmed. The faster the country develops its economy, the more and more new trends in the development of its information management, it introduces, thus, improves the understanding of what is happening in the state, develops new methods for communicating for all people including the people with hearing impaired and vision-impaired people. State information management is a powerful tool that should carry out strategic, operational and administrative tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the current conditions of financial instability in Ukraine and the reduction of demand for banking services, the process of optimizing costs with all available methods is becoming increasingly important for banks. Understanding of the management of the bank, which operations lead to significant losses is possible only if they are quantified. Therefore, it is advisable to develop a scientific and methodological approach to assessing the probable losses of banks from their involvement in the process of legalization (laundering) of funds obtained illegally. Of course, the process of legalization of criminal incomes should be neutralized in the bank immediately upon its detection, but the responsibility of banking workers who carry out internal financial monitoring will be significantly higher, provided knowledge of the amount of probable costs in the event of the occurrence of relevant adverse events.

The aim of the work is to develop a scientific and methodological approach to determining the probable losses of the bank from their involvement in the process of legalization (laundering) of money received illegally.

II. RESEARCH RESULTS

Thus, we will carry out a phased implementation of the scientific and methodical approach to determining the probable losses of the bank from their involvement in the process of legalization (laundering) of funds received illegally:

Istage. Formation of the indicative space of the main indicators of the bank's losses from their involvement in the process of legalization (laundering) of funds obtained illegally. Of course, the process of legalization of criminal incomes should be neutralized in the bank immediately upon its detection, but the responsibility of banking workers who carry out internal financial monitoring will be significantly higher, provided knowledge of the amount of probable costs in the event of the occurrence of relevant adverse events.

The aim of the work is to develop a scientific and methodological approach to determining the probable losses of banks from their involvement in the process of legalization (laundering) of funds obtained illegally. It should be noted that scholars are differently considering financial monitoring in the context of combating the legalization of proceeds from crime, terrorist financing and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. The contemporary researchers N.V. Moskalenko, Yu.O. Romanchenko and others reveal directly the general aspects of financial monitoring.

[9,12]. The specific consequences of legalization (laundering) of proceeds from crime are described by a number of authors O.Alexeychenko, I.M.Tohtarov [1,13]. To study the process of counteraction to legalization (laundering) of money received illegally, a number of models were proposed: model Dmitrov S.O. [6], structurally logical model O.V. Kuzmenko [7], the model of risk assessment VPBratiuk [3] et al.

Despite the significant contribution of these researchers to the disclosure of this problem, the conclusions and measures that have been formed up to now need to be supplemented with features of determination and taking into account losses from attracting banks to the process of legalization (laundering) of money received illegally.
client risk (credit risk (RK1), strategic risk (RK2), shareholder risk (RK3), management risk (RK4), reputational risk (RK5), legal risk (RK6)); service risk (liquidity risk (RP1), market risk (RP2), credit risk (RP3), strategic risk (RP4), shareholder risk (RP5), management risk (RP6), reputational risk (RP7), legal risk (RP8), personnel risk (RP9), technological risk (RP10), environmental risk (RP11)) - and benefits: increasing financial flows; expansion of the client base of the bank; intensification of demand for banking services; maintaining a license for banking services; stable functioning of a financial institution; cooperation with international partners - which the bank receives in case of avoiding or overcoming the consequences of the impact of these risks.

The research and identification of relevant risk factors inherent in banking activities, as well as the benefits derived from their avoidance and overcoming, are the basis for the next stage of implementation of the methodological approach to determining the probable losses of banks from their involvement in the process of legalization (laundering) of money received illegally and, accordingly, construct a table of correspondence (see Table 1).

TABLE 1. ESTABLISHING THE CORRESPONDENCE OF THE ACHIEVED ADVANTAGES OF BANKS DUE TO OVERCOMING THE RISKS INHERENT IN ITS ACTIVITIES TO THE RELEVANT FACTORS THAT DETERMINE THE RECEIPT OF THESE BENEFITS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant risk factors inherent in banking activities</th>
<th>Increasing the volume of financial flows (P1)</th>
<th>Expansion of the client base of the bank (P2)</th>
<th>Intensification of demand for banking services (P3)</th>
<th>Saving a license for banking services (P4)</th>
<th>Stable functioning of a financial institution (P5)</th>
<th>Cooperation with international partners (P6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z1</td>
<td>$z_{11}$</td>
<td>$z_{12}$</td>
<td>$z_{13}$</td>
<td>$z_{14}$</td>
<td>$z_{15}$</td>
<td>$z_{16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z2</td>
<td>$z_{21}$</td>
<td>$z_{22}$</td>
<td>$z_{23}$</td>
<td>$z_{24}$</td>
<td>$z_{25}$</td>
<td>$z_{26}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>$z_{31}$</td>
<td>$z_{32}$</td>
<td>$z_{33}$</td>
<td>$z_{34}$</td>
<td>$z_{35}$</td>
<td>$z_{36}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z4</td>
<td>$z_{41}$</td>
<td>$z_{42}$</td>
<td>$z_{43}$</td>
<td>$z_{44}$</td>
<td>$z_{45}$</td>
<td>$z_{46}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z5</td>
<td>$z_{51}$</td>
<td>$z_{52}$</td>
<td>$z_{53}$</td>
<td>$z_{54}$</td>
<td>$z_{55}$</td>
<td>$z_{56}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific</td>
<td>$s_{1}$</td>
<td>$s_{12}$</td>
<td>$s_{13}$</td>
<td>$s_{14}$</td>
<td>$s_{15}$</td>
<td>$s_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>$s_{21}$</td>
<td>$s_{22}$</td>
<td>$s_{23}$</td>
<td>$s_{24}$</td>
<td>$s_{25}$</td>
<td>$s_{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>$s_{111}$</td>
<td>$s_{112}$</td>
<td>$s_{113}$</td>
<td>$s_{114}$</td>
<td>$s_{115}$</td>
<td>$s_{111}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC1</td>
<td>$c_{11}$</td>
<td>$c_{12}$</td>
<td>$c_{13}$</td>
<td>$c_{14}$</td>
<td>$c_{15}$</td>
<td>$c_{16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC2</td>
<td>$c_{21}$</td>
<td>$c_{22}$</td>
<td>$c_{23}$</td>
<td>$c_{24}$</td>
<td>$c_{25}$</td>
<td>$c_{26}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC3</td>
<td>$c_{31}$</td>
<td>$c_{32}$</td>
<td>$c_{33}$</td>
<td>$c_{34}$</td>
<td>$c_{35}$</td>
<td>$c_{36}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK1</td>
<td>$k_{11}$</td>
<td>$k_{12}$</td>
<td>$k_{13}$</td>
<td>$k_{14}$</td>
<td>$k_{15}$</td>
<td>$k_{16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK2</td>
<td>$k_{21}$</td>
<td>$k_{22}$</td>
<td>$k_{23}$</td>
<td>$k_{24}$</td>
<td>$k_{25}$</td>
<td>$k_{26}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK6</td>
<td>$k_{61}$</td>
<td>$k_{62}$</td>
<td>$k_{63}$</td>
<td>$k_{64}$</td>
<td>$k_{65}$</td>
<td>$k_{66}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The risk of services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP1</td>
<td>$p_{11}$</td>
<td>$p_{12}$</td>
<td>$p_{13}$</td>
<td>$p_{14}$</td>
<td>$p_{15}$</td>
<td>$p_{16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP2</td>
<td>$p_{21}$</td>
<td>$p_{22}$</td>
<td>$p_{23}$</td>
<td>$p_{24}$</td>
<td>$p_{25}$</td>
<td>$p_{26}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP11</td>
<td>$p_{111}$</td>
<td>$p_{112}$</td>
<td>$p_{113}$</td>
<td>$p_{114}$</td>
<td>$p_{115}$</td>
<td>$p_{116}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stage 2. Selection or development of mathematical models to provide a quantitative description of each of the selected relevant risk factors. At this stage, it becomes necessary to take into account the fact that the risk factors acquire both qualitative and quantitative values.

Stage 3. Determining the comparability of the factors of bank risks and benefits that the bank receives when avoiding or overcoming the effects of risks, as well as the formalization of the identified compliance in tabular form. In addition, in this phase, it is necessary to analyze the sensitivity of the relevant risk factors inherent to banks, taking into account the sum of the binary indicators of the tables of comparability of relevant risk factors and related benefits.

Stage 4. Implementing a cost-effective approach for relevant risk factors that does not provide an opportunity to obtain appropriate benefits for banks by constructing cost matrices (formula 1) and determining the probabilities of obtaining them in each particular situation (formula 2).

\[
L = \min_{\eta} \left\{ \frac{\min \left\{ L_{ij} \right\}}{\max \left\{ L_{ij} \right\}} \right\} \left( \max \left\{ L_{ij} \right\} \right) \left( \min \left\{ L_{ij} \right\} \right)
\]

\[
P = \max \left( \min \left\{ \frac{\min \left\{ L_{ij} \right\}}{\max \left\{ L_{ij} \right\}} \right\} \right) \left( \max \left\{ \min \left\{ L_{ij} \right\} \right\} \right) \left( \min \left\{ \max \left\{ L_{ij} \right\} \right\} \right)
\]

Stage 5. Formation of a decision tree for possible alternatives to overcoming banking risks (formula 3-4):

\[
R = \left( \min \frac{\min \left\{ L_{ij} \right\}}{\max \left\{ L_{ij} \right\}} \right) \left( \min \frac{\min \left\{ L_{ij} \right\}}{\max \left\{ L_{ij} \right\}} \right) \left( \min \frac{\min \left\{ L_{ij} \right\}}{\max \left\{ L_{ij} \right\}} \right)
\]
The above calculations, using a cost approach, the construction of costly matrices, the formation of a tree of solutions for possible alternatives to overcoming the risks of banking activity.

In parallel with the increase of the internal system of bank monitoring is getting a number of these benefits: increasing the volume of financial flows; expansion of the client base; intensification of demand for banking services; maintaining a license for banking services; stable functioning of a financial institution; cooperation with international partners.

SUMMARIZING THE RESULTS OF THE CONDUCTED RESEARCH, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE USE IN THE PRACTICAL WORK OF SCIENTIFIC AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO DETERMINING THE PROBABLE LOSSES OF BANKS FROM THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN THE PROCESS OF LEGALIZATION (LAUNDERING) OF FUNDS OBTAINED ILLEGALLY.

On the basis of mathematical formalization of the above calculations, using a cost approach, the construction of costly matrices, the formation of a tree of solutions for possible alternatives to overcoming the risks of banking activity.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the conducted research, it should be noted that the use in the practical work of scientific and methodological approaches to determining the probable losses of banks from their involvement in the process of legalization (laundering) of funds obtained illegally.

In parallel with the increase of the internal system of bank monitoring is getting a number of these benefits: increasing the volume of financial flows; expansion of the client base; intensification of demand for banking services; maintaining a license for banking services; stable functioning of a financial institution; cooperation with international partners.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of sustainable and inclusive development (SID) has been widely discussed in recent decades and has been recognized as the priority policy areas both at the regional and international levels [1]-[2]. Their successful realization requires proper identification of the main indicators, their assessment, and monitoring. Modern researchers extend classical approach that focuses on the issues of poverty, inequality, unemployment, and growth by the variables that evaluate education, institutions, health, environmental sustainability and informality [3]-[4]. Methodology varies from aggregate indexing and causality modeling to regional, international structuring using multivariate statistical techniques, e.g. clustering, factor and principal component analysis [3]-[5].

The main objective of this paper is to make regional differentiation based on the extended and classical variables’ selection using cluster analysis (CA) and principal component analysis (PCA).

II. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Our research explores 22 economic, financial, social and environmental indicators for 24 Ukrainian regions. Regional codes used in the analysis are given in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vinnytsia</td>
<td>VN</td>
<td>Mykolaiv</td>
<td>MK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volyn</td>
<td>VO</td>
<td>Odessa</td>
<td>OD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dnipropetrovsk</td>
<td>DP</td>
<td>Poltava</td>
<td>PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donetsk</td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>Rivne</td>
<td>RV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhytomyr</td>
<td>ZH</td>
<td>Sumy</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zakarpattia</td>
<td>ZA</td>
<td>Ternopil</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaporizhya</td>
<td>ZP</td>
<td>Kharkiv</td>
<td>KH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivano-Frankivsk</td>
<td>IF</td>
<td>Kherson</td>
<td>KS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiev</td>
<td>KV</td>
<td>Khmelnytskyi</td>
<td>KM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirovohrad</td>
<td>KG</td>
<td>Cherkasy</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luhansk</td>
<td>LG</td>
<td>Chernivtsi</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lviv</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>Chernihiv</td>
<td>CN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II provides a description of the indicators used in this multivariate analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Social and demographic indicators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of the regional population to the total population of Ukraine</td>
<td>ppl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of the population over the age of 60 to the economically active population of working age</td>
<td>old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fertility rate (per woman)</td>
<td>br</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The share of urban population</td>
<td>ur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of the average life expectancy at birth to the average in Ukraine</td>
<td>ls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of offences in the region per 1000 population (crime rate)</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of average monthly wages by region to the average monthly wage in Ukraine</td>
<td>sal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Economic and financial indicators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms of trade (the ratio of exports to imports)</td>
<td>tr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of direct foreign investments to GRP</td>
<td>di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of capital investments to GRP</td>
<td>ci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of gross regional product (GRP) to gross domestic product (GDP) of Ukraine</td>
<td>grp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of local budget expenditures to GRP</td>
<td>exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of local budgets’ incomes to their expenditures</td>
<td>inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread between the credit interest rates of banking institutions and the National Bank discount rate</td>
<td>ir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of loans to GRP</td>
<td>loa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of deposits to loans</td>
<td>dep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer price index (compared to December of the previous year)</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Environmental indicators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2 emissions per GRP</td>
<td>poll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The volume of wood harvesting per unit of area</td>
<td>wd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The extraction of water bioresources per 1000 population</td>
<td>wt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of waste per capita</td>
<td>wst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of recycled waste per capita</td>
<td>ut</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PCA can substitute a data set with a smaller number of representative variables that explain most of the variability in the original data [8]. PCA as a dimension reduction tool is a common strategy to deal with the problem of correlation dependence between factors, as well as the problem degrees of freedom (correspondence of the number of variables to the number of observations) in small samples. Principal components represent linear combinations of the original variables weighted by their contribution to explaining the variance of the variables. A matrix of the factor loadings represents a system of the following equations [8]:

$$ PC_i = W_{i1} \cdot X_1 + W_{i2} \cdot X_2 + \ldots + W_{in} \cdot X_n, $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $PC_i$ – $i$-principal component; $X_j$ – a $k$-feature, $W_{ik}$ – the corresponding loading (weight).

Principal components’ calculation applies a singular value decomposition of the centered and scaled data matrix. Centering and scaling are performed using the following formula:

$$ x_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij} - M(X_{ij})}{\sigma(X_{ij})}. $$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here $X_{ij}$ – is a vector of corresponding features; $x_{ij}$ – a particular value of $i$-feature of $j$-element; $M(X_{ij})$ – is a mean of $X_{ij}$; $\sigma(X_{ij})$ – a standard deviation of $X_{ij}$.

Generated principal components and a matrix of the estimated factor loadings are used further in the regional structuring based on the clustering techniques. Our research employs the $K$-means algorithm based on the recommendations given in a “Typology of the regions of Ukraine”, prepared within the framework of the EU project on supporting regional development policy in Ukraine [2]. This method implies partitioning observations into $k$ groups by minimizing the sum of squares from the points to the assigned cluster centers [8]:

$$ \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j \in S_i} (x_{ij} - \mu_i)^2 \rightarrow \min. $$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here $S_i$ represents $i$-cluster; $x_{ij}$ – $j$-element coordinates; $\mu_i$ – coordinates of the $i$-cluster’s centroid (mean of the coordinates of the $i$-cluster’s elements).

III. ANALYSIS

In this section we present the main findings of our research. Fig. 1 shows numerous correlation dependences between variables.

Table III summarizes the importance of the principal components and demonstrates six most disperse components, which proportion of variance is greater than 0.05, total cumulative proportion of variance 0.885.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC2</th>
<th>PC3</th>
<th>PC4</th>
<th>PC5</th>
<th>PC6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>2.197</td>
<td>1.934</td>
<td>1.412</td>
<td>1.326</td>
<td>0.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proportion of variance</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cumulative proportion</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 exhibits associations between the diversity of the regions of Ukraine and the first two principal components displayed as red vectors’ projections according to the weight and direction of the factor loadings. This graph does not show the factors “ppl”, “ut”, “off”, as these vectors overlap and blind the visual perception.

The first principal component reflects economic and financial development of the regions. It is mostly affected by the following economic indicators: the ratio of local budgets’ revenues to their expenditures (“inc”); the average salary in the region (“sal”); the share of GRP in GDP of Ukraine (“grp”); the ratio of loans to GRP (“loa”); the ratio of local budget expenditures to GRP (“exp”) (negatively).

The second principal component characterizes human, natural and capital resources of the regions. Main contributions are made by the following factors: the ratio of capital investments to GRP (“cit”); the ratio of people aged 60+ to the economically active population (“old”) (negatively); the birth rate (“br”); the difference between the credit interest rates of banking institutions and the National Bank discount rate (“ir”) (negatively); the volume of wood harvesting per unit of area (“wd”). The absolute weights of these loadings are higher than 0.3.
The third principal component accounts for ecological, monetary stability and the rule of law. This component is influenced primarily by the ratio of CO2 emissions to GRP (“poll”) (negatively); the crime rate (“off”); the consumer price index (“pi”); the water usage (“wt”). Notably, the fourth principal component also applies to the sustainable development of the regions. It is mostly affected by two variables – the amount of waste per person (“wst”) and the amount of recycled waste per person (“ut”). Both factors have a near 0.5-weight impact with a negative sign that declares a reverse relationship between waste-related factors and the level of region’s sustainable development.

The fifth principal component is mainly determined by the human capital indicators, i.e. by the birth rate (“br”), the ratio of people aged 60+ to the economically active population (“old”) (negatively), the ratio of the average life expectancy at birth to the average in Ukraine (“ls”) (negatively). Besides, the extraction of water bioresources per 1000 population (“wt”), terms of trade (“tr”), also have absolute loading values greater than 0.35.

The sixth principal component duplicates the loadings of the fifth component (“ls”, “wt”, “tr”), adding the price index (“pi”) and the ratio of capital investments to GRP (“ci”), which have positive loading values of 0.3.

The findings of the principal component analysis show that variables of human capital, natural resources usage and monetary and financial stability prevail in the choice of principal components. At the same time such factors as regional population (“pl”), urban population (“ur”), direct foreign investments (“di”), and the ratio of deposits to loans (“dep”) do not particularly affect any of the first six principal components.

For cluster analysis, we take the first six main components that summarize the main features of the original variables. As mentioned above, we apply the K-means clustering algorithm, setting k=5 based on the typology of the regions of Ukraine [2], findings of Ukrainian economists [5] and our own empirical assessments. Fig. 3 exhibits the results of the regional clustering within the estimated coordinates of the first two principal components that represent economic, financial, human capital and sustainable development of the regions. Here we use basic geometric structures [9] for simplicity.

![Figure 2. PCA visualization](source)

Fig 4 highlights the groups (clusters) of regions of Ukraine based on the results of the cluster analysis:

- **Group 1** (blue): Vinnytsia, Volyn, Zhytomyr, Zakarpattia, Ivano-Frankivsk, Lviv, Rivne, Tempoli, Khmelnytskyi and Chernivtsi regions.
- **Group 2** (violet): Donetsk and Luhansk regions.
- **Group 3** (red): Dnipropetrovsk region, Kyiv region including Kyiv.
- **Group 4** (orange): Chernihiv, Sumy, Cherkasy, Poltava and Kharkiv regions.
- **Group 5** (green): Kirovohrad, Kherson, Mykolaiv, Zaporizhia and Odessa regions.

Obviously, the regions with the most developed cities (Kyiv and Dnipro) turn up to be in the same group. Donetsk and Luhansk as occupied territories have significant reasons to differ from other regions a lot. Surprisingly, all the other regions of Ukraine are grouped based on the first two principal components in conformity with their geographical location, creating Western, Northern, Eastern and Southern clusters.

Our results partly correspond with the typology of the regions of Ukraine [2] constructed in 2012 on the basis of geographical, socio-demographic, economic, ecological indicators, that focuses on the sustainability issues as well (Fig. 5).
The differences are explained by the choice of the original variables and the time period used in the analysis. We can see that recent changes in political and economic development of Ukraine provoked deepening of the differentiation between the western border regions and Northeastern regions, and deteriorating of the sustainability of the majority of the regions.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have investigated the factors that determined regional sustainability and inclusiveness. Following up the comprehensive modern approach, we extended the traditional set of variables with the factors that influence financial stability, human capital development, and sustainability goals achievement.

We estimated relative standardized indicators to avoid possible differences in the size of regions and scales of measurements, removing abnormal observations. Multivariate statistical tools were applied (PCA and clustering) to reveal the simplified patterns of possible relationships and data structuring.

It was proved that economic factors explain a dominant part of sustainable regional development, explaining 30% of the cumulative variance of the data. At the same time, our findings showed that human capital and ecological factors turned to be the most impactful factors that account for the rest 58% of the cumulative variance of the first six principal components of the observed data set.

We used the principal components, which describe the most important features of the data to make comparative cluster analysis of the regions of Ukraine. It was found that clusters were grouped by geographic position of the regions. In particular, empirical results revealed that Western regions had better indicators of the human capital (fewer people of the retirement age, higher life expectancy, lower urbanization and crime rates) and sustainable development (better use of water resources; lower waste volumes, but the worse situation with the deforestation). Central and Southern regions on average had better economic and financial position, while Eastern regions showed the biggest problems with human capital and environmental protection.

To conclude, this work contributes to solving the problem of the assessment and monitoring of the regional development, emphasizing on the importance of the elaboration of the multidimensional framework that account for a broad group of indicators that depict new challenges in terms of sustainability, inclusiveness and economic freedom. Short-term and long-term aspects of sustainable regional development and possible associations between variables can be further explored using methods of linear regression, linear discriminant analysis or artificial networks.
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Abstract – The advantages of credit scoring are considered. The characteristics of bank borrowers used in the construction of logit model, decision tree and neural network are described. The choice of the best model is made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current economic situation in Ukraine has led to an increase in credit risks associated with non-repayment of loans. One of the ways to reduce credit risks is the use of scoring technologies that allow you to rapidly assess the creditworthiness of potential borrowers based on questionnaire data. The use of credit scoring facilitates the speed of decision-making on granting loans and conducting an express analysis of creditworthiness in the presence of the borrower. Most banking professionals consider that credit scoring is the most suitable technology for consumer lending. For example, see [1]. The introduction of credit scoring system in the practice of banks is necessary both for the banks themselves to assure the return of the loan as well as for borrowers because the scoring system significantly reduces the time taken by the bank to decide on a loan.

It is important to note that for a scoring model it is typical to use a certain set of variables (characteristics of the borrower) that reflects the credit risk associated with the borrower. The construction of scoring models is based on statistical methods in which the qualitative and quantitative characteristics of a potential borrower are compared with the level of credit risk, which is determined on the basis of retrospective credit histories.

For each variable of the scoring model cut-offs are determined, according to which the scoring model divides borrowers into “bad” and “good”. For each scoring model the own cut-off determined, which reflects the boundary of vulnerability in relation to the bank’s credit policy and external factors. The purpose of credit scoring is to calculate the level of credit risk inherent in one or another borrower, in other words, his credit rating. Comparison of the obtained results with the limit value allows providing borrowed funds to one or another borrower.

The result of the credit scoring is, as a rule, a certain integral indicator, which is proportional to the borrower’s creditworthiness. Based on the received credit scoring estimates, the bank has the opportunity to classify borrowers by their level of creditworthiness. For example, see [2]. Unfortunately, there is currently no qualitative statistical database on borrowers in Ukraine, and credit bureaus are not yet operational. Ukrainian banks have to rely on their own methods of assessing credit risk and take the full burden of credit risk.

II. RESEARCH RESULTS

The source of information used for the practical implementation of scoring models is the characteristics of borrowers of one of the Ukrainian banks: borrower’s age, gender, work experience, annual income, annual household income, the existence of borrower’s own real estate, the purpose of the loan agreement (consumer credit, mortgage, credit for study fees, business development loan, car loan, credit card, building real estate lending), the average amount of payment for a loan, the amount of the last payment for a loan, the amount of the next payment for a loan, the frequency of payments on the loan, the discipline of payments, the amount of past due payments in the last year, the total amount of past due payments in credit history, the result of the loan agreement (loan was not repaid, loan was repaid). The SAS Enterprise Miner software product was selected for scoring models development. It is an integrated component of the SAS system of intellectual data analysis and designed to detect information in large amounts of data which is necessary for management decisions to be made. For example, see [3].

To construct scoring models, we used the SAS Enterprise Miner tools of regression analysis, decision trees and neural networks. The entire incoming data set (TRAIN) of 14559 borrowers was randomly divided into two parts (80% – training data and 20% – validation data) with the preservation of the distribution of the positive response (loan was repaid) and the negative response (loan was not repaid) of the target variable (the result of the loan agreement). Thus, all models were constructed and tested on equivalent data sets (Fig.1).
Incoming data was divided into equal parts in percentage terms (Data Partition tool). They are given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. BREAKDOWN OF INCOMING DATA SET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of credit order with positive response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,716</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of the primary analysis (StatExplore tool), the basic statistical characteristics of the input data were obtained, the role of variables in the simulation was determined, and it was found that the input data array has missing values in the interval variables that were filled (Impute tool). Missed data was filled in this way: for interval variables all missed values were replaced by the average for all available values, for categorical input variables, all missed values were replaced by the most frequently encountered category.

As a result of the cluster analysis carried out by the k-means method (Cluster tool), four clusters were obtained. The first cluster (19.7%) has been formed by senior citizens with significant (higher than the average) work experience (Segment Profile tool). The second cluster (34.9%) has been formed by borrowers without own real estate, with an average work experience, middle age and average income. The third cluster (39.1%) has been formed by borrowers with own real estate, with an average work experience, middle age and middle income. The fourth cluster (6.3%) has been formed mainly by borrowers with an income higher than the average.

To optimize the complexity of the logit model, the method of stepwise exclusion of non-significant variables was selected (Regression tool). The significance of the variables were determined by us according to the statistical Wald chi-squared test. Result is given in figure 2.

As a result of the cluster analysis carried out by the k-means method (Cluster tool), four clusters were obtained. The first cluster (19.7%) has been formed by senior citizens with significant (higher than the average) work experience (Segment Profile tool). The second cluster (34.9%) has been formed by borrowers without own real estate, with an average work experience, middle age and average income. The third cluster (39.1%) has been formed by borrowers with own real estate, with an average work experience, middle age and middle income. The fourth cluster (6.3%) has been formed mainly by borrowers with an income higher than the average.

To optimize the complexity of the logit model, the method of stepwise exclusion of non-significant variables was selected (Regression tool). The significance of the variables were determined by us according to the statistical Wald chi-squared test. Result is given in figure 2.

It turned out that the following variables have high statistical significance: the purpose of the loan agreement (Type), the frequency of payments on the loan (PaymentFrequency), the amount of the next payment for a loan (IMP_NextPaymentAmount), the discipline of payments (Discipline), the amount of past due payments in the last year (DelayAmountLastYear), the total amount of past due payments in credit history (DelayAmountTotal).

By evaluating the odds ratio, we have investigated how selected variables of the logit model affect the target variable. According to the results of a constructed logit model, a borrower with a minimum amount of past due payments in the last year, a senior age and with a maximum average amount of payment for a loan, who has paid payments every two months and received a credit card, is most likely a creditworthy borrower.

The decision tree was built in an automatic mode (Decision Tree tool). Optimization of the complexity of the decision tree was carried out using average squared error. Result is given in figure 3.
For the training and validation data sets, the graph has a declining trend. At the 6th step, the value of the average squared error starts to decrease less rapidly, and therefore further increase in the number of branches is not needed. Thus, as the optimal option, a tree with 6 branches of branching was selected. Classification rules for this model are given in table 2.

According to the results of the decision tree, the most likely creditworthy borrower is a client who had overdue payment to four months, paid without past due in the last year or repay the loan using a pledge.

The neural network was built in an automatic mode (AutoNeural tool), the hyperbolic tangent was chosen as an activation function. Optimization of the complexity of the neural network has been made on the basis of minimizing the proportion of incorrectly classified borrowers. The result is a neural network, which consists of one hidden layer with two neurons. The constructed neural network is characterized by low values of the average squared error (0.189 and 0.191 for training and validation data respectively). The misclassification rate of the model data also has low values, namely: 0.296 and 0.295, respectively. Thus, we can conclude that the built neural network is qualitative and adequate.

The choice of the best model was performed (Model Comparison tool) on the basis of the misclassification rate (MISC), the average squared error (ASE) and the Gini coefficient (G). Result is given in table 3.

The lowest values of the misclassification rate, the average squared error and the highest values of the Gini coefficient has a decision tree. In the second place – the neural network, the last place occupies the logit model.

Classification capabilities of the built models were also studied using the Classification Table of Model Comparison tool. Result is given in figure 4.

### Table II. Rules for Classifying a Decision Tree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification rule</th>
<th>Training data</th>
<th>Validation data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The amount of past due payments in the last year (DelayAmountLastYear):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 5</td>
<td>100% borrowers not repayed loan</td>
<td>100% borrowers not repayed loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less or equals 5</td>
<td>70 % borrowers repayed loan, 30% – no</td>
<td>70 % borrowers repayed loan, 30% – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 1</td>
<td>64% borrowers repayed loan, 36% – no</td>
<td>64% borrowers repayed loan, 36% – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less or equals 1</td>
<td>94% borrowers repayed loan, 6% – no</td>
<td>93% borrowers repayed loan, 7% – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The discipline of payments (Discipline):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overdue payment more than 120 days, deferment of loan payment</td>
<td>64% borrowers repayed loan, 36% – no</td>
<td>66% borrowers repayed loan, 34% – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overdue payment to 119 days, payment without past due last year, repayment on a loan using a pledge</td>
<td>98% borrowers repayed loan, 2% – no</td>
<td>98% borrowers repayed loan, 2% – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of the last payment for a loan (LastPaymentAmount):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 1 403 hrn</td>
<td>70% borrowers repayed loan, 30% – no</td>
<td>71% borrowers repayed loan, 29% – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less or equals 1 403 hrn</td>
<td>61% borrowers repayed loan, 39% – no</td>
<td>61% borrowers repayed loan, 39% – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The total amount of past due payments in credit history (DelayAmountTotal):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 11</td>
<td>59% borrowers repayed loan, 41% – no</td>
<td>59% borrowers repayed loan, 41% – no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less or equals 11</td>
<td>66% borrowers repayed loan, 34% – no</td>
<td>69% borrowers repayed loan, 31% – no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III. COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE QUALITY OF THE LOGIT MODEL, DECISION TREE AND NEURAL NETWORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Misclassification Rate</th>
<th>Average Squared Error</th>
<th>Kolmogorov-Smirnov criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logit model</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural network</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the last stage of the study we attach the output of the Model Comparison tool and a set of score data (SCORE) into the Score tool (Fig.1). This tool generates forecasts using the model that was selected as the best by Model Comparison tool. In our case, this is a decision tree.

The SAS Enterprise Miner package includes specialized Credit Scoring for Banking solution that address specific credit scoring tasks. For example, see [4]. The component Scorecard automatically calculates scorecards based on the results of a model built on the training data. The Interactive Grouping component automatically selects the most significant input variables and interactively generates groups of values of input variables with continuous values (Fig.1).

The Gini coefficient and Information Value criteria were used to automatically select the most significant input variables. For the automatic formation of groups of values as criteria for the breakdown of the range of values into groups, the Weight of Evidence was used.

As a result of automatic implementation of the Interactive Grouping tool on the basis of the Gini coefficient and Information Value criteria from the input data set, it was suggested that 13 variables be used to form a scorecard. Each variable based on the weight of the Weight of Evidence has been broken down to the levels. Binary variables were automatically rejected (the role of Rejected is set) due to the fact that the Information Value criteria equals 0. Result is given in figure 5.

The final stage is the development of a scorecard using the Scorecard tool based on the results obtained at Interactive Grouping and Model Comparison tools (Fig.1). The main coefficients characterizing the quality of the built scorecard are given in the table 4.

TABLE IV. COEFFICIENTS OF SCORECARD QUALITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Misclassification Rate</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Squared Error</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolmogorov-Smirnov criterion</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results of built scorecard, the most likely creditworthy borrower is a middle-aged borrower who has taken a consumer loan and has a maximum amount of the next payment for a loan, made a payment delay to the month during the past year or paid off loan using a pledge.

CONCLUSIONS

The developed scoring models are primarily aimed at reducing the number of irreversible and “problem” loans, that is, the fulfillment by borrowers of the terms of the loan agreement. Using a scoring model for assessing a bank borrower’s creditworthiness based on a decision tree will provide an opportunity to achieve a range of effects: reducing the role of the subjective component when deciding on lending, significant acceleration of the decision-making process, improving the quality of the loan portfolio as a result of minimizing the share of problem loans. Thus, the simulation of credit scoring is one of the most effective ways to increase the efficiency of lending to bank customers.
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